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Abstract

In the growing field of on-scalp magnetoencephalography (MEG), brain activity is studied by
non-invasively mapping the magnetic fields generated by neuronal currents with sensors that are
flexibly placed in close proximity to the subject’s head. This thesis focuses on high-temperature
superconducting magnetometers made from YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO), which enables a reduction
in the sensor-to-room temperature standoff distance from roughly 2 cm (for conventional MEG
systems) down to 1 mm. Because of the higher neuromagnetic signal magnitudes available to
on-scalp sensors, simulations predict that even a relatively low-sensitivity (higher noise) full-head
on-scalp MEG system can extract more information about brain activity than conventional systems.

In the first part of this thesis, the development of high critical temperature (high-Tc) super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometers for a 7-channel on-scalp MEG
system is described. The sensors are single layer magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup
loop made on 10 mm × 10 mm substrates using bicrystal grain boundary Josephson junctions. We
found that the kinetic inductance strongly varies with film quality and temperature. Determination
of all SQUID parameters by combining measurements and inductance simulations led to excellent
agreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions. This allowed us to perform an
in-depth magnetometer optimization. The best magnetometers achieve a magnetic field noise level
of 44 fT/

√
Hz at 78 K. Fabricated test SQUIDs provide evidence that noise levels below 30 fT/

√
Hz

are possible for high quality junctions with fairly low critical currents and in combination with
the optimized pickup loop design. Different feedback methods for operation in a densely-packed
on-scalp MEG system were also investigated. Direct injection of current into the SQUID loop
was identified as the best on-chip feedback method with feedback flux crosstalk below 0.5%. By
reducing the operation temperature, the noise level can be further reduced, however, the effective
area also decreases because of the decreasing kinetic inductance contribution. We present a method
that allows for one-time sensor calibration independent of temperature.

In the second part, the design, operation, and performance of the constructed 7-channel on-
scalp MEG system based on the fabricated magnetometers is presented. With a dense (2 mm
edge-to-edge) hexagonal head-aligned array, the system achieves a small sensor-to-head standoff
distance of 1-3 mm and dense spatial sampling. The magnetic field noise levels are 50-130 fT/

√
Hz

and the sensor-to-sensor feedback flux crosstalk is below 0.6%. MEG measurements with the system
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and indicate that our on-scalp MEG system allows
retrieval of information unavailable to conventional MEG.

In the third part, two alternative magnetometer types are studied for the next generation system.
The first alternative is magnetometers based on Dayem bridge junctions instead of bicrystal grain
boundary junctions. With a magnetometer based on the novel grooved Dayem bridge junctions, a
magnetic field noise level of 63 fT/

√
Hz could be achieved, which shows that Dayem bridge junctions

are starting to become a viable option for single layer magnetometers. The second alternative are
high-Tc SQUID magnetometers with an inductively coupled flux transformer. The best device
with bicrystal grain boundary junctions reaches a magnetic field noise level below 11 fT/

√
Hz and

outperforms the best single layer device for frequencies above 20 Hz.
In the last part, the potential of kinetic inductance magnetometers (KIMs) is investigated. We

demonstrate the first high-Tc KIMs, which can be operated in fields of 9-28 µT and achieve a noise
level of 4 pT/

√
Hz at 10 kHz.

Keywords: high-Tc SQUID, magnetoencephalography, on-scalp MEG, magnetometer, SQUID
optimization, multi-channel system, crosstalk, SQUID magnetometer calibration, kinetic
inductance, kinetic inductance magnetometer.
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1

Introduction

The average human brain contains an estimated 68 billion neurons and a similar
number of non-neuronal cells [1]. Around 20 billion of these neurons are in the
neocortex [2], which is the part of the brain involved in higher-order brain functions
such as conscious thought, sensory perception, generation of motor commands,
language, and spatial reasoning. Each neuron in the neocortex has approximately
7000 synapses connecting it to other neurons, which results in an enormous total
number of neocortical synapses in the order of 1014 [3]. The sheer complexity of the
human brain is a challenge, and powerful technologies are required to gain a better
understanding of the brain and treat it in disease.

Several neuroimaging modalities have been developed to obtain a window into
the brain without penetrating the skull [4, 5]. They can be divided into two broad
categories: structural and functional imaging technologies. Structural neuroimaging
technologies allow one to distinguish between different tissues (e.g. bone, grey
matter, white matter, cerebrospinal fluid). The two main structural neuroimaging
technologies are computed tomography (CT), which merges a series of X-ray images
to create cross-sectional images [6], and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which
combines strong magnetic fields and radio frequency (rf) waves to generate 3D images
[7].

Functional neuroimaging technologies, on the other hand, measure neural activity
in the brain. This is done either directly by sampling the electromagnetic field
generated by neural activity or indirectly by imaging the metabolic processes that are
modulated by brain activity. The two direct functional neuroimaging methods are
electroencephalography (EEG), which measures the electric potential with electrodes
placed on the scalp, and magnetoencephalography (MEG), which samples the mag-
netic field using a sensor array around the head. The most commonly used indirect
functional neuroimaging technologies are functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) [8]. fMRI generates a brain map corresponding to blood flow
to active neurons via the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast with
MRI [9, 10], while PET and SPECT rely on different types of radioactive tracers [8].
A comparison of these five functional neuroimaging technologies is given in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of different functional neuroimaging methods in terms of
spatial and temporal resolution as well as system cost and invasiveness. The data
were taken from Ref. [8]. System costs are approximate and strongly depend on the
specifications.

In this project we focus on the direct functional neuroimaging method MEG.
It combines excellent temporal resolution with good spatial resolution while being
totally passive, and thus safe (no radioactive tracers or high magnetic fields). Both
MEG and EEG signals are created by postsynaptic currents in the pyramidal neurons
of the cerebral cortex [11]. A detectable MEG signal is created by 10 000 to 50 000
pyramidal cells firing synchronously [12]. Although MEG and EEG signals have the
same source, the two modalities are not redundant [13, 14]. In contrast to EEG
signals, MEG signals are virtually undistorted by the skull and scalp, especially in the
case of shallow sources [15]. This simplifies source localization and leads to a better
spatial resolution for MEG than for EEG. MEG has contributed significantly towards
the understanding of sensory processing, motor planning and action, cognition,
language perception and production, social interaction, and various brain disorders
[16]. Clinically, MEG is nowadays used for epilepsy (diagnosis of epilepsy and
localization of epileptic foci) and pre-operative evaluation, while applications on the
horizon include stroke, chronic pain, traumatic brain injury, dementia and Parkinson’s
disease [14].

The first magnetoencephalogram was recorded by D. Cohen in 1968 with an
induction coil magnetometer that had one million turns of copper wire wound around
a removable ferrite rod core [17]. He measured the magnetic fields generated by
alpha rhythm currents, which are relatively strong compared to other brain activity,
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contained in the narrow frequency band of 8-13 Hz, and can simply be modulated by
closing or opening the eyes. As their peak-to-peak signal amplitude of around 70 fT
(fT = 10−15 T) is roughly one billionth of that of the earth magnetic field (≈ 50 µT),
the measurements were performed in a multilayer magnetically shielded room (MSR).
Nonetheless, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was poor and the MEG signal had to be
extracted by averaging 2500 times and using the EEG signal as a trigger reference.

MEG technology made a leap forward when the induction coil was replaced by
a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) invented just a few years
earlier at the Ford Research Labs [18]. The SQUID consists of a superconducting
loop interrupted by one or two weak links, the Josephson junctions [19]. It is
a very sensitive magnetic flux sensor and allowed D. Cohen in 1972 to record
magnetoencephalograms of the alpha rhythm without noise averaging [20].

After the first MEG recordings, MEG systems developed from single-channel
detectors (that require manual mechanical scanning over the area of interest) to
full-head systems with around 100 channels in the early 1990s [21–24]. State-of-
the-art systems nowadays include hundreds of SQUID sensors and are commercially
available from MEGIN (Croton Healthcare), CTF systems, Compumedics, Ricoh,
and Tristan Tech. These systems contain three main components: SQUID sensors
with their electronics, flux transformers that couple the neuromagnetic field to the
SQUIDs, and a dewar containing liquid helium. Additionally, MEG systems are
located inside a magnetically shielded room to reduce environmental noise. The
SQUIDs and flux transformers are made from low critical temperature (low-Tc)
superconductors, which is why they need to be cooled to liquid helium temperatures
(4 K = -269 ◦C). The flux transformer can be configured to create a magnetometer
(measuring magnetic field) or a gradiometer (measuring differences in magnetic field).
Typical white noise spectral densities of low-Tc SQUID sensors in state-of-the-art
MEG systems are below 5 fT/

√
Hz for magnetometers and below 5 fT/(cm

√
Hz) for

gradiometers [25]. The sensors are arranged inside a fixed helmet and insulated from
the room temperature environment with a thick layer of superinsulation and vacuum.
The helium boil-off requires the dewar to be refilled weekly, which is expensive and
requires trained personnel. Recently, closed-cycle cryocoolers for helium recycling
have been developed, which enables MEG operation without helium refills, thus
drastically reducing the helium costs [26, 27].

The advent of novel magnetic sensor technologies operating at higher temperatures
has opened up the possibility of getting rid of liquid helium cooling altogether. For
example, SQUIDs made from high critical temperature (high-Tc) superconductors can
be cooled with cheap and abundant liquid nitrogen instead [28]. Optically pumped
magnetometers (OPMs, also known as atomic magnetometers or spin-exchange
relaxation-free (SERF) magnetometers), on the other hand, do not require any
cryogenics, but need to be heated to reach the sensitivities required for MEG [29, 30].
Several groups have demonstrated the feasibility of MEG recordings with high-Tc
SQUIDs [28, 31–35] and OPMs [36–39].

In 2012 two groups took advantage of the reduced thermal requirements of high-Tc
SQUIDs [40] and OPMs [41], and showed that these sensor technologies allowed for a
significant reduction in the sensor-to-scalp distance. This idea lead to the birth of the
growing field of on-scalp MEG in which the MEG sensors are flexibly placed directly
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on the scalp. In conventional (low-Tc SQUID) MEG systems the sensor-to-scalp
distance is at best ∼2 cm [13, 25]. The neuromagnetic field intensity decreases at
least as 1/r2 with the distance r between the source and the sensor [14]. Placing
the sensors closer to the scalp thus leads to higher signal magnitudes available to
the sensors. Varying head sizes and shapes require that the sensors can be placed
flexibly in order to provide minimal standoff distance everywhere on the scalp for
everyone. Additionally, the sensor spacing should be approximately the distance
of the sensors to the closest sources, meaning that the sensors in on-scalp MEG
systems should be more densely packed than in conventional MEG systems [42, 43].
The advantages of full-head on-scalp MEG (besides higher signal amplitudes) are
improved sampling of the entire brain, reduction of start-up/running costs related
to liquid helium cooling, and potentially higher spatial resolution [44–47]. However,
on-scalp MEG is still in its infancy and full-head systems have yet to be built to
demonstrate the full potential of on-scalp MEG. A more detailed introduction to
on-scalp MEG is given in Publication I.

The work in this thesis is part of the NeuroSQUID1 project that aims to develop
multichannel on-scalp MEG based on high-Tc SQUIDs. Several other groups have
been working on building multichannel on-scalp MEG systems during the time of
my PhD and all of these systems are based on OPMs [48–51]. OPMs have the
advantage that they do not need any cryogenics but have to be heated instead,
which facilitates the fabrication of flexible and lightweight MEG systems immensely.
Low-noise OPMs are furthermore much simpler to fabricate than high-Tc SQUID
magnetometers. Nonetheless, high-Tc SQUIDs have several advantages over OPMs.
First, the bandwidth of MEG OPMs is typically chosen to be less than 200 Hz due to
the intrinsic trade-off between the bandwidth and the sensitivity [30, 52]. SQUIDs,
on the other hand, are broad-band sensors and the bandwidth is usually only limited
by the readout electronics to the kHz range, but can easily be increased to the MHz
range if needed [53]. Second, SQUIDs have a sensitive area over which the measured
magnetic field is averaged, while OPMs have a sensitive volume. This means that the
standoff distance for OPMs does not only depend on the thickness of the insulation
needed to protect the head from the heated cell, but also on the size of the vapor
cell. Decreasing the vapor cell volume, however, decreases the sensitivity [30]. Third,
OPMs require low background magnetic fields for operation in the ultra-sensitive
SERF regime, which limits their dynamic range. Often a standard MSR is not
enough and active field cancellation is required [49, 50].

High-Tc SQUIDs and OPMs are not the only possible on-scalp MEG sensor
technologies. Alternative magnetometer technologies include diamond nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) center-based magnetometers [54–56], magnetoelectric sensors [57],
magnetoresistive or mixed sensors [58, 59], and kinetic inductance magnetometers
(KIMs) [60]. Both diamond NV center magnetometers and magnetoelectric sensors
are room temperature sensors, which allow for minimal standoff distances. However,
diamond NV center magnetometers have so far mainly been used for nanoscale
detection of nuclear spins [55], and a macroscopic sensor has yet to be demonstrated,
although a very promising sensitivity of 3 fT/

√
Hz has been theoretically predicted

[54]. A magnetoelectric sensor operating at room temperature has been constructed,
1Knut and Alice Wallenberg foundation project KAW 2014.0102
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but the noise level of a few pT/
√
Hz is still too high for MEG [57]. Suitable noise

levels of around 100 fT/
√
Hz were demonstrated with a giant magnetoresistive (GMR)

sensor coupled to a high-Tc superconducting pickup loop [58]. Like high-Tc SQUIDs,
this mixed sensor requires cooling, but the fabrication process is simpler. Nonetheless,
white and low frequency noise is higher than in SQUIDs. A simpler fabrication
process is also offered by KIMs, which even allow for frequency multiplexing, but
as a superconducting sensor, they also require cryogenics [60]. A noise level of 30
fT/
√
Hz has been reached with a low-Tc superconducting KIM [60], but for on-scalp

MEG a high-Tc superconducting version would be required. Since high-Tc KIMs can
be fabricated in a similar way as high-Tc SQUIDs, my PhD project not only focused
on high-Tc SQUID magnetometers for on-scalp MEG, but also included KIMs.

1.1 Thesis objectives and outline

The aim of this thesis is to describe the development of high-temperature super-
conducting magnetometers for multichannel on-scalp MEG. The first step from
single-channel systems made earlier in our group [40, 61] towards full-head coverage
was chosen to be a densely-packed 7-channel system. I first describe the development
of single layer high-Tc SQUID magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup loop
and bicrystal grain boundary Josephson junctions for the said system (Paper A and
Paper B). Then I present the assembled 7-channel on-scalp MEG system (Paper C),
which is being used for MEG measurements (Paper II-Paper V). Next, I describe
the development of magnetometers for the next generation on-scalp MEG system
with more channels. First, the possibility of replacing the bicrystal grain boundary
junctions with Dayem bridge junctions is investigated (Paper D and Paper E). Second,
the development of improved sensors with inductively coupled flux transformers is
described. Lastly, we demonstrate the first high-Tc KIMs (Paper F) and evaluate the
feasibility of this sensor for multichannel on-scalp MEG.

The outline of my PhD thesis is the following:
Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background and methods used to design,
operate, characterize, and optimize our high-Tc SQUID magnetometers and KIMs.
Chapter 3 describes how these devices are fabricated in the Nanofabrication Lab-
oratory cleanroom at Chalmers. Chapter 4 details the work done on single layer
high-Tc SQUID magnetometers with bicrystal grain boundary Josephson junctions.
Chapter 5 describes the 7-channel on-scalp MEG system built and summarizes the
MEG measurements performed with it. The benefits of this system and possible
improvements for future high-Tc SQUID-based on-scalp MEG systems are discussed.
Chapter 6 reports on the development of the next generation high-Tc SQUID magne-
tometers and includes both Dayem bridge-based magnetometers and magnetometers
with an inductively coupled multilayer flux transformers. Chapter 7 covers the
work done on the second type of magnetic field detector, the high-Tc KIM. Finally,
chapter 8 summarizes the main results of the thesis and provides an outlook for
future work.
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2

Theoretical background and methods

This chapter provides the theoretical background for the work presented in this thesis
and describes the main ideas behind the methods used. First, an introduction into
superconductivity is given and the two main ingredients for the SQUID are explained:
flux quantization and Josephson junctions. A detailed description of the dc SQUID
follows covering the basic operation principle, simulations of SQUID behaviour, noise
in SQUIDs and ways to minimize noise, and lastly how to readout SQUIDs using
a flux-locked loop. The focus is always on high-Tc SQUIDs. Next, we move from
SQUIDs as flux-to-voltage transducers to magnetometers measuring magnetic fields
and present two different methods to couple to magnetic field. Since inductance
is a key parameter for all superconducting magnetometers, an introduction into
geometric and kinetic inductance is given, followed by a description of the inductance
simulation method used and a way to measure inductance. Lastly, the operation
principle of the KIM is introduced and important formulas describing the behaviour
of the KIM are given. For more information on superconductivity, SQUIDs, and
applications see for example Refs. [19, 62–65], on which this chapter is based.

2.1 Superconductivity

Superconductivity was discovered by the Dutch physicist H. Kamerlingh Onnes in
1911, three years after he successfully liquefied helium for the first time [66]. He
found that the electrical resistance of mercury (Hg) at 3 K was zero - at least within
measurement limits [67]. Later that year he observed that the transition between
the superconducting and the normal state occurred abruptly at a temperature of 4.2
K [68]. The temperature of the transition is called the critical temperature Tc and it
is a material-specific property of superconductors. Nowadays, 31 elements are known
to be superconducting at ambient pressure with niobium (Nb) having the highest Tc
= 9.25 K [69].

Perfect conductivity is the first characteristic property of superconductors; the
second is the so-called Meissner effect. In 1933, W. Meissner and R. Ochsenfeld found
that magnetic fields are completely expelled from the inside of a superconductor
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when it is cooled below Tc [70]. Their experiment showed that superconductors were
more than just perfect conductors, they also exhibit perfect diamagnetism.

The two characteristic properties of superconductors can be described by the
London equations, which were proposed by the brothers F. and H. London in 1935
[71]. They relate the superconducting current density J to the electric field E and
the magnetic field B within the superconductor:

∂J

∂t
=
nse
∗2

m∗
E (2.1a)

∇× J = −nse
∗2

m∗
B, (2.1b)

where ns is the number density of superconducting carriers (superfluid density), e∗ is
the effective charge and m∗ the effective mass (which are typically assumed to be
twice the value for single electrons, i.e. m∗ = 2me, where me is the electron mass,
and e∗ = −2e, where e is the elementary charge. The first London equation implies
that the electric field accelerates the superconducting electrons without resistance,
and thus describes perfect conductivity. Applying Ampere’s law, ∇×B = µ0J , to
the second London equation gives the Helmholtz equation for the magnetic field:

∇2B =
1

λ2
B with λ :=

√
m∗

µ0nse∗2
, (2.2)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability. This equation predicts an exponential decay
of the magnetic field B inside the superconductor from its value at the surface.
The characteristic length scale of this decay is given by the London penetration
depth λ. The magnetic field in the bulk is expelled by screening currents that
flow in a thin region at the surface of the superconductor. However, if the applied
magnetic field is too large, then superconductivity breaks down. Superconductors
can be classified according to how this breakdown occurs. In type-I superconductors,
superconductivity is abruptly destroyed when the applied field rises above the critical
field Hc. In type-II superconductors there are two critical fields. When the applied
field is greater than the lower critical field Hc1, magnetic flux vortices penetrate the
material, but the electrical resistance remains zero. Supercurrents circulate around
the cores of the flux vortices, which are also known as Abrikosov vortices after A. A.
Abrikosov, who first predicted their existence [72]. At the upper critical field Hc2

the flux vortex density becomes too large and superconductivity breaks down. The
different states are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

In 1950, V. L. Ginzburg and L. Landau postulated a phenomenological model to
describe the macroscopic behaviour of superconductors, which is now known as the
Ginzburg-Landau theory [73]. They introduced the order parameter Ψ, which is zero
above Tc and takes the form of a complex wave function below Tc:

Ψ =
√
nse

iδ, (2.3)

where δ is the superconducting phase, and the amplitude is determined by the
superfluid density ns. Ginzburg-Landau theory can be used to explain whether a
superconductor is type I or type II.
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a) b) c)Type I: H < Hc
Type II: H < Hc1

-
Type II: Hc1 < H < Hc2

Type I: H > Hc
Type II: H > Hc2

Figure 2.1: Illustration of type I and type II superconductors in a magnetic field.

The first microscopic theory of superconductivity was presented in 1957 by J.
Bardeen, L. Cooper, and J. R. Schrieffer and is now known as the BCS theory
[74]. According to their theory, electrons at the Fermi surface with opposite spin
and momentum may overcome Coulomb repulsion in the presence of an attractive
potential and at sufficiently low temperatures. For conventional superconductors
this attractive potential is given by electron-phonon interactions, that is interactions
of electrons with crystal lattice vibrations. As a result, electrons can pair up into
so-called Cooper pairs, which are bosons, and can thus condense into the same
quantum state - unlike single electrons that are fermions. The collective quantum
state can be described by the wave function given in Eq. (2.3). The minimum energy
required to break up a Cooper pair is the superconducting energy gap.

The discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in 1986 opened up a new
research field: J. Bednorz and K. Müller found superconductivity at around 30 K in
the Ba-La-Cu-O system, well above the highest Tc known at the time (23 K) [75].
Just a few months later the first superconductor with a critical temperature above the
boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K) was found: YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO) with Tc =
92 K [76]. Many other superconductors with a similar crystal structure followed with
Tc up to 133 K at ambient pressures [77]. These superconductors belong to a class
of ceramics called copper oxides, or cuprates, and the superconducting properties are
attributed to the copper-oxide (CuO2) layers [78]. They are called unconventional
superconductors because they can not be fully described by the BCS theory and
a complete theory for superconductivity in cuprates is still missing. Cuprates are
type II superconductors and have large upper critical fields - sometimes above 100
T [78]. The crystal structure is highly anisotropic and it is difficult to fabricate
wires or devices because they are ceramics. Although there are superconductors
with higher Tc than YBCO, it is one of the most used cuprate superconductors in
practical applications and the high-Tc superconductor used throughout this thesis.

In the last 2 decades several other types of superconductors with relatively high Tc
were identified. In 2001, magnesium diboride (MgB2) was found to be a conventional
superconductor with Tc = 39 K [79]. In 2006, another class of unconventional
superconductors was discovered: the iron-based superconductors [80]. The critical
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temperature increased quickly from the initial 4 K [80] via 26 K in 2008 [81] to above
100 K in 2015 for a single unit cell layer FeSe film [82]. The record for the highest
Tc is at the moment held by lanthanum hydride (LaH10) at ultra-high pressures
(170-200 GPa) with a Tc of 250-260 K [83, 84]. This material is predicted to be a
room temperature superconductor at even higher pressures [85].

The field of superconductivity has a large range of applications [86], which can be
divided into three main areas: magnets, electric power applications, and electronic
devices. Superconducting magnets can generate large magnetic fields and are widely
used in MRI systems, but also in particle accelerators and to confine plasma in
fusion reactors. Electric power applications include cables, generators, energy storage,
fault-current limiters, and transformers [87]. Superconducting electronic devices
are used for sensing, metrology, signal processing, digital electronics, and quantum
computing. The key ingredient for superconducting electronic devices is usually flux
quantization or the Josephson effect, which are both discussed herein after a short
description of the high-temperature superconductor YBCO.

2.1.1 The high-temperature superconductor YBCO

Cuprate superconductors have a layered crystal structure in common, where con-
ducting CuO2 planes alternate with insulating charge-carrier reservoirs along the
crystallographic c-axis direction. The crystal structure of YBCO is shown in Fig.
2.2. The YBCO unit cell consists of three perovskite cells on top of each other,
where the center position is either occupied by a Y atom (center) or a Ba atom (top
and bottom). The CuO2 planes are located above and below the Y atom and are
responsible for superconductivity, while the CuO chains in the b direction act as
charge reservoirs and are extremely sensitive to oxygen doping.

The symmetry, the lattice parameters, and the critical temperature of YBa2Cu3O7−x
depend on the oxygen content n = 7− x per unit cell and the hole doping p (number

Figure 2.2: Unit cell of YBCO. The CuO2 planes are highlighted in blue and the
CuO chains in orange. The doping changes the number of oxygen atoms in the
CuO chains, which affects the symmetry, the lattice parameters and Tc. The lattice
parameters are here shown for optimal doping. Figure adapted from Ref. [78].
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2.2. Flux quantization

of holes per copper atom in the CuO2 planes). At zero doping (p = 0, n = 6.0),
YBCO is an antiferromagnetic insulator with tetragonal crystal structure. By adding
oxygen (increasing n), the CuO chains form and the crystal symmetry changes to
orthorhombic. Superconductivity appears at p = 0.05 (n = 6.4) and the critical
temperature of these underdoped films increases until the maximum is reached for an
optimal doping of p = 0.16 (n ≈ 6.9) and decreases again for overdoped films [88].
For optimal doping, the lattice parameters are a = 3.82 Å, b = 3.89 Å, and c =
11.68 Å [78].

As a consequence of the layered crystal structure, properties such as the electrical
resistivity, the penetration depth or the critical current density are very different in
the ab-plane as compared to the c-axis direction. Single-crystalline YBCO thin films
with their c-axis normal to the substrate can be epitaxially grown using a substrate
with suitable lattice parameters. These c-axis YBCO films have been found to exhibit
high critical current densities in the ab plane and SQUIDs fabricated from them
show acceptable low frequency flux noise [19]. Because research efforts generally have
been focused on YBCO, the film qualities achieved for YBCO are higher than for
other HTS compounds, and consequently most HTS electronic devices are fabricated
from epitaxial c-axis YBCO films [19].

2.2 Flux quantization

Magnetic flux quantization in a superconducting ring is a striking demonstration of
the macroscopically observable quantum mechanical properties of the superconducting
state. It can be derived using the classical canonical momentum p of a particle with
effective mass m∗ and charge e∗ in the presence of a magnetic field B [63]:

p = m∗vs + e∗A, (2.4)

where A is the vector potential with B = ∇ × A and vs is the velocity. The
connection to the quantum mechanical description is that the momentum density
nsp is the expectation value of the canonical momentum operator −i~∇ operating
on the wave function (2.3) describing the superconducting state:

nsp = 〈Ψ| − i~∇|Ψ〉, (2.5)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant. From this equation we obtain p = ~∇δ. Eq.
(2.4) can now be rewritten using that the superconducting current density is given
by J = nse

∗vs:

p = ~∇δ =
m∗

nse∗
J + e∗A = e∗(µ0λ

2J + A). (2.6)

Integration of this equation around a path C lying within a superconductor and
surrounding a non-superconducting hole gives:

~
˛
C

∇δ · dr = e∗
˛
C

(µ0λ
2J + A)dr. (2.7)
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In order for the wave function to be single valued, the integral on the left side needs
to be an integer multiple of 2π:

˛
C

∇δ · dr = 2πn, n ∈ Z. (2.8)

The integral on the right hand side of Eq. (2.7) is called London’s fluxoid. For an
integration path deep inside the superconductor, J = 0, and we obtain with the help
of Stokes’ theorem:

e∗
˛
C

(µ0λ
2J +A)dr = e∗

˛
C

A ·dr = e∗
¨
S

(∇×A)ds = e∗
¨
S

B ·ds = e∗Φ, (2.9)

where Φ is the flux enclosed by the path. Recombining the two sides of Eq. (2.7)
gives:

Φ =
2πn~
e∗

=
nh

e∗
, (2.10)

meaning that flux is quantized in units of h/|e∗|. First experiments on flux quantiza-
tion [89, 90] found |e∗| = 2e in line with BCS theory. The value of the basic quantum
of magnetic flux is therefore Φ0 = h/2e = 2.07 · 10−15 Wb. Each Abrikosov vortex in
a type II superconductor contains exactly one flux quantum.

2.3 Josephson junctions

A Josephson junction consists of two superconductors separated by a weak link
as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. If the potential barrier is small enough, the two wave
functions overlap and Cooper pairs can tunnel between the two superconductors
without dissipation.

Ψ1 = √ns1
eiδ1 Ψ2 = √ns2

eiδ2

superconductor 1 superconductor 2weak 
link

Figure 2.3: A Josephson junction is made from two superconductors separated by
a weak link. The white lines indicate the wave function of the two superconductors.

In 1962, B. Josephson theoretically predicted the behaviour of this device [91]
and his predictions were soon after experimentally confirmed [92, 93]. B. Josephson
presented two equations, one for the superconducting current Is and one for the
voltage V across the junction, both as a function of the phase difference of the wave
functions on each side of the junction, δ = δ2 − δ1. The first Josephson equation is:

Is = I0 sin (δ), (2.11)

where I0 is the maximum supercurrent (critical current) the junction can withhold
without developing a voltage drop across it. This equation describes the dc Josephson
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effect. When a Josephson junction is biased with a dc current, the voltage across it
remains zero up to the critical current I0. When the bias current is further increased,
the junction switches into a resistive state and a non-zero averaged voltage develops
across the junction. The voltage depends on the derivative of the phase difference as
described by the second Josephson equation:

V =
~
2e

∂δ

∂t
=

Φ0

2π

∂δ

∂t
. (2.12)

When the junction is instead biased with a constant average voltage, integrat-
ing Eq. (2.12) shows that the phase difference linearly depends on time, δ =
(2e/~)V t + δ0. Substituting this into Eq. (2.11) gives an oscillating supercurrent
Is = I0 sin (2πft+ δ0) with the frequency f = (2e/h)V = 483.6 GHz/mV. The
junction thus acts as a voltage-to-frequency converter. This effect is known as the ac
Josephson effect. If one instead applies microwave radiation at a constant frequency,
the junction acts as a frequency-to-voltage converter, which is used in the Josephson
voltage standard in metrology [94].

2.3.1 RCSJ model

A common way of modeling a Josephson junction is with the resistively and capaci-
tively shunted junction (RCSJ) model [95, 96]. The equivalent circuit of this model
is shown in Fig. 2.4a.

a) b) c)

V CI0

I

INR
I0

I

V

I0

V

I

Figure 2.4: a) Equivalent circuit used in the RCSJ model. b) I-V characteristic of
a non-hysteretic Josephson junction with βc � 1. c) I-V characteristic of a hysteretic
Josephson junction with βc & 1.

The total junction current I is given by the sum of the supercurrent Is, the
displacement current C · dV/dt in the shunting capacitor with capacitance C, the
current V/R through the shunting resistor with resistance R, and the noise current
In of the resistor. This sum can be written with the help of the Josephson Eqs.
(2.11) and (2.11) as

I = C
Φ0

2π

∂2δ

∂t2
+

1

R

Φ0

2π

∂δ

∂t
+ I0 sin (δ) + In. (2.13)

By introducing the so-called Stewart-McCumber parameter βc = 2πI0R
2C/Φ0 and

the normalized time τ = t/ωc, where ωc = 2πI0R/Φ0 is the characteristic frequency,
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the differential equation can be simplified to

I

I0

= βcδ̈ + δ̇ + sin (δ) +
In
I0

. (2.14)

The dot denotes the derivative with respect to normalized time. Numerical solutions
can be obtained for any βc and even the effect of noise can be simulated (see for
example Ref. [97]). It is possible to obtain an analytical solution in the case of very
small βc � 1 and no noise. The capacitance term is then negligible and Eq. (2.14)
can be integrated. The average voltage V across the junction is obtained as:

V = 0 for I ≤ I0, (2.15a)

V = R
√
I2 − I2

0 for I > I0. (2.15b)

The current-voltage (I-V ) characteristic of such a junction is shown in Fig. 2.4b.
For βc & 1, the I-V characteristic becomes hysteretic (see Fig. 2.4c). For high-Tc
junctions, the limit βc � 1 is often obtained and the RCSJ model reduces to the
RSJ model [64].

2.3.2 HTS Josephson junctions

A successful Josephson junction technology for SQUIDs offers a nonhysteretic I-V
characteristic close to the prediction of the RSJ model, controllable and reproducible
parameters (I0, R, C), a high I0R product, high yield, high stability, and low noise
[64]. While such technologies are available using low-Tc materials like niobium and
aluminum, the hunt for a HTS Josephson junction technology fulfilling (most of)
these requirements is still ongoing. The problems are mainly related to the cuprate’s
anisotropic crystal structure and that their superconducting properties are highly
susceptible to structural and chemical changes on atomic length scales. The latter is
because cuprates have a very small coherence length ξ – the order parameter decays
over a length scale of just a few nm [78].

Several useful high-Tc Josephson junction technologies have been developed.
Soon after the discovery of superconductivity in YBCO, devices fabricated from
polycrystalline YBCO films provided the first evidence that grain boundaries act as
junctions [98]. This property is used in bicrystal grain boundary junctions (GBJs)
and step-edge junctions (see Fig. 2.5a&b), which are the junction types that are
nowadays usually employed in HTS biomagnetometers [99].

Bicrystal GBJs rely on a bicrystal substrate, which is obtained by bonding
together two crystals with their crystal lattices rotated along the substrate normal
by a certain misorientation angle θ. The junction is created by growing an epitaxial
high-Tc film on the bicrystal substrate and patterning a microbridge across the grain
boundary [100–102]. This leads to a grain boundary also in the superconducting film
and the critical current density of the junction decreases exponentially with increasing
θ [101]. Substrates with different angles (e.g. 24°, 30°, or 36°) are commercially
available, but they are expensive (above 200 AC for a 10 mm × 10 mm substrate).
The straightforward fabrication makes these junctions reliable, however, the junction
properties strongly depend on the bicrystal quality, and their placement is constrained
[64].
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Figure 2.5: Different types of HTS Josephson junctions.

Step-edge junctions are fabricated by first etching a step into the single-
crystal substrate and then growing an epitaxial high-Tc film that is patterned into a
microbridge across the step. Depending on the step angle and substrate material,
the film changes its orientation at the step, and one or two grain boundaries are
formed [102]. The best results are achieved using MgO with its c-axis aligned to
the substrate normal (referred to as MgO 001) because the YBCO film grows c-axis
orientated also on the 45° slope of the step [103–105]. Step-edge junctions often have
a higher I0R product than bicrystal GBJs, and they can be placed wherever on the
substrate, but the junction properties strongly depend on the microstructure of the
etched step [103–105].

Although grain boundary junctions are the most commonly used HTS junction
type nowadays, several groups rely on junctions without grain boundaries such as
ramp-edge junctions, ion-damage junctions, and Dayem bridge junctions, which are
shown in Fig. 2.5c-e.

Ramp-edge junctions require the complicated fabrication of an epitaxial tri-
layer where the two superconductors are separated by a thin barrier [106–108]. The
current transport is along the a-b-planes of the c-axis orientated films, and one can
thus take advantage of the larger coherence length is in this direction as compared
to the c-axis direction [64]. The top electrode shields the magnetic field component
normal to the film surface, which may be an advantage when operating the device in
unshielded environments [108]. However, the junction properties strongly depend on
the interface quality and the fabrication process is complex [106–108].

Ion-irradiated junctions are fabricated by locally exposing the HTS film to
an ion beam and thus creating a region of suppressed superconductivity [109–112].
The film properties can be tuned from superconducting via conducting to insulating
by increasing the irradiation dose [111, 113]. The junction can either be defined by
irradiation through a narrow slit in a resist mask [110] or using a focused ion beam
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(FIB) with which the junction can be written directly [109, 111, 112]. The narrowest
junction barriers can be achieved using helium FIB with a beam diameter of 0.5 nm
[111, 112]. Ion irradiation can also be used to define the remaining device structure
by turning parts insulating that one would otherwise have to etch away [109, 110,
114]. In the case of FIB, however, this is a very slow process. The advantages of
ion-irradiated junctions are that their properties can be tuned with the ion dose and
that they can be freely positioned on the substrate. However, helium FIB junctions
rely on very thin films (. 50 nm) so that the ion beam can fully penetrate, and they
are operated at temperatures below 77 K, possibly because of comparatively low I0R
products at 77 K [111, 115].

Dayem bridge or nanowire junctions are thin film constrictions in the form of
nanobridges [116]. Josephson-like behaviour has been obtained for YBCO nanobridges
with dimensions smaller than the effective penetration depth [117, 118]. The junction
properties can be controlled by varying the cross section of the bridge – high quality
YBCO nanowires with cross sections of 50 nm × 50 nm have been fabricated [119].
The advantages of Dayem bridges are that they can be placed freely on the substrate
and that they can be fabricated with a single e-beam exposure requiring no alignment.
However, thin films of approximately 50 nm are required, and instead of a single and
well-defined RSJ-like resistance parameter R, the nanobridge is characterized by a
bias-dependent dynamic resistance [120].

Which junction technology is best depends on the device that should be made.
Nonetheless, most often one does not have the luxury of picking the most suitable
junction technology, but one is limited to at best a few junction types that the group
can successfully fabricate. In our case these are bicrystal GBJs and Dayem bridge
junctions. The suitability of these junction technologies for SQUID magnetometers
will be discussed in more detail later.

2.4 DC SQUIDs

A SQUID consists of a superconducting loop interrupted by one or two Josephson
junctions. A SQUID with one junction is called an rf SQUID, while a SQUID with
two junctions in parallel is called a dc SQUID. SQUIDs used for MEG are mainly dc
SQUIDs and this is the type of SQUID used throughout this thesis. An illustration
of a dc SQUID can be found in Fig. 2.6a.

SQUIDs are very sensitive flux-to-voltage converters. Their operation principle
can be understood using the example of a symmetric SQUID. An input current I to
the SQUID splits into two currents I1 and I2, one for each arm of the SQUID loop. In
the absence of external flux, I1 and I2 are equal. If the external flux Φ is increased, a
circulating current J is created to guarantee flux quantization in the superconducting
loop. This circulating current increases the current in one of the arms, I1 = I/2 + J ,
and decreases it in the other, I2 = I/2 − J . As soon as the current in one of the
arms exceeds the critical current I0 of that junction, a voltage appears. The voltage
V across the SQUID thus depends on the circulating current, which in turn depends
on the external flux. Fig. 2.6b shows the typical I-V characteristic of a symmetric
dc SQUID for two different external flux values. When the SQUID is biased with a
constant current Ib above the critical current of the SQUID, Ic = 2I0, the voltage V
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Figure 2.6: a) Schematic of a dc SQUID. Josephson junctions are marked as JJ.
b) Typical I-V characteristic of a symmetric dc SQUID. c) SQUID voltage V as a
function of normalized applied flux Φ/Φ0 for a constant bias current Ib.

oscillates as a function of flux Φ (see Fig. 2.6c). The period of oscillation is exactly
one flux quantum because of flux quantization in the SQUID loop.

In order to use the SQUID as a sensitive flux-to-voltage converter, a working
point with a large voltage output δV to a small change in flux δΦ needs to be chosen,
i.e. a point on the V (Φ) curve with a large slope |∂V/∂Φ|I . The maximal value of
|∂V/∂Φ|I is called the transfer function VΦ. In practise, the working point is usually
found by first choosing the bias current with the largest voltage modulation ∆V
and then setting the external flux to get the point in the center of the slope, which
corresponds to Φ = (n± 1

4
)Φ0 in the case of the symmetric SQUID. This working

point W is shown in Fig. 2.6c. For sinusoidal voltage modulation, VΦ and ∆V are
related by VΦ = π∆V/Φ0.

SQUIDs can be used to sense any quantity that can be transduced into a magnetic
flux. This includes magnetic fields, magnetic field gradients, electrical currents,
voltages, and displacements. SQUIDs are widely used in several applications including
biomagnetism, non-destructive evaluation (NDE), geophysics, SQUID microscopy,
quantum information, and basic physics [62, 65, 86, 121]. Most SQUIDs employed in
biomagnetism are used in MEG systems, however, they can also be used for measuring
magnetic signals from other organs such as the heart, the stomach and intestines,
the lungs, muscles, and peripheral nerves. Another useful biomedical application of
SQUIDs is biosensing utilizing magnetic markers [122]. High-Tc SQUIDs are mainly
used for biomagnetism, NDE, geophysics, and SQUID microscopy [64, 99].

2.4.1 Basic equations for SQUID simulations

Modeling of SQUID behaviour can give valuable insights into how a SQUID should
be designed. The model used here was first described and simulated in Ref. [123]
and consists of two resistively shunted Josephson junctions connected in parallel as
shown in Fig. 2.7. The input current I splits up into two currents I1 and I2, one
for each SQUID arm. The circulating current is defined to be J = (I2 − I1)/2. The
currents through the two Josephson junctions can then be written with the help of
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Figure 2.7: a) Schematic of a dc SQUID showing the currents and phase differences
used in the model. b) RSJ model equivalent circuit for the dc SQUID.

Eq. (2.13) as:

I1 =
I

2
− J =

1

R1

Φ0

2π

∂δ1

∂t
+ I01 · sin (δ1) + IN1 (2.16a)

I2 =
I

2
+ J =

1

R2

Φ0

2π

∂δ2

∂t
+ I02 · sin (δ2) + IN2 (2.16b)

The capacitive term in the RCSJ model is neglected here because βc is small for
high-Tc Josephson junctions.

Because of flux quantization in the superconducting loop, the phase differences
δ1 and δ2 (both modulo 2π) differ by

δ1 − δ2 = 2π
ΦT

Φ0

, (2.17)

where ΦT is the total flux threading the SQUID loop. The total flux is the sum of
the applied flux Φa and the fluxes created by the currents I and J . It can be written
as:

ΦT = Φa + LJ + (L2 − L1)I/2. (2.18)

For convenience, we switch to dimensionless units, which are written in lower
case letters. All currents are normalized to the average junction critical current
I0 = (I01 + I02)/2, resistances to twice the parallel resistance R = 2( 1

R1
+ 1

R2
)−1,

voltages to I0R, flux to Φ0, and time to 1/ωc = Φ0/(2πI0R); refer to Appendix
A for definitions of all symbols. To describe the asymmetry in the resistances,
the critical currents and the inductances, we define the asymmetry parameters
αR = (R1 − R2)/(R1 + R2), αI = (I02 − I01)/(2I0) and αL = (L2 − L1)/L, where
the inductance L includes the mutual inductance M between the two SQUID arms:
L = L1 + L2 − 2M . The case of the symmetric SQUID is obtained when all the
asymmetry parameters are zero. Finally, we need to define one more parameter, the
screening parameter βL = 2I0L/Φ0, which is of great importance as we will soon see.
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2.4. DC SQUIDs

Eqs. (2.16) - (2.18) can be expressed as:

i1 =
i

2
− j = (1− αR)δ̇1 + (1− αI) sin (δ1) + iN1 (2.19a)

i2 =
i

2
+ j = (1 + αR)δ̇2 + (1 + αI) sin (δ2) + iN2 (2.19b)

δ1 − δ2 = 2πφa + πβLj + πβLαLi/2 (2.19c)

Furthermore, the normalized voltage v across the SQUID can be obtained using
[123]:

v =
1 + αL

2
δ̇1 +

1− αL
2

δ̇2. (2.20)

The main purpose of using this model here is to study the effect of the screening
parameter, the asymmetry parameters, and noise on the critical current modulation,
the current-voltage characteristics, and the voltage modulation with flux.

2.4.2 Critical current modulation

For sufficiently low input currents i, the voltage v across the SQUID is zero and so
are the time derivatives. In the noise free case Eqs. (2.19) reduce to:

i = (1− αI) sin (δ1) + (1 + αI) sin (δ2) (2.21a)
2j = −(1− αI) sin (δ1) + (1 + αI) sin (δ2) (2.21b)
δ2 = δ1 − 2πφa − πβLj − πβLαLi/2. (2.21c)

The largest current producing zero voltage across the SQUID is called the critical
current ic and depends on φa, βL, αI and αL, but not on αR because we are
in the superconducting state. In the special case of a symmetric SQUID with
negligible inductance (βL = 0), the equations can easily be solved analytically
yielding ic(φa) = 2| cos (πφa)|. To obtain the critical current modulation curve Ic(φa)
for different choices of βL, αI and αL, we numerically solve Eqs. (2.19) using the
locus method described in Ref. [124]. The resulting ic(φa) curve for the symmetric
SQUID is shown in Fig. 2.8a for different values of βL. The maximal critical current
ic,max = 2 is obtained for integer φa, while the minimal value ic,min is obtained for
half-integer φa. The critical current modulation depth ∆ic = ic,max− ic,min decreases
rapidly with increasing βL as plotted in Fig. 2.8b.

The effect of αI and αL on the ic(φa) curves is shown in Fig. 2.9. The maximal
value ic,max = 2 is always attained for some value of φa, but not necessarily at integer
φa. The critical current modulation depth is not affected by αL, but decays with
increasing αI .

2.4.3 Current-voltage characteristics

We now switch to the case of nonzero voltage across the SQUID. It is again possible
to obtain an analytical solution for the current-voltage characteristic of the noise
free symmetric SQUID with βL = 0. The average voltage v̄ is given by v̄ =√

(i/2)2 − cos2(πφa) for currents i above the critical current ic = 2| cos (πφa)|, and
zero below.
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Figure 2.8: a) Simulated critical current modulation curves i0(φa) for different
values of βL for the symmetric SQUID. b) Simulated critical current modulation
depth as a function of βL.

Figure 2.9: Simulated critical current of a SQUID vs. applied flux as a function of
a) critical current asymmetry αI and b) inductance asymmetry αL. Both plots are
for βL = 1.

The i− v̄ characteristics for general values βL, αL, αI and αR can be obtained
by calculating the average voltage v̄ for every input current i and applied flux φa of
interest. The voltage v and the circulating current j oscillate in time and fulfill:

j(τ) =
δ1 − δ2 − 2πφa

πβL
− αLi

2
(2.22a)

δ̇1(τ) =
i/2− j − (1− αI) sin (δ1) + iN1

1− αR
= v1 (2.22b)

δ̇2(τ) =
i/2 + j − (1 + αI) sin (δ2) + iN2

1 + αR
= v2 (2.22c)

v(τ) =
1 + αL

2
δ̇1 +

1− αL
2

δ̇2, (2.22d)

which is obtained by rearranging Eqs. (2.19) - (2.20). We start with the noise free
case (i.e. iN1 = 0 = iN2) and solve the differential equations by integrating stepwise
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in time using the 4th order Runge-Kutta method. A timestep ∆τ = 2π/100 and 104

time units were used.
The resulting i− v̄ curve for the symmetric SQUID with βL = 1 is plotted for

five different φa values in Fig. 2.10a. The i− v̄ curve for φa = 0 can be described by
v̄ =

√
(i/2)2 − 1, which is plotted in black. The i− v̄ curve for φa = 0 is independent

of βL as indicated by the black curve in Fig. 2.10b. For asymmetric SQUIDs the
situation is more complicated as the lowest average voltage v̄min for a specific current
is no longer simply obtained for φa = 0, but for varying φa. However, the curve
v̄min(i) can still be described by v̄min(i) =

√
(i/2)2 − 1 as indicated in Fig. 2.10c for

the case of large inductance asymmetry αL = 0.8.

Figure 2.10: Simulated i− v̄ characteristics for different φa values and combinations
of βL, αL, αI and αR as indicated in each graph. The black curves correspond to
v̄ =

√
(i/2)2 − 1. The noise free case is shown in a) - c), while d) shows the effect of

increasing noise.

The largest voltage modulation depth ∆v = v̄max(i) − v̄min(i) is obtained for
i = 2. Same as the critical current modulation depth ∆ic, ∆v decreases rapidly with
increasing βL: for low βL < 0.1, ∆v ≈ 1, while for βL = 2, ∆v ≈ 0.5 (see Fig. 2.10b).

For devices operating at a temperature T ≈ 77 K, noise has an appreciable effect.
Noise can be modeled using the Nyquist noise current IN with a white voltage spectral
density SV = 4kBTR, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. This corresponds in
dimensionless units to sV = 4Γ, where Γ = 2πkbT/I0Φ0 is the noise parameter. As
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in Ref. [123], we approximate the two random noise currents iN1,2 = vN1,2/(1∓ αR)
using trains of voltage pulses each of duration ∆τ and random amplitude vk. The
values vk are chosen to be Gaussian-distributed with zero mean and 〈v2

k〉 = 2Γ/∆τ .
The integration of Eq. (2.22) is performed in the same way as in the noise free case,
however, the number of time units has to be increased to 105 to obtain fairly smooth
i− v̄ curves.

Noise results in rounding of the i− v̄ curve for small voltages as shown in Fig.
2.10d for the case of the symmetric SQUID with βL = 1. The voltage modulation
depth also decays with increasing Γ, and the bias current with the largest ∆v is
below the SQUID critical current ic = 2. In order to avoid serious degradation of the
modulation depth, Γ < 0.2 has been suggested [125], which corresponds to I0 > 17
µA at 77 K.

Noise rounding complicates the extraction of the SQUID critical current Ic = 2I0

from the measured current-voltage characteristics. Often a voltage criterion such as
Ic = max(I with V (I) < 2 µV) is used, however, this leads to underestimation of
Ic. We instead extract Ic by fitting the measured Vmin(I) curve with the function
Vmin(I) = Rn

√
I2 − I2

c , where Rn = R/2 denotes the SQUID normal resistance.
This function corresponds to the black curves shown in Fig. 2.10 and is valid for
fairly high currents where the effect of noise rounding is negligible. The inverse slope
∂V/∂I of any I-V curve goes asymptotically towards the SQUID normal resistance
Rn. However, this happens rather slowly - the estimated Rest

n = ∂V/∂I for I = 3Ic
is still 6% higher than the actual Rn. We therefore obtain both Ic and Rn from the
fit Vmin(I) = Rn

√
I2 − I2

c . In order to get a good fit, we try to measure the I-V
characteristics of our SQUIDs to at least I = 3Ic, but the electronics used limits
the current to 250 µA. Additionally, measured I-V curves can show excess currents,
which are defined by the current axis intercept of a linear fit to the I–V curve at
large currents [126, 127]. Excess currents are not described with the RSJ model used
to model SQUID behavior and we consequently replace Ic with the reduced SQUID
critical current I∗c = Ic − Iex when comparing measurement results with theoretical
predictions.

2.4.4 Voltage modulation with flux

Voltage-flux characteristics can be obtained with exactly the same method as used
for the i − v̄ characteristics, but by sweeping the applied flux and fixing the bias
current. The simulated v̄ − φa characteristics for the symmetric SQUID with βL = 1
are shown in Fig. 2.11. The voltage is modulated with a period of Φ0. In the noise
free case (see Fig. 2.11a), the v̄−φa curves contain sharp features for bias currents up
to the SQUID critical current. These features are rounded when noise is introduced
and the v̄ − φa curves appear more sinusoidal (see Fig. 2.11b). Moreover, voltage
modulation already arises for lower bias currents than in the noise free case, and the
maximum voltage modulation is now obtained for a bias current below the SQUID
critical current.

These simulations show that the SQUID works as a sensitive flux-to-voltage
transducer. The transfer function VΦ is defined as the maximum slope of the voltage-
flux curve. Extensive simulations have been made to describe VΦ as a function of βL
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2.4. DC SQUIDs

Figure 2.11: Simulated v̄− φa characteristics as a function of bias current i for the
symmetric SQUID with βL = 1. The noise free case is shown in a), while b) shows
the effect of noise (Γ = 0.1).

and Γ [64, 97, 128]. A commonly used expression is [129]:

VΦ =
4

Φ0

· IcRn

1 + βL
· exp(−2.75ΓβL) =

4

Φ0

· IcRn

1 + βL
· exp

(
−3.5π2kBTL

Φ2
0

)
. (2.23)

However, this formula does not take the effect of asymmetries into account. While
an inductance asymmetry only leads to a horizontal shift of the v̄−φa characteristics
by −αLβLi/4 [123], a current or resistance asymmetry leads to a shift and a tilt of
the v̄−φa curve and thus a higher slope on one side of the curve [130]. This is shown
in Fig. 2.12. It has been found that for high-Tc SQUIDs with βL ≤ 5, VΦ mostly
decreases with increasing αI [115].

Figure 2.12: The effect of asymmetry on the simulated v̄ − φa characteristics of
a SQUID with βL = 1. a) Effect of inductance asymmetry: αL = 0.8. b) Effect of
current and resistance asymmetry αI = αR = 0.4.

The transfer function is not only modified by asymmetries, but also by resonances.
SQUIDs made on SrTiO3 (STO) substrates are often affected by resonances [131].
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This is because STO has a large relative permittivity εr ≈ 1930 at 77 K, which
leads to a large parasitic capacitance distributed along the SQUID inductance. This
results in standing waves along the SQUID slit of length lsl and resonances at specific
voltages given by [131]:

V res
n = fnΦ0 = (2n− 1)

c

4lsl

√
2

εr + 1
Φ0, n ∈ N (2.24)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum.

2.4.5 Noise in high-Tc SQUIDs

The noise spectrum of a SQUID is characterized by two different types of noise:
frequency independent white noise and low frequency 1/f-like noise (also called flicker
noise). The frequency where the 1/f-like noise disappears in the white noise is called
the 1/f corner.

White noise

The white noise is produced by thermal Nyquist noise currents in the shunt resistors
which generate a white voltage noise across the SQUID and a white current noise
around the SQUID loop [64, 132]. The intrinsic high-Tc SQUID voltage noise
(amplitude spectral density) can be written as [132–134]:

S
1/2
V,sq =

√√√√12kBT

R

[
R2
d +

(LVΦ)2

4

]
, (2.25)

where Rd = ∂V/∂I is the dynamic resistance at the point of operation. In order to
obtain a formula that only depends on the SQUID parameters Ic, Rn = R/2, and L,
we assume that Rd ≈

√
2Rn and VΦ is given by Eq. (2.23) [134]. When performing

noise measurements, the noise of the preamplifier needs to be taken into account as
well. For our readout electronics this is S1/2

V,el = 0.4 nV/
√
Hz. The total voltage noise

is then given by S1/2
V =

√
SV,sq + SV,el.

The total equivalent magnetic flux noise (amplitude spectral density) is calculated
from the voltage noise using the transfer function:

S
1/2
Φ =

S
1/2
V

VΦ

. (2.26)

Combining Eqs. (2.25) and (2.23) with the above assumptions, the dependence
of the flux noise on the SQUID parameters Ic, Rn and L can be plotted. This is
useful to optimize the SQUID noise performance, however, several groups have found
discrepancies between the measured and theoretically predicted VΦ or S1/2

Φ values [64,
133, 135, 136]. In any case, the SQUID performance strongly depends on the SQUID
inductance L because VΦ degrades rapidly with increasing L [128, 129]. The total flux
noise as a function of inductance is shown in Fig. 2.13a for different combinations
of Ic and Rn. Although low flux noise levels can be achieved with a small SQUID
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inductance, we will later see that inductance is important to increase the magnetic
field sensitivity of a magnetometer. Extensive numerical simulations have found that
the best SQUID magnetometer performance is usually obtained for βL = IcL/Φ0 ≈ 1
[123]. Furthermore, higher IcRn products lead to lower flux noise levels, and junction
technologies with high IcRn products are thus favourable.

Figure 2.13: White flux noise as a function of inductance. a) Total flux noise for
different combinations of Ic and Rn. b) Contributions to the flux noise for the case
Ic = 25 µA and Rn = 4 Ω.

In Fig. 2.13b the different contributions to the flux noise for the case Ic = 25
µA and Rn = 4 Ω are shown separately. The dominant contribution is from the
electronics, followed by the flux noise across the SQUID (described by the first term
in Eq. (2.25) divided by VΦ), while the flux noise around the SQUID loop (described
by the second term in Eq. (2.25) divided by VΦ) is negligible. This represents the
typical case for our SQUIDs. At 77 K the flux noise across the SQUID is larger than
the electronics noise for Rn > 12.5 Ω.

1/f-like noise

The second type of noise is 1/f-like noise, which refers to low frequency noise with
a power spectral density that scales roughly with the inverse of the frequency. For
high-Tc SQUIDs this noise generally dominates over the white noise at low frequencies,
which is problematic because the low frequency range is of great interest for MEG. In
high-Tc SQUIDs the two main sources of 1/f-like noise are critical current fluctuations
and thermally activated motion of flux vortices [19].

Fluctuations in the critical current of the junctions are caused by electrons being
trapped at defects in the tunnel barrier and their subsequent release [137]. The
critical current fluctuation in the two junctions can appear in-phase or out-of-phase.
The in-phase fluctuations appear as voltage noise across the SQUID and lead to a
voltage offset in the V −Φ characteristics, while the out-of-phase fluctuations appear
as flux noise and cause a shift in flux. Both types of critical current fluctuations can
be reduced substantially using a suitable readout scheme [53].

Flux hopping between different pinning sites are the second source of 1/f-like
noise. When a superconducting film is cooled below its transition temperature, flux
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can be trapped as vortices in defects called pinning centers. When the thermal energy
is larger than the pinning energy, the flux can hop between neighboring pinning
centers, which induces a random telegraph signal. There are several ways to reduce
this type of noise [138]. First, the low frequency noise decreases drastically when the
crystalline quality of the film improves, hence making optimization of the YBCO film
growth an essential part of the noise reduction process [139]. Second, it is possible to
introduce artificial pinning centers and holes to control and limit the vortex motion
[140, 141]. Third, narrow linewidth structures can prevent the trapping of vortices
during cooling given that the magnetic field is below the threshold field [142]:

BT =
πΦ0

4w2
, (2.27)

where w is the linewidth of the structure. Cooling in the Earth’s magnetic field thus
requires linewidths below 5.7 µm. Nonetheless, even with narrow linewidths it can
be helpful to slowly cool the device in low magnetic fields. Fourth, large and fast
changes in the applied field should be avoided also when the sensor is cold as the
induced circulating currents can drive flux vortices into the film. A flux dam can
be used to limit the circulating current [143–145]. A theoretical prediction for the
threshold current IT above which massive flux entry into a superconducting strip
occurs is given by [146]:

IT = 2.4621 · Ic ·
(

2Φ0

µ0 · w · Ic

)1/4

, (2.28)

where w is the width of the strip and Ic its critical current.

2.4.6 DC SQUID readout

We have seen that a SQUID acts as a sensitive flux-to-voltage transducer when
biased at a working point with a large slope ∂V/∂Φ. Small changes in flux lead to a
linear voltage output signal. For larger changes (Φa ≥ Φ0/π), however, the output
becomes strongly distorted because the V − Φ curve is periodic and not linear. To
linearize the output signal and increase the dynamic range, the SQUID is operated
in a flux-locked loop (FLL), where a negative feedback flux is applied to the SQUID
to keep it at its working point [53]. The circuit diagram for a FLL with direct
readout is shown in Fig. 2.14. A small change in flux Φa creates a change in voltage
across the SQUID. This voltage change is amplified, integrated and fed back as a
current through a feedback coil which induces a flux into the SQUID. The feedback
flux Φf = −Φa compensates the flux change and the SQUID is brought back to its
working point.

The output of the integrator Vout is proportional to Φa and can thus be used
as the output signal of the FLL. The proportionally constant V FLL

Φ = |Vout/Φa| is
known as the FLL transfer function and can easily be derived. The feedback resistor
Rf turns the output Vout into a feedback current If = Vout/Rf . The feedback coil
with mutual inductance Mf to the SQUID converts the feedback current into a flux
Φf = Mf · If = −Φa. The FLL transfer function is thus:

V FLL
Φ =

Rf

Mf

. (2.29)
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Figure 2.14: Circuit diagram for direct SQUID readout with bias reversal and
flux-locked loop. Components inside the blue box are at cryogenic temperatures.
Green components are used to convert the output voltage Vout into the feedback flux
Φf . Adapted from Ref. [53].

The total flux noise of a SQUID can easily be determined by measuring the total
voltage noise in FLL mode S1/2

V,FLL and dividing by the FLL transfer function:

S
1/2
Φ =

S
1/2
V,FLL

V FLL
Φ

. (2.30)

This is more stable than measuring the noise in open loop configuration where a
change in flux moves the SQUID away from its working point thus changing ∂V/∂Φ.
The flux noise is nonetheless strongly dependent on the transfer function VΦ because
S

1/2
V,FLL = S

1/2
V · V FLL

Φ /VΦ.
Additionally to the operation in a flux-locked loop, high-Tc SQUIDs are typically

operated using a technique called ac bias reversal to reduce 1/f-like noise from critical
current fluctuations. The polarity of the bias current Ib is switched periodically at a
frequency well above the corner frequency of the 1/f-like noise obtained with dc bias.
Both in-phase and out-of-phase fluctations can be treated with ac bias reversal [53].

For the readout of our SQUIDs we use a commercially available direct read-
out SQUID electronics SEL-1 from Magnicon GmbH, Hamburg, Germany. The
electronics allows for operation in a FLL with ac bias reversal.

2.5 High-Tc SQUID magnetometers

SQUIDs are very sensitive flux detectors, however, the magnetic field sensitivity
of bare SQUIDs is rather limited. The effective area Aeff describes a magnetome-
ter’s ability to convert a change in magnetic field δB into a change in flux δΦ:
Aeff = δΦ/δB. The effective area of a magnetometer is measured using a cali-
brated Helmholtz coil to generate a well-defined magnetic field. In order to get
a reliable result, we vary the amplitude of the applied field δB and measure the
output flux Φout in FLL mode. The effective area is then obtained with a linear fit:
Φout(δB) = Aeff · δB.
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Once Aeff is known, the equivalent magnetic field noise (amplitude spectral
density) of the magnetometer can be calculated:

√
SB =

√
SΦ

Aeff
. (2.31)

The effective area of a SQUID can be increased by increasing the SQUID loop
dimensions, but this also results in a higher SQUID inductance, which leads to more
flux noise. More effective methods to increase the effective area and produce sensitive
magnetometers are thus required.

2.5.1 Magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup loop

A commonly used approach for high-Tc SQUIDs is to couple a pickup loop directly
to the SQUID [147–149]. The equivalent circuit for this method is shown in Fig.
2.15a. A change in the magnetic field δB leads to a change of the flux in the pickup
loop: δΦp = Ap · δB, where Ap is the effective area of the pickup loop. This flux
change induces a circulating current Ip = δΦp/Lp in the pickup loop with inductance
Lp. Because of the galvanic coupling to the SQUID loop, the current flowing in the
coupling inductance Lc creates a flux in the SQUID loop: δΦc

s = Lc · Ip. The change
in magnetic field also directly changes the flux in the SQUID: δΦs = As · δB, where
As is the bare SQUID effective area. This flux is much smaller than the flux coupled
into the SQUID via the pickup loop, and of opposite sign. The effective area of a
directly coupled magnetometer is thus:

Aeff =
−δΦs + δΦc

s

δB
= −As +

Lc
Lp
· Ap ≈

Lc
Lp
· Ap. (2.32)

The last approximation is valid in the typical case where the effective area of the
SQUID is negligible. The magnetometer effective area scales proportionally with
the outer dimension D of the pickup loop because Ap ∝ D2 and Lp ∝ D [19]. The
magnetometer effective area can thus be increased by increasing the size of the pickup
loop. This type of magnetometer is simple to make as it only requires a single layer of
superconducting film. However, it suffers from a large inductance mismatch Lc/Lp.

Nonetheless, impressive magnetic field noise levels have been reached with such
directly-coupled high-Tc SQUID magnetometers at 77 K. As early as in 1995, Lee et
al. reported a bicrystal SQUID magnetometer with a directly coupled pickup loop (D
= 9.3 mm) reaching a white noise level of 35 fT

√
Hz and a low frequency noise level

of 65 fT/
√
Hz at 1 Hz [150]. Ludwig et al. presented a magnetometer of the same

type (D = 9 mm) with a white noise level of 24 fT
√
Hz and a 1/f corner frequency

of 4 Hz [151]. With a larger pickup loop (D = 19 mm), Cantor et al. achieved a
white noise of 10 fT/

√
Hz at 10 kHz increasing to 26 fT/

√
Hz at 1 Hz [152]. Using

step-edge junctions instead of bicrystal grain boundary junctions, Glyantsev et al.
achieved 20 fT/

√
Hz at 1 kHz (and large 1/f-like noise at lower frequencies) with a

rather small (D = 8 mm) directly coupled pickup loop thanks to a large junction
resistance of 10 Ω [153].
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Figure 2.15: Equivalent circuit of a SQUID magnetometer with a) a directly
coupled pickup loop and b) an inductively coupled flux transformer. The SQUID
loop is colored red and Josephson junctions are marked with crosses.

2.5.2 Magnetometers with an inductively coupled flux trans-
former

Larger effective areas can be achieved by inductively coupling a flux transformer to
the SQUID loop [154, 155] as shown in Fig. 2.15b. The flux transformer consists
of a large-area pickup loop and a small multi-turn input coil that is placed above
the SQUID. A change in magnetic field again leads to a change in flux in the pickup
looop of the flux transformer: δΦFT = δB · Ap = IFT · (Li + Lp), where Ap and Lp
is the pickup loop effective area and inductance, respectively, and Li is the input
coil inductance. The current IFT induced in the flux transformer couples to the
SQUID through the mutual inductance M between the input coil and the SQUID
loop: δΦc

s = M · IFT . The mutual inductance is given by M = k
√
LLi, where k is

the coupling coefficient and L is the SQUID inductance. Taking again also the direct
flux change δΦs in the SQUID into account, the total magnetometer effective area
can be written as:

Aeff =
±δΦs + δΦc

s

δB
= ±As +

M

Li + Lp
· Ap ≈

k
√
LLi

Li + Lp
· Ap. (2.33)

Whether the SQUID effective area increases or decreases the magnetometer effective
area depends on the winding sense of the input coil. Assuming that the coupling
coefficient k does not depend on Li, the largest Aeff is achieved for Li = Lp = LFT :

Aeff ≈
k

2

√
L

LFT
· Ap. (2.34)

The inductively coupled flux transformer magnetometer effective area thus scales as
D1.5, where D is again the outer dimension of the pickup loop.

Flux transformers are standard for low-Tc SQUIDs, and both thin-film and wire-
wound flux transformers are being used [19]. In contrast, high-Tc flux transformers
are much less common and they are always thin-film devices (again, because YBCO
is a ceramic). To fabricate the multi-turn input coil, two superconducting layers
separated by an insulating layer are required. Fabrication of multilayer high-Tc
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superconducting structures with low 1/f-like noise is difficult and has only been
achieved by a few groups [99]. The SQUID and the flux transformer can either be
made on the same chip (integrated device) or on different chips that are pressed
together (flip-chip device). Flip-chip devices have the advantage that the yield
of good magnetometers is higher as one can pick a good SQUID and a good flux
transformer. However, the two chips need to be aligned and the distance between
them is larger than in the integrated case. Integrated devices often suffer from
resonances caused by a parasitic capacitance between the input coil and the SQUID
washer [64].

Several groups have achieved excellent noise levels with high-Tc SQUID mag-
netometers with an inductively coupled flux transformer at 77 K. Danstsker et al.
fabricated a flip-chip magnetometer with a white noise level of 8.5 fT/

√
Hz and 27

fT/
√
Hz at 1 Hz using bicrystal grain boundary junctions and a 9 mm × 9 mm

pickup loop for the flux transformer [142]. With an integrated device, Drung et al.
achieved 9.7 fT

√
Hz at 1 kHz and 53 fT

√
Hz at 1 Hz for a 8.3 mm × 8.6 mm pickup

loop [32]. The lowest noise level at 77 K was reached by Faley et al. with a flip
chip flux transformer with a 16 mm × 16 mm pickup loop: 3.5 fT

√
Hz above 10 Hz

and 7 fT
√
Hz at 1 Hz [156]. This noise level is comparable to that of low-Tc SQUID

magnetometers.

2.6 Inductance of thin superconducting films

Inductance is a key parameter when optimizing the performance of a SQUID mag-
netometer. Inductance is also essential for the operation of the kinetic inductance
magnetometer. In thin superconducting films, two types of inductances have to be
taken into account. First, there is the geometric inductance LGeo, which is associated
with the energy stored in the magnetic field B =∇×A generated by the current I
with current density J in the superconductor [157]:

EGeo =
1

2
LGeoI2 =

1

2

˚
V

(J ·A)dV. (2.35)

The geometric inductance depends on the shape of the inductor and approximate
formulas for some common designs used in this thesis are given in Appendix B.

Second, there is the kinetic inductance LKin, which is associated with the kinetic
energy of the charge carriers (the Cooper pairs):

EKin =
1

2
LKinI2 =

˚
V

(
1

2
nsm

∗v2
s)dV =

1

2
µ0λ

2

˚
V

J2dV, (2.36)

where the last equality is obtained using J = nse
∗vs and the definition of the London

penetration depth λ as was done for Eq. (2.6). For a thin superconducting strip with
thickness t < λ, width w, and length l, the current density is uniform (J = I/wt)
and the kinetic inductance of the strip is given by:

LKinstrip = µ0
l

wt
λ2. (2.37)
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The kinetic inductance can dominate over the geometric inductance in thin super-
conducting structures with a linewidth comparable to λ.

In contrast to LGeo, LKin is temperature dependent because of the temperature
dependence of the London penetration depth, which in the case of YBCO has been
found to obey [158, 159]:

λ(T ) =
λ0√

1− (T/Tc)
2
, (2.38)

where T is the operation temperature, Tc the critical temperature of the film, and λ0

is the London penetration depth at 0 K. Measured values for λ0 in c-axis orientated
YBCO films are around 180 - 250 nm, and strongly depend on film quality [158,
160–162].

The kinetic inductance furthermore depends on the superconducting current Is
in a nonlinear way [163, 164]:

LKin (Is) = LKin(0)

(
1 +

I2
s

I∗2

)
, (2.39)

where I∗ is the characteristic nonlinearity parameter whose scale is of the order of the
film’s critical current. The kinetic inductance nonlinearity is negligible for SQUIDs
as Is is much smaller than the critical current. KIMs, on the other hand, are based
on this nonlinearity.

2.6.1 Inductance simulation

While empirical inductance formulas are useful for inductance estimations and
for understanding the scaling behaviour, we rely on numerical simulations of the
inductances in our devices. The method used was developed by Khapaev, who
implemented it in the software package 3D-MLSI [165]. We instead use the COMSOL
Multiphysics software (COMSOL Inc., Stockholm, Sweden) as the finite element
method (FEM) solver because it allows us to directly import CAD designs, which
makes the simulation of complicated structures such as flux transformer input coils
easier. As many results in this thesis were obtained using the inductance simulation,
it will be explained in more detail now; the full derivation of the formulas can be
found in Refs. [157, 165, 166].

The main idea is to first calculate the current density J by numerically solving
the London equation µ0λ

2∇× J = B (compare with Eq. (2.1b)) and the Maxwell
equation ∇×B = µ0J . Next, the geometric and the kinetic energy are calculated
using Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36). Lastly, the inductance values are extracted from
the calculated energies. The boundary conditions for the current define if the self-
inductance of a hole or the mutual inductance between two holes is calculated. The
whole procedure needs to be repeated for each selection of boundary conditions.

The calculation of the current density and the energies can be simplified because
the circuits of interest can be approximated by several 2D layers. Assume we have
Nl superconducting layers separated by dielectric layers as shown in Fig. 2.16a. Let
the mth superconducting layer occupy a surface domain Sm in the xy-plane, have a
thickness tm, a London penetration depth λm and be positioned at a height hm, thus
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occupying a space domain Vm = Sm× [hm− tm/2, hm + tm/2]. Each superconducting
layer can be treated as two dimensional if tm � l and tm ≤ λm, where l is the typical
lateral size of the circuit in plane, and the thickness of the dielectric layers is also
much smaller than l. In this case the current density Jm of the mth layer can be
replaced by the sheet current density jm = tm · Jm. The sheet current density can be
described by a stream function um(r), which is defined as:

jm,x =
∂um(r)

∂y
and jm,y = −∂um(r)

∂x
. (2.40)

Figure 2.16: a) Sketch of the Nl superconducting layers. b) Boundary conditions
for holes. c) Boundary conditions for a terminal. The red lines indicates a linear
change from 0 on the green side to I3 on the orange side.

With the Nl stream functions, solving the London and Maxwell equations men-
tioned above reduces to solving the following Nl differential equations [165]:

λ2
m

tm
∇2um(r0) =

1

4π

Nl∑
n=1

¨
Sn

(∇un(r) ·∇Gmn(r, r0)) · dr, (2.41)

in which the kernels Gmn have the form:

Gmn(r, r0) =

1/
√
|r − r0|2 + (hm − hn)2, n 6= m.

1
2

(
1

|r−r0| + 1√
|r−r0|2+t2m

)
, n = m.

(2.42)

The boundary conditions for the stream functions are provided by the Nh circulating
currents Ik around the holes and the current distribution defined by the excited
currents through the Nt input and output terminals. On the boundary of hole k in
the mth layer, um(r) = Ik as shown in Fig. 2.16b. This type of boundary condition
is used for the SQUID loop and the pickup loop. For the flux transformer input
coil we use an input and output terminal instead. The boundary conditions are set
as shown in Fig. 2.16c. The stream function is zero on one side of the conductor
and equal to the current passing through it on the other side. At the input and
output terminal the stream function changes linearly. Reversing the two sides of the
conductor switches the direction of the current. On all other boundaries (e.g. the
outer edge of the superconducting layer) the stream function is zero.
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2.6. Inductance of thin superconducting films

Once the stream function is known, the geometric and kinetic energies associated
with the current distribution can be calculated. Using the stream function, the
geometric energy from Eq. (2.35) can be written as:

EGeo =
µ0

8π

Nl∑
n=1

Nl∑
m=1

¨
Sn

drn

¨
Sm

(∇un(rn) ·∇um(rm))Gmn(rm, rn)drm (2.43)

and the the kinetic energy from Eq. (2.36) as:

EKin =
µ0

2

Nl∑
m=1

¨
Sm

λ2
m

tm
(∇um(rm))2drm. (2.44)

As the boundary problem is linear, the full energy is a positive quadratic form
with respect to the current vector I = (I1, ..., IN)T , where N = Nh + Nt. Hence
there exists an N ×N inductance matrix L fulfilling:

E = EKin + EGeo =
1

2
〈LI, I〉. (2.45)

The diagonal elements Lii correspond to the self-inductance associated with the
current Ii and can be calculated by setting all other currents to zero when solving
the differential Eqs. (2.41) and calculating the energy E, hence Lii = 2E/I2

i . The
off-diagonal elements Lij correspond to the mutual inductance between the structures
associated with Ii and Ij and can be calculated by setting all currents to zero except Ii
and Ij when solving the boundary problem and calculating E. The mutual inductance
is given by Lij = (2E−LiiI2

i −LjjI2
j )/2IiIj . Since the kinetic and geometric energies

can be calculated separately, the kinetic and geometric inductance contributions can
be extracted individually.

Lastly, this simulation tool can not only be used to extract inductances and to
visualize current distributions, but one can also numerically calculate the effective
area. To get the effective area Aieff of the ith hole in layer n, the magnetic moment
Mm is calculated [167]:

Mm =
1

2

¨
V

(r × J)dr =
1

2

¨
Sn

(x · jn,y − y · jn,x) dxdy = Ii · Aieff . (2.46)

Again all currents except Ii are set to zero.

2.6.2 Inductance measurement

Parts of the SQUID inductance can be easily measured by directly injecting a current
Iinj into the SQUID loop as shown in Fig. 2.17. In this configuration, flux is coupled
into the SQUID via the injected current instead of an externally applied flux. For a
constant bias current Ib, the SQUID voltage V is modulated by Iinj with a periodicity
∆Iinj = Φ0/(L3 +L4) [123]. The inductance L3 +L4 can thus be extracted by finding
the current needed to couple one flux quantum into the SQUID.

The very same configuration is also used for a magnetometer with a directly
coupled pickup loop. The circulating current in the pickup loop is in that case the
injected current and the voltage modulation periodicity is Φ0/Lc, where Lc is the
coupling inductance between the SQUID and pickup loop.
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V
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L3 L4
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Figure 2.17: Equivalent circuit for direct injection of a current Iinj into the SQUID
loop as used in inductance measurements and with a directly coupled pickup loop.

2.7 Kinetic inductance magnetometers

The kinetic inductance magnetometer (KIM) is a superconducting magnetometer that
does not require Josephson junctions, but instead relies on the current nonlinearity of
the kinetic inductance as described by Eq. (2.39). The first KIM was demonstrated
in 2014 using NbN as the superconductor [60], and similar smaller devices based on
TiN [168] and NbTiN [169] followed. These three disordered low-Tc superconductors
are used due to their high kinetic inductance and resilience to large background
magnetic fields [169]. Independent of the material used, the operation principle and
readout is the same.

2.7.1 Operation principle

Same as SQUIDs, KIMs take advantage of flux quantization. Consider a thin
superconducting loop with an area A and an inductance L that is composed of the
kinetic inductance Lk and the geometric inductance Lg (i.e. L = Lk + Lg). When a
magnetic field is applied, a screening current Is is created in the loop to satisfy the
flux quantization condition

(Lk + Lg)Is = B0A+mΦ0, (2.47)

where B0 is the average orthogonal field (B0 = Φa/A, where Φa is the flux threading
the loop) and m an integer. The screening current modifies Lk due to the current
nonlinearity of the kinetic inductance, Lk = Lk0(1+(Is/I

∗)2), where Lk0 = Lk(Is = 0).
The change in inductance is measured with the help of an LC resonance circuit. For
this purpose, an interdigital capacitor C is placed in parallel with the loop, and the
resulting resonator is coupled to a transmission line with a coupling capacitor CC as
depicted in Fig. 2.18a.

The total inductance of the resonator is Ltot = (Lk + Lg)/4 + Lpar, where Lpar is
the parasitic inductance of the central line. The resonator’s resonance frequency fr
is determined by

fr =
ωr
2π

=
1

2π
√
Ltot(C + Cc)

. (2.48)

As the magnetic field and consequently Is increases, the resonance shifts to lower
frequencies because of the increase in Lk. However, the screening current can not be
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increased indefinitely; at some point Is either exceeds the critical current Ic of the
thin loop and the KIM resets, or Is exceeds the threshold current IT for flux entry
into the loop (Eq. (2.28)) and flux is trapped instead.

2.7.2 Transmission measurement

The resonance is characterized by transmission measurements with the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 2.18b. The transmission parameter S21 is given by

S21 =
2V

Vin
=

2Z

2Z + Z0

, (2.49)

where V is the output voltage for a certain input voltage Vin, Z0 = 50 Ω is the
characteristic readout impedance, and Z is the impedance of the resonator. For
frequencies f near the resonance, the latter is determined by [170]

Z =
Z0Qe

2Qi

(
1 + 2iQi

f − fr
fr

)
. (2.50)

Here, Qi is the internal quality factor describing the superconductor losses with
the help of the resistance Ri (which depends on material, design, temperature, and
magnetic field), and Qe is the external quality factor describing the coupling to the
transmission line. The total quality factor of the loaded resonator Qt = (Q−1

i +Q−1
e )−1

determines the resonance width ∆f = fr/Qt (full width at half maximum (FWHM)),
which also defines the bandwidth ∆f/2 of the resonator [163, 168].

An illustration of a typical S21 measurement can be found in Fig. 2.18c. Fitting
the measured S21 as a function of frequency allows extraction of the resonance
frequency and all three quality factors. To fit the S21 curves we use the following
equation that takes both inductive and capacitive coupling, as well as an impedance

Figure 2.18: a) Equivalent circuit of a KIM (blue and green) coupled to a transmis-
sion line (black). The superconducting loop is colored blue. b) Equivalent circuit for
the measurement of the transmission parameter S21. c) Illustration of a typical |S21|
measurement as a function of frequency for zero screening current (blue). Increasing
|Is| shifts the resonance to lower frequencies. The width ∆f of the resonance defines
the bandwidth of the KIM.
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mismatch in the feedline into account [171, 172]:

S21 = a1

(
1 + a2

f − fr
fr

)(
1−

Qt

|Qc|e
iθ

1 + 2iQt
f−fr
fr

)
ei(φff+φ0). (2.51)

Here, a1 is the transmission amplitude away from resonance, a2 allows us to account
for a potential linear variation in the transmission close to the resonance, and φf and
φ0 account for the propagation delay to and from the sample. The complex-valued
quality factor Qc = |Qc|e−iθ is related to Qe via 1/Qe = Re[1/Qc].

2.7.3 Responsivity

An important value characterizing the magnetometer’s performance is its responsivity
∂V/∂B0 to a change in magnetic field. At the resonance, the responsivity can be
approximated as [60]:∣∣∣∣ ∂V∂B0

∣∣∣∣
f=fr

=

∣∣∣∣ ∂V∂Lk ∂Lk∂IS

∂IS
∂Φa

∂Φa

∂B0

∣∣∣∣
f=fr

=
VinQ

2
t

4QeLtot

IS

I∗2
(

1 + 3
(
IS
I∗

)2
+ Lg

Lk0

)A. (2.52)

Different parameters can be tuned in order to reach a high responsivity. First,
a decent kinetic inductance fraction αk = Lk0/(Lk0 + Lg) is essential and can be
achieved with film thicknesses and linewidths smaller than λ, and by using materials
with a large λ. The term 3(Is/I

∗)2 is maximal for Is = Ic, where 3(Ic/I
∗)2 ≈ 0.5

[163], meaning that for 1/αk � 3(Is/I
∗)2 – which is the case except for large αk – the

responsivity is roughly proportional to αk. Thinner films and narrower linewidths
also lead to lower I∗, and thus increases the responsivity.

Second, the responsivity is first-order magnetic field-insensitive at Is = 0 and
grows with increasing Is. A dc magnetic field bias can be used to operate the
magnetometer at a point with high responsivity.

Third, increasing Vin leads to a higher responsivity, however, the excitation
voltage also generates an rf current in the loop with an amplitude Irf . When the
current Irf/2 + Is in one of the loop arms reaches Ic or IT , the responsivity can
no longer be increased. Furthermore, the kinetic inductance nonlinearity gives rise
to Duffing oscillator behavior: increasing the readout power distorts the resonance
until it eventually bifurcates [173]. Additionally, both Vin and V are limited by the
readout electronics.

Forth, a high Qi indicating low internal dissipation is desired. The resistive
part of the superconductor rf surface impedance Ri grows with increasing operation
temperature T and Is, and depends on film quality [60, 174, 175]. Dielectric losses
due to the substrate may also play a role [174].

Fifth, a larger loop area leads to a larger responsivity, but also a larger inductance,
although the ratio A/Ltot improves with loop size – same as in the case of SQUID
pickup loops. Besides fabrication limits, the upper bound on the KIM loop size is
given by the requirement that the magnetometer must appear as a lumped element at
the resonance frequency and thus needs to have smaller dimensions than the carrier
wavelength λc [176]: √

A� λc =
c

fr
√

(1 + εr) /2
. (2.53)
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Since fr is not fixed, this can also be seen as a condition limiting the resonance
frequency. The latter can be adjusted with the capacitance C+Cc, but is also limited
by the readout electronics.

To compare different magnetometers, it can be an advantage to study the nor-
malized responsivity ∣∣∣∣ 1

V

∂V

∂B0

∣∣∣∣
f=fr

≈ Q2
i IsαkA

2(Qi +Qe)LtotI∗2
, (2.54)

which is obtained using V (fr) = VinQt/(2Qi) based on Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50), and
assumes 1/αk � 3(Is/I

∗)2.

2.7.4 KIM readout

The readout of the KIM is shown schematically in Fig. 2.19. The resonator is excited
using an rf carrier with a frequency corresponding to the resonance frequency fr(Is),
where Is has been set to correspond to an operation point with high responsivity.
The resonator encodes the applied magnetic field signal into the rf domain, where the
signal appears as sidebands to the carrier signal. The resulting transmitted signal
is amplified and demodulated down to dc with an IQ mixer. Both the in-phase (I)
and quadrature (Q) components of the signal are further amplified and filtered, and
finally the data is acquired using analog-to-digital converters. For the demodulation,
a branch of the rf carrier input signal is used as the local oscillator. Optionally,
a second branch of the rf carrier can be used to cancel the carrier signal before
the first amplifier. This allows one to increase Vin without saturating the readout
electronics, however, both the amplitude and phase of the cancellation signal need
to be adjusted to interferometrically cancel the carrier signal after it has travelled
through the resonator.

Figure 2.19: KIM readout scheme designed by Visa Vesterinen. The branch of the
carrier signal going to the KIM is shown in blue, the branch for the local oscillator
in red, and the branch for carrier cancellation in green.

This setup can also be used to measure S21, |∂V/∂B0| if a magnetic ac probe tone
is supplied, and the noise spectrum if a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed
on a time trace of the complex output voltage.
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The carrier signal travels nearly unperturbed off-resonance where |S21| ≈ 1.
Several resonators with different resonance frequencies can thus be coupled to the
same transmission line allowing for frequency multiplexed readout [163, 176]. Such
a readout has been demonstrated for thousands of microwave kinetic inductance
detectors (MKIDs)[177], which are very similar to KIMs.

2.7.5 KIM noise

The magnetic field sensitivity of the KIM is constrained by several noise sources. As
for SQUIDs, thermal noise leads to a white noise spectrum, which in the case of the
KIM can be estimated as [60]:

S
1/2
B =

√
8kbTZ0Qe(2Qi +Qe)

LtotI
∗2

QtQiIsVinA

[
1

αk
+ 3

(
Is
I∗

)2
]
. (2.55)

This formula is obtained using S1/2
B = S

1/2
V /(

√
2|∂V/∂B0|), where S1/2

V is the voltage
noise of the resonator coupled to the amplifier, and the factor 1/

√
2 comes from

the assumption that the noise power is evenly distributed into the two quadratures.
Other sources of noise include generation-recombination noise from quasiparticle
dynamics, electromagnetic interference, and noise added by the readout electronics
[60, 176]. The KIM is only sensitive to external rf interference with frequencies
around the resonance frequency. The frequencies of these peaks in the demodulated
spectra depend on the carrier frequency used, which allows identification of the
peaks.
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3

Fabrication of high-temperature
superconducting devices

This chapter describes how our high-Tc SQUID magnetometers and KIMs are fabri-
cated. First, suitable substrates for the epitaxial growth of YBCO films are discussed.
Then the growth of high-quality YBCO films and their characterization is described.
We continue with how the devices are patterned and show examples of fabricated
structures. The chapter ends with a description of the fabrication of multi-layer
structures for flux transformer input coils.

3.1 Epitaxial growth and suitable substrates

High-quality c-axis orientated YBCO films are often a key component for achieving
low-noise YBCO devices. Such films can be fabricated by epitaxial growth on a
suitable substrate. To minimize defects, one usually chooses substrates that have
lattice parameters very close to those of YBCO, as well as comparable thermal
expansion coefficients, which is why SrTiO3 (STO) and LaAlO3 (LAO) are frequently
selected [19, 64]. Other common substrates are Al2O3 (sapphire), yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ), NdGaO3 and MgO [19].

For our SQUIDs we use STO, which has a cubic perovskite structure below
110 K with a lattice parameter a = 3.905 Å, and thus a very small tensile lattice
mismatch with YBCO (a = 3.82 Å and b = 3.89 Å) [178]. It is furthermore possible
to buy bicrystal substrates made from STO. In this project we use bicrystals with a
misorientation angle of 22.6° from Shinkosha, Japan [178].

Single crystal STO substrates are used for flip-chip flux transformers because
STO can also be used as the insulating layer between the two superconducting YBCO
films. Both the first and the second YBCO film can thus be grown on the same type
of crystal, which simplifies the growth of low-noise multilayers.

As mentioned in §2.4.4, STO has a large relative permittivity at low temperatures:
εr ≈ 1930 at 77 K [131], which leads to resonances in the SQUID. The large relative
permittivity and loss tangent (tan(δ) = 2.5 ·10−4 at 77 K [179]) make STO unsuitable
for high-frequency applications. For the fabrication of KIMs we therefore use r-cut
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sapphire or MgO (110) instead, which both have low relative permittivity (sapphire:
εr = 9.3 and εrz = 11.3 anisotropic, MgO: εr = 9.6) and low dielectric loss tangents
(< 4 · 10−6) [179]. Achieving high-quality films on MgO (110) is more complicated
than on STO because of the larger lattice mismatch. For good YBCO films on
sapphire, a YSZ and CeO2 buffer layer is needed, which complicates the fabrication
process. Except for the very first KIM fabricated in the beginning of my PhD, all
KIMs were fabricated on MgO (110) substrates because the YBCO deposition was
continuously optimized for this type of substrate by other members in our group
making YBCO nanowires.

3.2 YBCO thin films

Several methods exist to grow YBCO films: pulsed laser deposition (PLD), rf or
dc sputtering, thermal or electron beam evaporation, and metalorganic chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) [180]. We deposit YBCO films with PLD, which has the
advantages that the film stoichiometry (composition) is close to that of the YBCO
target, the contamination level is low, and the deposition rate is high.

3.2.1 Growth of YBCO films with pulsed laser deposition

Growing high-quality films with PLD is an art – I have spent around one third
of my PhD growing and optimizing our YBCO films. This is because there are
many deposition parameters that can be optimized, the film growth depends on the
substrate and the buffer layer used, and the results varied over time thus making
reoptimization necessary.

Pictures and a schematic of our PLD system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The PLD
chamber is part of a cluster deposition system from DCA, Finland, that also includes
a metal sputter chamber and an oxide sputter chamber. The three chambers are
connected through a vacuum buffer line thus enabling in-situ deposition of several
layers of metals and oxides.

The PLD film deposition principle is the following. First, the clean substrate is
placed upside down into the hole of a wafer carrier, where it is held only at its four
corners. This allows the substrate to be heated from above via radiation heating,
and the film to be deposited from below. We have carriers for 5 mm × 5 mm and
10 mm × 10 mm substrates. Eventual buffer layers are deposited first, which will
be described later. Then the carrier is loaded via the vacuum buffer line onto the
manipulator in the PLD chamber. The chamber is backfilled with oxygen to the
deposition pressure pdep and the substrate is heated to the deposition temperature
Tdep.

Once Tdep is reached, the distance ddep between the substrate and target is set,
and the target rotation and sweeping is started. The deposition itself is done using a
pulsed KrF excimer laser beam with a wavelength of 248 nm and a pulse duration of
20 ns. For the pulse frequency we first used 10 Hz, but we found that the YBCO film
surface improves when reducing the pulse frequency to 5 Hz, which was subsequently
used. The laser beam is regulated by an aperture and focused with a lens onto
the target. The energy Edep of the laser after the aperture is the last deposition
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Figure 3.1: Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system. a) Photograph of the cluster
deposition system including the PLD chamber. b) Photograph showing the inside of
the chamber during the deposition. c) Schematic of the PLD system.

parameter that was varied. It defines the energy density for the 4 mm2 laser spot
on the target. The target material is ablated by the pulsed laser beam, forms a
plasma plume and condenses on the heated substrate placed above the target. To
improve the uniformity of the film deposition, the manipulator is rotated during
the deposition. In the case of a 10 mm × 10 mm substrate, we furthermore use a
meander sweep to cover also the edges of the substrate. The sweep parameters need
to be adjusted such that the manipulator does not hit the laser beam, which can be
a problem for small ddep. In order to avoid ablating from a single spot on the target,
we also rotate and sweep the target. The number of pulses defines the film thickness:
2000 pulses corresponds to roughly 150 nm.

After the deposition, the film is slowly (5-10 ◦C/min) cooled down to room
temperature. The oxygen diffusion at higher temperatures determines the doping
level of the YBCO film. In the first half of my PhD, we filled the chamber with
640 Torr oxygen and post annealed the film at a temperature of 550 ◦C for one
hour. We later found that better films can be obtained using the deposition pressure
instead, and cooling down without waiting one hour. In this case the whole procedure
including heating, deposition and cool down takes 3 hours.

The YBCO film quality depends on the substrate type used and the deposition
parameters Tdep, pdep, ddep, and Edep. Optimization of the YBCO film growth was
done by depositing and characterizing test films on single crystal substrates until
a good film was obtained. For each film, one deposition parameter was changed
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Table 3.1: Latest optimized YBCO PLD deposition parameters used for different
device types. BC stands for bicrystal and FT for flux transformer.

Device SQUID SQUID FT KIM KIM
Substrate STO BC STO BC STO Al2O3 (r-cut) MgO (110)
Buffer layer - CeO2 - YSZ & CeO2 -
Tdep [◦C] 750 805 805 790 740
pdep [mBar] 1.6 1.2 1.2 0.6 1.0
ddep [mm] 52.5 58 58 60 54
Edep [mJ] 63 58 58 53 58

based on the characterization results. Generally, higher critical temperatures were
obtained for higher Tdep and pdep, but increasing these values often led to worse
surface morphology. Adjusting pdep changes the shape of the plume and thus requires
readjustment of ddep and Edep. The 10 mm × 10 mm substrates typically required
higher Tdep than the smaller ones. Furthermore, the heat absorption properties of
single crystals and bicrystals seem to be different, meaning that in some cases Tdep
had to be corrected when we switched from test films to the bicrystals. In the
beginning of my PhD we furthermore tried to improve the uniformity of the heat
absorption by first depositing an amorphous YBCO layer on the backside of the
substrate, which meant an additional deposition. As we did not notice any change,
and films improved mainly thanks to increasing pdep, the amorphous YBCO layer
was skipped. The optimized deposition parameters for the latest deposited films are
summarized in Table 3.1 for different device types.

3.2.2 YBCO film characterization

The quality of the YBCO films was assessed using optical microscopy, atomic force
microscopy (AFM), superconducting critical temperature (Tc) measurements, and
in rare cases x-ray diffraction (XRD). Optical microscopy images of YBCO films
with different types of surfaces are shown in Fig. 3.2. Good surfaces show only a few
particulates, which are microscopic particles that were ejected by the target and are
commonly observed for PLD [180]. The particulate density is lower for the first few
depositions after repolishing the target, however, we choose to repolish the target
only if really necessary to avoid having to reoptimize the YBCO film growth. Bad
surfaces have lots of dots and outgrowths, which are often a-axis orientated grains
forming above the c-axis orientated YBCO [180].

The surface can be studied in more detail using AFM. Good surfaces as in
Fig. 3.3a&b have an average roughness Ra ≈ 2 nm and show characteristic c-axis
spiral-like islands, while dots and a-axis grains along with a rougher surface (Ra ≈ 5
nm in Fig. 3.3c indicate bad surface morphology.

As long as the film surfaces were good, critical temperature measurements de-
termined which deposition parameters were best. The critical temperature was
established from either susceptibility or resistance measurements as a function of
temperature. The susceptibility measurement setup consists of two coils between
which the sample can be placed. During the cooldown, the mutual inductance of the
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a) b) c)

Figure 3.2: Optical microscopy images of YBCO films made on STO substrates.
a) Good surface with a few particulates. b) Bad surface with lots of dots. c) Very
bad surface with lots of outgrowths.

a) b) c)

Figure 3.3: AFM images of YBCO films made on STO substrates. a) Good surface
with c-axis spiral-like islands. b) Good surface with smaller islands. c) Bad surface
with a-axis grains. Each image spans an area of 5 µm × 5 µm and the color scale for
all images is shown to the left.

coils is monitored by applying a sinusoidal signal to one of the coils and measuring
the induced signal in the other coil. Screening currents in the superconductor alter
the mutual inductance at the transition temperature and below. Susceptibility
measurements provide information about the quality of the whole film and a narrow
transition at a high temperature is desired. Fig. 3.4 shows susceptibility measure-
ments for films made with different deposition pressures during one optimization
round.

Resistance measurements, on the other hand, provide information on the quality
of the best current path through the film. In contrast to susceptibility measurements,
resistance measurements can also be used for patterned devices and they indicate
whether the structure goes fully superconducting or if there is a residual resistance.
Resistance measurements as a function of temperature were made with a 4-point
measurement in a physical property measurement system (PPMS) or later in a
dipstick, which is quicker and gives the same results, but had to be set up first.
Example resistance measurements from recent films with very high Tc are shown in
Fig. 3.4. The figure shows that even for the same deposition parameters, the critical
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Figure 3.4: Critical temperature measurements. a) Susceptibility measurements for
test films deposited at different oxygen pressures pdep and with constant Tdep = 750
◦C, ddep = 52.5 mm, and Edep = 63 mJ. The critical temperature increases with
increasing pdep, but the surface starts to deteriorate above pdep = 1.6 mBar. b)
Resistance measurements for YBCO films made on different days on single crystal
STO substrates with the deposition parameters in Table 3.1.

temperatures can vary over time. In one PLD parameter optimization round, one
should do either susceptibility or resistance measurements as the two can not be
compared to each other.

In the beginning of my PhD we had problems obtaining YBCO films with high
Tc. Two new high-density YBCO targets were bought and installed, but this did not
change the situation much. We then figured out that we had to substantially increase
pdep (from 0.6 mBar to 1.6 mBar in the late 2016 to early 2017 optimization round).
This was partly found thanks to XRD measurements. From XRD measurements,
the c-axis parameter can be calculated, which is related to the oxygen content per
unit cell [181]. During the last two years we have had stable deposition parameters
and very good YBCO films on STO with Tc above 90 K as shown in Fig. 3.4b.

3.2.3 Deposition of buffer and insulating layers

One or several buffer layers can be used to improve the epitaxial growth of YBCO
on substrates with large lattice mismatch or to prevent chemical reactions between
YBCO and some substrates like sapphire [182]. For the KIM made on sapphire, a
YSZ and a CeO2 buffer layer was used. In the case of bicrystal substrates, buffer
layers can furthermore help improve the junction properties. The use of a CeO2

buffer layer on bicrystal substrates used to be common in our group, but was omitted
by the time I started my PhD. During my PhD we then found that the junction
properties could be significantly improved with the help of a CeO2 buffer layer and
all bicrystal grain boundary junctions thereafter were made using such a CeO2 buffer
layer.

YSZ and a CeO2 buffer layers are deposited in the oxide sputtering chamber of
our cluster deposition system. The same system is also used to sputter the STO
insulating layer for multilayer flux transformers. The deposition parameters for all
three materials are given in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Oxide sputtering deposition parameters.

Material YSZ CeO2 STO
Deposition temperature Tdep [◦C] 780 750 650
Deposition pressure pdep [mBar] 0.02 0.1 0.1

Ar flow [sccm] 1 100 75
O2 flow [sccm] 9 25 25

Distance to target ddep [mm] 28 30 28
Presputtering time tpre [min] 10 10 5
Deposition time tdep [min] 30 20 40

3.2.4 In-situ gold

To achieve a low contact resistance between YBCO and the metal used for contact
pads, the metal layer should be deposited in-situ or after only a brief exposure to air
[183]. We use gold deposited in-situ in the metal chamber of the DCA cluster system
for this purpose. The gold layer is sputtered at room temperature at a pressure of 5
µbar and a power of 40 W for 30 s after 30 s of presputtering. The whole procedure
takes less than 5 min. The gold layer furthermore protects the YBCO film from
oxygen outdiffusion and chemical reactions during patterning, but it needs to be
removed after fabrication of the contact pads because the gold shunts the Josephson
junctions in the case of SQUIDs or can affect the high frequency properties in the
case of KIMs. For devices with very thin films, removing the gold can be problematic,
which is why the gold in these cases was either kept or no in-situ gold was deposited
at all, as will be discussed later.

3.3 Device patterning

The general patterning procedure for single layer SQUID magnetometers and KIMs
is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The YBCO film including eventual in-situ gold is patterned
with photolithography using a laser writer and argon ion milling.

First, the photoresist is spun onto the sample and baked on a hotplate. The
design is transferred to the photoresist by directly exposing the latter with a laser
writer DWL 2000 from Heidelberg instruments, Germany. The photoresist is then
developed and baked on a hotplate. The structures that should be kept are covered
by photoresist (negative design). The pattern is transferred from the photoresist
mask to the YBCO film through argon ion milling with an Oxford Ionfab 300 Plus
ion beam etching system from Oxford instruments, United Kingdom. For the etching,
the beam voltage is set to 300 V and the beam current to 15 mA, which leads to a
current density of 0.1 mA/cm2 for the 15 cm diameter circular beam. The etching is
performed at an angle of 30° to the substrate normal and the sample is rotated at 3
rpm to avoid the buildup of redeposited material. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS) is used for endpoint detection, i.e. the process is stopped when we detect
a drop in the Y and Ba signal and a rise in the Sr, Mg or Ce signal depending
on the substrate or buffer layer used. In the case of STO, overetching can be
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Figure 3.5: Step-by-step illustration of the fabrication process using a photoresist
mask.

problematic because STO becomes semiconducting, which shunts dc measurements.
The photoresist mask is removed in acetone.

After patterning the device, gold contact pads are made with a lift-off process.
A new photoresist mask is applied, exposed and developed in the same manner as
before. This time holes are opened in the photoresist where contact pads should be
made (positive design). We first deposit a 15 nm thin Ti layer to improve adhesion
and then deposit a 100 nm thick gold layer. Both depositions are done without
breaking vacuum using an MS150 sputterer from FHR, Germany. The lift-off is then
performed in acetone, which removes the photoresist and the metals on top of it. In
case of an in-situ gold layer, the sample is etched for 4 min using argon ion milling
with the same parameters as above to remove the in-situ gold.
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3.3.1 Alignment to the grain boundary

In the case of bicrystal grain boundary junctions, the device design needs to be
aligned to the grain boundary. The grain boundary of the first 10 bicrystals from
Shinkosha was very smooth and hardly visible with optical microscopy. We therefore
etched 100 nm deep alignment marks with argon ion milling into the bare substrates
as shown in Fig. 3.6a. Three alignment marks were used: one in the center, one on
the left and one on the right side (both 400 µm from the edge where photolithography
was still possible). The coordinates of the grain boundary were then found with
AFM (see Fig. 3.6b) and used for the laser writer alignment. The grain boundary
crossed the patterned microbridges in all cases, see for an example Fig. 3.6c.

a) b) c) 

2 µm 

Figure 3.6: Alignment to the grain boundary. The grain boundary is marked with
arrows. a) Micrograph of part of the alignment marks etched into the substrate.
The grain boundary at + 1.3 is not visible with optical microscopy. b) AFM image
of the grain boundary close to the alignment marks. c) AFM image of a SQUID
with the grain boundary crossing the 0.5 µm wide YBCO film at two places to form
Josephson junctions. The substrate is colored blue, the YBCO red, and the grain
boundary marked with white arrows.

The transparency of the bare substrates made optical focusing of the laser writer
on the surface difficult. However, it was unclear if the grain boundary would be
detectable once a film was grown, and the idea was that the alignment marks could
be reused even after repolishing the substrates. It turned out that the alignment
marks were also removed by polishing, but it was possible to find the grain boundary
with AFM using alignment marks etched into the YBCO down to the substrate,
hence this was done for repolished substrates instead.

The grain boundary of the 20 bicrystal substrates from the second batch was
very clearly visible with optical microscopy and the alignment marks were instead
made using only photoresist and no etching. The same photoresist as used for the
magnetometer design is used for the alignment marks, which makes the process
very short and simple. First, the alignment marks are exposed with the laser writer
and developed. Then, the coordinates of the grain boundary with respect to the
alignment marks are determined and used to expose the design directly after. The
only limitation is that the position of the alignment marks needs to be chosen in
such a way that the alignment marks do not interfere with the device design as they
are made in the same photoresist and are thus part of the final pattern.
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3.3.2 Narrow linewidth structures

The very high critical current densities of the bicrystal junctions made microbridges
with a width around, or even below, 1 µm necessary. To fabricate such narrow
structures, a carbon (C) mask instead of a photoresist mask was used. This allows
fabrication of clearly defined structures as shown in Fig. 3.7. Using the laser writer
and a carbon mask, it was possible to achieve good structures with widths down
to 0.7 µm as shown in Fig. 3.7a. However, the linewidth is generally larger than
in the design (design value 0.3 µm in this case) and variations can be expected.
With e-beam lithography, the width from the design corresponds to the top width of
the microbridge, and reproducible results are obtained (see for example the 0.5 µm
wide bridges in Fig. 3.6c). A carbon mask and e-beam lithography is also used by
my colleagues to fabricate the nanowire-based SQUIDs characterized in this thesis.
These junctions have widths down to ∼50 nm.

a) 

b) 

c) 

2 µm 

d) 
1.0 µm 1.0 µm 

0.5 µm 

0.9 µm 
0.7 µm 

Figure 3.7: AFM images of microbridges pattered with a carbon mask and using a
laser writer. a) 3D image of the narrowest microbridge achieved with the laser writer.
b) Height profile across the center of the microbridge in a), which is narrowest at
the top and widest at the bottom. The width at half the height is used to define the
junction width. c) 3D image of the junctions of a SQUID. d) Height profile across
the center of the two junctions in c). They both have a width of 1.0 µm.

The device patterning process with a carbon mask is shown in Fig. 3.8. The
preparation of the carbon mask takes several more steps than the preparation of
the photoresist mask (steps b1 to b5 for the carbon mask compared to step b for
the photoresist mask). First, a carbon layer with a thickness of around 100 nm
is deposited with PLD in a dedicated chamber. Second, the resist (photoresist or
e-beam resist) is applied, exposed and developed. The opposite pattern as in the
case of a photoresist etching mask is used. Third, a 12 nm thick chromium (Cr)
layer is evaporated with an e-beam evaporator from Kurt J. Lesker Company, United
States. Forth, the resist and Cr is lifted-off. Fifth, the pattern is transferred from
the Cr mask to the carbon by 25 min of oxygen plasma etching in a reactive ion
etcher from Plasma-Therm, United States. We use a power of 50 W, a pressure of
100 mTorr, and an oxygen flow of 10 sccm. The patterned carbon mask is then used
for argon ion milling as before. The Cr layer is removed during argon ion milling,
while the carbon mask remaining after ion milling is removed with another round of
oxygen plasma etching.
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Figure 3.8: Step-by-step illustration of the device patterning process using a carbon
mask.

Using a carbon mask turned out to be advantageous also for the fabrication of
KIMs. One reason is that during the laser writer exposure, only the narrow lines
belonging to the KIM design had to be exposed, which leads to less focusing errors
than exposing everything except these few lines. In the case where no in-situ gold
is used, the carbon may cause less chemical reactions with the YBCO than the
photoresist.

3.4 Multilayer structures

The fabrication of superconducting multi-turn input coils requires at least two
superconducting layers separated by an insulating layer. We use YBCO-STO-YBCO
as discussed earlier. At two points, the two superconducting layers need to be
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connected through windows in the insulator called vias. Furthermore, the top YBCO
needs to be grown over the patterned bottom YBCO at so-called crossovers. An
illustration of both structures is given in Fig. 3.9. Fabrication of these two high-Tc
superconducting structures is complicated because both the bottom and top YBCO
film should be c-axis orientated, and the supercurrent should flow along the a-b plane
and not along the c-axis direction where the critical current density is substantially
reduced. Additionally, steep slopes need to be avoided to prevent the formation of
grain boundaries, which also reduce the critical current density. The bottom YBCO
film and the insulating layer thus need to have very shallow slopes. Furthermore, the
presence of outgrowths and particulates on the surface of the bottom YBCO film
can lead to shorts between the two superconducting layers.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of high-Tc superconducting multilayer structures: a) via
and b) crossover. In order to prevent the formation of grain boundaries, steep slopes
need to be avoided.

The process for making high-Tc superconducting multilayer structures presented
here was developed by my colleague Maxim Chukharkin [184]. It is based on chemical-
mechanical polishing (CMP), which allows fabrication of both very shallow slopes
and removal of particles potentially causing shorts [185]. Other methods to make
shallow slopes include ion milling at low incidence angles – normally in combination
with post exposure baking of the photoresist mask to get shallow resist edges – and
chemical etching using a solution containing bromine (Br) [186–188]. While we also
make use of ion milling with post exposure baking to pattern the YBCO before
polishing, we do not use Br solutions because Br is highly toxic and forbidden in
most university environments, including ours [184].

An illustration of the step-by-step process used to fabricate vias and crossovers in
YBCO-STO-YBCO multilayers is shown in Fig. 3.10. First, a 225 nm thick YBCO
film is grown on the STO substrate and a photoresist mask is prepared as before.
After development, the photoresist is post exposure baked on a hotplate at 140 ◦C
for 5 min to achieve edges with a slope around 24° [184]. Argon ion milling is then
performed with the same parameters as before, except for the etching angle, which is
now 45°. AFM confirmed that this results in slopes with an angle of 24° as described
in Ref. [184].

The second step is CMP: the substrate is glued with heated wax to a 4 inch glass
wafer carrier with several satellite substrates to ensure uniform pressure during the
polishing. We use a CMP polishing and lapping tool PM5 from Logitech, Switzerland,
and the Logitech SF1 polishing suspension, which is an alkaline colloidal silica. The
suspension is continuously dripped onto the rotating table of the polishing tool. The
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Figure 3.10: Step-by-step illustration of the multilayer fabrication process. A via
is made to the left and a crossover to the right. Thicknesses and angles are not to
scale.

wafer carrier is placed with the substrate down on the wet polishing pad and moved
around with an arm. The etching rate depends on several parameters including the
rotation speed and the weight on the wafer carrier. We use 10 rpm and a weight of
400 g on top of the 120 g wafer carrier. The progress is checked under the microscope
after every minute. For example, AFM images show that on one sample a slope of
around 3° and a film thickness of 135 nm was achieved after 4 min of CMP. The
thickness can already be estimated with optical microscopy from the color of the
YBCO film – thinner films are redder.

Third, a 120 nm STO insulating layer is deposited with the deposition parameters
in Table 3.2. The photoresist mask is prepared without post exposure baking.
Instead, the window for the via is argon ion milled at an angle of 75° to the substrate
normal without rotating the substrate. To speed the process up, the beam current is
increased from 15 mA to 20 mA – the other etching parameters remain the same.
The etching is done for three times 75 min with two breaks to avoid overheating.
After 160 min an Y and Ba signal was detected; we etch into the YBCO, but not
through it. Micrographs of fabricated vias at this stage can be found in Fig. 3.11a-c.

Forth, the window is polished with CMP for 30 s the same way as in the second
step. This results in a shallow slope for the bottom YBCO - STO window, and
removes the remaining YBCO at the bottom of the window.

Lastly, a thick layer (6000 pulses, ca 450 nm) of YBCO is deposited and the
input coil is patterned with standard photolithography and argon ion milling. For
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Figure 3.11: Micrographs of HTS multilayer structures after ion milling the window
(a-c) and the final input coils (d-f). The ion milling direction is in all images towards
the northeast. a) Bottom YBCO film (red/purple) and window in the STO for the
via (white). b) Close-up of the via in a). c) Backlight image of a fabricated via
outside of the input coil. The thickness of the YBCO (grey) decreases in northeast
direction for each ion milled window. d) Flip-chip type flux transformer input coil
with a via in the center and crossovers where the top YBCO film (dark grey) crosses
the bottom YBCO film (orange). e) Another flux transformer input coil with thicker
bottom YBCO (blue/green) film than in d). f) Integrated type flux transformer
input coil (grey) with the bottom YBCO (blue) in the form of a washer SQUID.
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the via we only use the very shallow edge in the ion milling direction of the third
fabrication step in Fig. 3.10 and remove the YBCO above the ion milled window
with the steeper slopes. Examples of the final multilayer structures can be found in
Fig. 3.11d-f.
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4

SQUID magnetometers for the
7-channel system

In this chapter the results obtained for single layer high-Tc SQUID magnetometers
with a directly coupled pickup loop and bicrystal grain boundary Josephson junctions
are summarized. The sensors for the 7-channel on-scalp MEG system were chosen to
be of this type because such sensors were successfully implemented in single-channel
systems [40].

First, the magnetometer design is presented, followed by an evaluation of different
feedback methods that allow the sensors to be operated in a densely-packed multi-
channel on-scalp MEG system. The results of this evaluation have been published in
Paper A. Next, the characterization of the fabricated magnetometers is described,
followed by a detailed description of the SQUID and pickup loop optimization
performed. Several of the important lessons learnt have been published in Paper B
and will be expanded on here. After presentation of the achieved noise levels at 78
K, the temperature dependence is studied in more detail. The chapter ends with a
conclusion and outlook.

4.1 Design for the 7-channel system

The sensor design for the 7-channel system is shown in Fig. 4.1. It is based on
the design of the magnetometers that were previously used in the single-channel
cryostats [40]. The main components are the SQUIDs, the pickup loop, the feedback,
the heater, and the contact pads.

The high-Tc SQUID consists of a loop with a linewidth of 4 µm and a hole size
of 60 µm × 3 µm – see Fig. 4.1a. Based on Eq. (2.27), this narrow linewidth should
prevent flux from being trapped in the SQUID during the cooldown. The Josephson
junctions are formed where the 6 µm long microbridges cross the grain boundary of
the STO bicrystal substrate. The width of the microbridge is adjusted to tailor the
critical current of the junctions.

For redundancy, two SQUIDs with different junction widths are fabricated on
each magnetometer chip and the better SQUID is selected. The two SQUIDs are
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Figure 4.1: Single layer high-Tc SQUID magnetometer for the 7-channel system. a)
Micrograph of two bicrystal grain boundary SQUIDs. The grain boundary is marked
in blue. b) Micrograph showing the SQUIDs coupled to the pickup loop. c) Design of
the magnetometer on a 10 mm × 10 mm bicrystal substrate. d) Micrograph showing
the 6 µm × 6 µm holes in the pickup loop along the grain boundary. e) Micrograph
of the on-chip heater. f) Micrograph of the on-chip superconducting feedback coil.

coupled to the same pickup loop as shown in Fig. 4.1b. The elongated hairpin design
maximizes the coupling to the pickup loop and minimizes the parasitic inductance,
which will be discussed in more detail later. In principle, more redundant SQUIDs
could be coupled to the pickup loop, however, each SQUID increases the pickup loop
inductance Lp and requires additional contact pads for the readout. In this design
each SQUID has two contact pads that allow for symmetric SQUID biasing.

Since the effective area of the magnetometer grows linearly with the outer
dimension of the pickup loop, a large pickup loop is wanted [19]. However, the
size is limited by the available bicrystal substrate dimensions, and in our case the
PLD deposition system, which is why we use 10 mm × 10 mm bicrystal substrates.
Furthermore, the sensor spacing in a MEG system should be approximately the
distance of the sensors to the closest sources [42, 43], i.e. around 1 cm (the distance
between the scalp and the outermost active layer of an adult human’s brain) plus
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the sensor-to-scalp standoff distance [40], meaning that 10 mm × 10 mm substrates
are a reasonable choice.

The pickup loop has outer dimensions of 9.2 mm × 8.6 mm and a linewidth of 1
mm as shown in Fig. 4.1c. In order to obtain well-defined YBCO edges to minimize
flux trapping, the outer edge of the substrate is avoided. One substrate edge is
furthermore used for contact pads that allow to connect to the cryostat wiring from
the side.

The pickup loop crosses the grain boundary at two places. As flux can be trapped
in defects that are more likely along the grain boundary, we reduce the number of
possible pinning centers by patterning 6 µm × 6 µm holes into the YBCO film along
the grain boundary – see Fig. 4.1d. The structure furthermore acts as a flux dam
limiting the maximal circulating current [143]. The critical current of the flux dam
can be adjusted by varying the length of the part crossing the grain boundary.

If too much flux has been trapped, the YBCO film can be heated above its critical
temperature and re-cooled to expel trapped flux. For this purpose, a platinum heater
has been placed on the chip as shown in Fig. 4.1e.

Lastly, the design includes two on-chip feedback solutions, which will be discussed
in more detail next.

4.2 Feedback solutions

To operate the SQUID in a flux-locked loop as described in §2.4.6, a feedback coil
is needed. Previously, our group has used wire-wound copper coils, which were
made by hand. In the case of single channel cryostats, the coils were placed around
the sapphire piece holding the SQUID. This solution does not compromise the
standoff distance, nor does it reduce the cooling area. However, it is impractical in
densely-packed multi-channel systems due to space limitations – an on-chip solution
is thus preferable. Additionally, in multi-channel systems the flux generated by
the feedback coil can also couple into neighboring magnetometers thus leading to
unwanted crosstalk [189]. Feedback flux crosstalk is defined by the ratio of (unwanted)
flux Φ12 coupled into the sensing SQUID 1 by the feedback of SQUID 2 and the
(wanted) flux Φ22 coupled into the exciting SQUID 2:

C12 =
Φ12

Φ22

. (4.1)

In Paper A we evaluate two on-chip feedback solutions in terms of coupling, noise,
and feedback flux crosstalk. The first solution is the superconducting coil shown
in Fig. 4.1f placed in one corner of the pickup loop. The second solution is direct
injection of current into the SQUID loop using the configuration shown in Fig. 4.2a.

We find that both solutions provide sufficient coupling for operation in a FLL
without adding additional noise. Feedback flux crosstalk measurements between two
magnetometers as a function of distance show values below 5% for the superconducting
coil and below 0.5% for direct injection – see Fig. 4.3. The measured crosstalk values
depend on the effective area of the magnetometers, meaning that C12 and C21 are
not necessarily the same. We furthermore found that crosstalk arising from the wires
carrying the feedback current can be an issue. Wire crosstalk can be identified by
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Figure 4.2: Wiring configurations for direct injection of current. The feedback
coupling inductance is shaded yellow. The Josephson junctions are now to the left
where the YBCO film crosses the visible grain boundary. a) Short direct injection
with feedback coupling inductance Lsf and symmetric SQUID biasing (the inductances
of both SQUID arms are roughly equal). b) Long direct injection with feedback
coupling inductance Llf = Lc ≈ 2Lsf and asymmetric SQUID biasing.
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Figure 4.3: Feedback flux crosstalk as a function of distance between the magne-
tometer centers as presented in Paper A. At the minimal distance of 10 mm the two
substrates touch each other.

the fact that the crosstalk does not decrease with the distance between the sensors.
Based on the results obtained in Paper A, we decided to use direct injection as the
feedback method for the 7-channel magnetometers.

When using direct injection feedback, two things are important in practice. First,
the connections for the SQUID bias and the feedback current need to be done via
separate contact pads. Using the same contact pad results in a voltage offset in the
SQUID output signal that is dependent on the feedback current. This is due to the
contact resistance. Second, when using the direct readout SQUID electronics SEL-1
from Magnicon with the four wire scheme, the polarity of the connections matters
because the voltage offset for operation in a FLL can otherwise not be compensated.
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In the four wire scheme, two wires are used to bias and readout the SQUID (V+
and V−) and two are for the feedback (Φ+ and Φ−). Since V− and Φ− correspond
to the ground, they need to be on the same side of the junctions.

We refer to the wiring configuration shown in Fig. 4.2a as short direct injection.
This type was chosen in order to bias the SQUID symmetrically, however, less than
half of the SQUID loop inductance constitutes the feedback coupling inductance Lsf .
Using the configuration shown in Fig. 4.2b instead, the feedback coupling inductance
can be roughly doubled. With such long direct injection, the feedback current takes
the same path as the current from the pickup loop, meaning the feedback coupling
inductance Llf and the pickup loop coupling inductance Lc are the same. This is also
advantageous as it allows us to measure Lc using the same connections as for the
feedback, and it is valuable for sensor calibration, as will be discussed in §4.5.2. The
large inductance asymmetry αL from the asymmetric biasing is moreover completely
unproblematic as it only leads to a bias current dependent shift of the flux in the
SQUID, but does not affect the modulation depth (see §2.4). Such a flux shift is
also obtained from the feedback current and the signal current from the pickup loop
as described in §2.6.2, and is thus unavoidable. Long direct injection is therefore
preferable over short direct injection.

4.3 Magnetometer characterization

Before being placed into the 7-channel system, all fabricated magnetometers are
characterized in a dipstick immersed in liquid nitrogen. An image of the setup is
shown in Fig. 4.4a. The dipstick is filled with 0.8 bar helium exchange gas, which
results in an operation temperature of ∼78 K. The measurements are performed inside
our 2-layer MSR (consisting of 2 layers of mu-metal and one layer of copper-coated
aluminum) from Vacuumschmeltze GmbH, Hanau, Germany. Except for the effective
area measurements, the samples are placed inside a superconducting shield made
of Bi1.8Pb0.26Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+x (BPSCCO-2223) with a critical temperature of 110 K
from Can Superconductors, Kamenice, Czech Republic. For the characterization we
use a direct readout SQUID electronics as described in §2.4.6.

First, the SQUID voltage dependence on bias current I and flux Φ is measured.
For this purpose, we apply a triangular current If to the feedback coil with an
amplitude corresponding to at least one flux quantum. The resulting flux modulated
voltage curve is recorded for different bias currents. Fig. 4.4b displays part of such a
measurement showing the SQUID voltage modulation. The modulation period ∆If
can be used to extract the feedback coupling inductance Mf = Φ0/∆If . In the case
of long direct injection, this also yields the pickup loop coupling inductance Lc.

The V (Φ(If ), I) data can then be used to plot the flux modulated I-V curve – see
Fig. 4.4c for an example. Since noise rounding is significant, the I-V curves are fitted
as described in §2.4.3 to obtain the SQUID critical current Ic, the SQUID normal
resistance Rn, and the excess current Iex. Taking excess currents into account turned
out to be important to obtain better agreement between theoretical predictions and
the measured values for the peak-to-peak voltage modulation depth ∆V , the transfer
function VΦ, and the flux noise S1/2

Φ .
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Figure 4.4: a) Photograph of the measurement setup. b) Flux modulated SQUID
voltage curves for different bias currents between -50 µA and 50 µA in steps of 2 µA.
The two curves with the largest voltage modulation depth ∆V are marked in black.
The period ∆If corresponds to one flux quantum. c) Flux modulated I-V curve
(light blue) with the two enveloping I-V curves highlighted in blue and orange, and
a fit to obtain Ic, Rn, and Iex in black. Arrows mark the position of the resonance.
d) 2D color plot showing the deviation δV from the average voltage for a certain
bias current as a function of applied flux. e) Left axis: dynamic resistance ∂V/∂I for
the two enveloping I-V curves (blue and orange) in c) as a function of bias current.
Right axis: modulation depth ∆V as a function of bias current. f) Equivalent flux
noise spectrum of another device using dc bias and ac bias.
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The V (Φ) curves for different bias currents can furthermore be used to identify
the best working point for the SQUID. Different types of visualizations of the SQUID
voltage modulation are given in Fig. 4.4b-d. In most cases the largest slope |∂V/∂Φ|I
= VΦ is obtained for the bias current leading to the largest ∆V , which simplifies
manual SQUID tuning. The flux modulated voltage curves are not in all cases fully
sinusoidal – for the measured SQUIDs we find that VΦ and the maximal ∆V are
related by ∆V = αVΦΦ0/π with α ranging from 0.8 to 1 (for sinusoidal curves α = 1
is expected). Hence we determine VΦ from the V (Φ) curves and do not only estimate
it using VΦ = π∆V/Φ0. Calculating the dynamic resistance ∂V/∂I for the two
enveloping I-V curves plotted blue and orange in Fig. 4.4c shows that the maximal
modulation is obtained when the dynamic resistance of the two curves is equal – see
Fig. 4.4e.

Many I-V curves show signs of resonances, which can be expected for SQUIDs
made on STO substrates (see §2.4.4 and Ref. [131]). For the SQUID shown in Fig.
4.4c-e, a resonance is visible at V res

1 ≈ 96 µV, which here corresponds to I = 50 µA.
At that point the voltage modulation reaches a first minimum and then increases
again. Using Eq. (2.24), a standing wave along the SQUID slit of length lsl ≈ 52 µm
is predicted for this voltage, which is in line with the physical length of the SQUID
slit without the microbridges and the lower half of the connection to the pickup
loop. The second minimum in the voltage modulation depth can be explained by a
second order resonance and occurs at a three times higher voltage. In the worst case
the resonances can deteriorate the SQUID performance, however, in most cases the
resonances appeared above the optimal operation point.

Once a good working point has been determined, the bias current Ib is set
accordingly, the voltage offset Vb is compensated, and the SQUID is locked in a
flux-locked loop. The transfer function V FLL

Φ in the FLL can be measured directly by
applying a triangular or sinusoidal current to the feedback coil with a peak-to-peak
amplitude corresponding to one flux quantum and measuring the peak-to-peak output
voltage in the FLL. We find that the measured values agree well with the expected
ones from Eq. (2.29) using Mf as determined above and a feedback resistor with
Rf = 30 kΩ.

Noise is measured in FLL mode using an FFT spectrum analyzer (Dynamic
Signal Analyzer 35670A) from Keysight, Santa Rosa, USA. To obtain the flux noise
spectra, we average 50 voltage noise spectra and divide by V FLL

Φ . Fig. 4.4f shows
how the 1/f-like noise from critical current fluctuations can be successfully reduced
using ac bias reversal. We therefore always operate the SQUIDs with ac bias reversal
at a frequency of 40 kHz, which is far above the signal frequencies of interest. In ac
bias mode, not only the voltage offset needs to be adjusted before locking the SQUID
in a FLL, but also the flux bias Φb to make the curves for positive and negative bias
overlap at the chosen operation point.

Finally, to obtain the magnetic field noise and the sensor calibration, the effective
area is measured as described in §2.5 using the calibrated Helmholtz coil shown in Fig.
4.4a. The calibration is performed without the superconducting shield. The effective
area turned out to vary strongly between sensors and even different cooldowns of the
same sensor, which will be discussed in more detail.
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4.4 Magnetometer performance and optimization

Magnetometers were made in batches of one to three pieces. The design in each
successive batch was slightly adjusted based on the results obtained from the previous
magnetometers. For the first 7 magnetometers, the main adjustments concerned
the junction width and film thickness to tune the junction parameters, which will
be discussed first (§4.4.3). From these first 7 magnetometers it was furthermore
found that the inductance varies strongly between different samples, even though the
design was very similar. This led to the SQUID inductance investigation presented
in Paper B and will be discussed in §4.4.2. The insights then allowed me to optimize
the SQUID design (§4.4.3) and also the pickup loop design (§4.4.4). Finally, the
magnetic field noise performance of the magnetometers is presented (§4.4.5).

4.4.1 Junction parameter tuning

The first magnetometer with a film thickness of 225 nm and junction widths of 1.5
µm (called Shin1L1) and 2.5 µm (called Shin1R) exhibited large SQUID critical
currents Ic ≈ 450 µA and Ic ≈ 700 µA, respectively. This corresponds to a large
junction critical current density Jc ≈ 62 − 67 kA/cm2 at 78 K. The following six
magnetometers had lower – but still high – Jc with an average value of 24 kA/cm2.
Also, a large spread in Jc between these 6 magnetometers described by a standard
deviation of 7 kA/cm2 was found.

To obtain lower critical currents, narrow junctions with a width down to 1 µm
were fabricated and the film thickness was decreased to 150 nm. Some fabricated
junctions were furthermore trimmed with argon ion milling, which has previously
been used to reduce Ic and increase Rn [190, 191]. A photoresist mask limited the ion
milling to the junction region as shown in Fig. 4.5a. The ion milling was performed
in several steps to see the progress. For Shin1L, Ic could be reduced from 450 µA to
22 µA, while Rn increased from 1.1 Ω to 6.7 Ω. This was achieved with 40 minutes of
argon ion milling with the same parameters as for defining the SQUID. The process
halved the initial junction thickness, but also reduced Jc to 7 kA/cm2 and IcRn from
almost 500 µV to around 150 µV at 78 K. An AFM image is shown in Fig. 4.5b.
This approach proved to be well controllable, but requires additional fabrication
steps and time.

The higher critical currents were often accompanied by excess currents. As an
example, the I-V curve of SQUID Shin9R is shown in Fig. 4.5c. The fit yields Ic = 81
µA, Iex = 13 µA, and Rn = 2.5 Ω. This gives a reduced critical current I∗c = 68 µA,
which is used instead of Ic in comparisons with theory. The voltage approaches the
asymptotes defined by Rn and Iex (purple lines in Fig. 4.5c) very slowly for high
currents, which is why it is important to fit the curve. Current sweeps up to at least
three times the critical current are desired to obtain a good fit. Otherwise Iex and
Rn can easily be overestimated.

1All magnetometers made on the bicrystals from Shinkosha were named "Shin" followed by a
number for the substrate and "L" for the left SQUID or "R" for the right SQUID. Substrates that
were repolished were named "ShinP" instead.
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b) 

a) 5 um 

Figure 4.5: a) Micrograph showing the etched junction area of Shin1L. b) AFM
image showing the same etched junction are with the YBCO in red and the STO
substrate in blue. The darker areas are etched. c) I-V curve of magnetometer Shin9R
with excess currents.

The solution to the problems with the very high Jc values and excess currents of
up to 40% of Ic was found to be a CeO2 buffer layer. The following 8 magnetometers
with a buffer layer had an average Jc = 4.7 kA/cm2 with a standard deviation of 3.5
kA/cm2. The excess currents were all below 10 µA for SQUIDs with Ic up to 100
µA and in some cases even negative, which has also been found to be the case for
step-edge junctions [104].

In Fig. 4.6 the measured I∗cRn products of the SQUIDs on 15 fabricated mag-
netometers are plotted as a function of J∗c with the measured I∗c values given in
different colors. A clear relationship between I∗cRn and J∗c can be seen with I∗cRn

increasing with increasing J∗c . The same is the case when one replaces I∗c with Ic.
Gross et al. found a scaling behaviour IcRn ∝ Jpc with p = 0.5 at 4.2 K for different
HTS junction technologies and for Jc spanning more than 5 orders of magnitude
[192]. The best fit for our magnetometers gives p = 0.36. Both the samples made
without and with a buffer layer follow the same trend. Nonetheless, there is quite
some spread and similar I∗cRn values can be achieved with J∗c varying by a factor 2
or even more.

Useful values of I∗c around 30 µA were obtained with J∗c between 2 and 7 kA/cm2,
which is more commonly achieved using a CeO2 buffer layer. However, there is also a
risk of obtaining very low J∗c and I∗c when using a CeO2 buffer layer, resulting in low
I∗cRn products. We have found that the too low critical currents could be increased
by annealing of the sample at 600 ◦C in a 650 Torr oxygen atmosphere for one hour.
This type of reoxidation, however, affects the full sample, melts the gold on the
contact pads, and in some cases turned out to be unstable over time, which is why it
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Figure 4.6: The measured I∗cRn product of the SQUIDs on 15 fabricated magne-
tometers is plotted as a function of J∗c with filled markers in the color corresponding
to the measured I∗c value. For comparison, the IcRn product is plotted as a function
of Jc with empty markers in the color of the measured Ic value. Square markers
denote samples without a buffer layer, while circular markers denote samples with a
CeO2 buffer layer. A fit for I∗cRn(J∗c ) is given in black.

was abandoned. Nonetheless, similar thermal annealing at much lower temperatures
has been successfully used to tune the critical currents of low-Tc Josephson junctions
[193, 194]. Instead of optimizing the annealing procedure, I focused on optimizing
the YBCO film growth to obtain useful critical current densities without further
treatment. Tuning of the critical currents was then mainly done by varying the
junction width, which will be discussed in more detail later.

4.4.2 SQUID inductance investigation

While the junction parameters Ic and Rn of a SQUID are generally determined from
its I-V curve, the SQUID inductance L is often only estimated from simulations and
assumed to be constant for a device design used. However, in order to calculate the
kinetic inductance contribution to the SQUID inductance, the London penetration
depth λ of the film needs to be known. When operating the SQUID close to its
critical temperature Tc (we often have T > 0.8 · Tc), strong variations in λ can be
expected as described by eq. (2.38). We have found that it is therefore not enough
to simply assume a certain λ, but measurements are necessary.

In Paper B we combine inductance simulations and measurements to determine
the full SQUID inductance. As detailed in Paper B, this is done by splitting the
SQUID inductance into the coupling inductance Lc, which is mainly determined by
the part of the SQUID loop shared with the pickup loop, and the parasitic inductance
Lpar, which is mainly determined by the microbridges forming the junctions plus
the electrode and current injection lines. Both inductances consist of a geometric
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inductance and a kinetic inductance contribution. While the earlier is independent
of λ, the latter is proportional to the Pearl penetration length λp = λ2/t, where t is
the film thickness (see §2.6.1). For the geometric inductances LGeoc and LGeopar it is
thus possible to directly use the simulated values. The kinetic coupling inductance
contribution LKinc is obtained by subtracting LGeoc from the Lc value measured with
direct injection of current. The resulting LKinc can be compared with the simulated
value for a certain λp to extract the real λp. The latter can then be used to also
scale the simulated value of LKinpar accordingly, and thus find all SQUID inductance
contributions. Lastly, λ can also be calculated – given that the film thickness is
known.

This method is used in Paper B to calculate the different inductance contributions
for 10 SQUIDs made on 2 samples with slightly different Tc. Sample A furthermore
has no buffer layer, while a CeO2 buffer layer was used for sample B2. On each
sample, 5 SQUIDs with different SQUID loop lengths lsq from 10 µm to 50 µm were
chosen. As shown in Fig. 4.7, increasing the loop length leads to a linear increase in
Lc and is thus an effective way to adjust the inductance. Comparing two SQUIDs
with the same lsq but made on different samples shows that the kinetic inductance
contributions are much higher for sample A than sample B. On average, the total
SQUID inductances for sample A SQUIDs are twice as large as for sample B SQUIDs,
thus clearly demonstrating that inductance measurements are necessary to obtain a
trustworthy SQUID inductance estimation.

We attribute the larger kinetic inductance contributions for sample A to its lower
Tc, although the two samples also differ in the use of a buffer layer. A comparison of
the first 7 magnetometers made without a buffer layer shows that the film with the
highest Tc = 89.9 K (width 1.0 K) has the lowest λ = 450 nm at 78 K, while the
film with the lowest Tc = 87.3 K (width 2.0 K) has the largest λ = 730 nm at 78 K.
We therefore conclude that λ is mainly determined by Tc and not the presence of a
buffer layer, although the buffer layer may have an effect on the film quality. For the
following 8 magnetometers with buffer layer a London penetration depth between
360 nm and 600 nm was measured at ∼78 K.

The large differences in the measured Lc between magnetometers also explains
the differences in the effective area Aeff found as Aeff is proportional to Lc for
negligible SQUID effective area, see §2.5. It is therefore critical that Aeff is measured
for each magnetometer and not just assumed to be constant for a specific design.

4.4.3 SQUID optimization

With all the SQUID parameters determined, it is possible to compare the measured
values with theoretical predictions and optimize the sensor performance. This will
be described in the following.

2The original purpose of Shin12 (called sample A in Paper B) was to find the optimal SQUID
loop length and junction width, and the sample thus contains 48 SQUIDs for which these two
parameters are varied. Alexei Kalaboukhov then suggested to check if the junction properties could
be improved with a CeO2 buffer layer. A second sample, Shin13 (called sample B in Paper B), with
identical design but using a CeO2 buffer layer was fabricated. In between the fabrication of these
two samples, the YBCO film growth was reoptimized, and a better film quality could be reached
for Shin13. This was also the case for other YBCO films without a buffer layer.
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Figure 4.7: Inductance contributions of 10 SQUIDs made on two samples A (left
bar) and B (right bar) with increasing SQUID loop length lsq from 10 µm to 50 µm.
The triangles mark the measured Lc and the lines are a separate linear fit for Lc(lsq)
for the two samples with the formula given in the figure.

SQUID performance dependence on inductance

We begin by studying the dependence of the transfer function VΦ and the flux
noise SΦ on the inductance. This has been done in Paper B for the 10 SQUIDs
presented earlier. As discussed in §2.4.5, VΦ decreases rapidly with increasing L, which
consequently leads to an increase in the flux noise. Fig. 4.8a shows the measured VΦ

in normalized form for better comparison with the prediction from Eq. (2.23). Note
that the reduced critical current I∗c is used instead of Ic as explained earlier. The
measured values exhibit the expected exponential decrease with increasing L and fit
the prediction well – especially in the case of sample B. Deviations may be due to
resonances and asymmetries.

In Fig. 4.8b the total flux noise measured in FLL mode is shown as a function
of L. The total flux noise is furthermore split into the electronics contribution
S

1/2
Φ,el = S

1/2
V,el/VΦ with S

1/2
V,el = 0.4 nV/

√
Hz for our electronics, and the intrinsic

SQUID noise S1/2
Φ,sq =

√
SΦ − SΦ,el. The dominant contribution depends on the

individual SQUID. For comparison, the theoretical values for the total flux noise
based on the equations in §2.4.5 are plotted as black dots. For half of the SQUIDs,
the difference between predicted and measured flux noise is less than 10%, while on
average the measured values are 24% larger than predicted. Additionally, we plot
the predicted flux noise for three different values of I∗c representing the measured
range and fix I∗cRn to the average value of 108 µV. This clearly shows that lower
critical currents are favourable, but that would also mean narrower junctions with
larger Lpar. This trade-off will be studied later in this section.

The SQUID with the lowest L = 35 pH has an impressively low total flux noise
of 2.6 µΦ0/

√
Hz at 78 K with an intrinsic SQUID noise contribution of 1.5 µΦ0/

√
Hz.
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Figure 4.8: a) Normalized transfer function VΦ as a function of SQUID inductance.
The black line is the prediction from Eq. (2.23). b) White flux noise S1/2

Φ as a
function of SQUID inductance. Colored dots denote the total measured flux noise,
plus signs the intrinsic SQUID contribution, crosses the electronics contribution, and
black dots the theoretical total flux noise. The three lines represent the theoretical
total flux noise for three different I∗c as indicated and fixed I∗cRn = 108 µV.

However, due to the trade-off between low flux noise and coupling, this SQUID does
not constitute the best magnetometer. The performance of a SQUID magnetometer
is characterized by its magnetic field noise S1/2

B = SΦ/Aeff , where the effective area
Aeff ≈ Lc ·Ap/Lp for a directly coupled pickup loop, see Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32). The
magnetic field noise can thus be divided into a SQUID dependent factor (SΦ/Lc) and
a pickup loop dependent factor (Lp/Ap), meaning the SQUID and the pickup loop
can be optimized individually. SQUID optimization – which we focus on here – thus
boils down to minimizing SΦ/Lc. For the 10 SQUIDs studied in Paper B, the SQUID
with the lowest SΦ/Lc of 74 µΦ0/

√
Hz/nH has lsq = 30 µm, Lc = 46.3 pH, and S1/2

Φ

= 3.4 µΦ0/
√
Hz (for comparison, the SQUID described above with the lowest S1/2

Φ

had SΦ/Lc = 167 µΦ0/
√
Hz/nH). Nonetheless, for SQUIDs with lsq = 30− 50 µm,

SΦ/Lc varies only slightly with Lc, but also depends on Lpar, I∗c and Rn. The next
complete magnetometer was made with two SQUIDs with lsq = 30 µm, while the
following 7 magnetometers had one SQUID with lsq = 30 µm and one with lsq = 50
µm to increase the chance of achieving a suitable L. In all cases the junction width
was varied and the better SQUID was picked.

Parasitic inductance reduction

While the approach described above turned out to work well to achieve useful SQUID
inductance values, further optimization is possible as outlined in Paper B and tested
for sample ShinP8, which will be investigated here. To begin with, minimizing
S

1/2
Φ /Lc means that a low Lpar is wanted as it does not contribute to the coupling,

but only reduces VΦ. Several measures can be taken to reduce Lpar. First, a good
film quality with a high Tc leading to a low λ is necessary to achieve a low LKinpar .
The SQUID inductance investigation showed that just a few K difference in Tc can
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have a large effect on λ. A change in λ from 600 nm to 400 nm decreases the kinetic
inductance by a factor of 2.25 – a significant amount.

Second, the length lJJ of the microbridges forming the junctions should be
minimized in order to reduce Lpar. The length depends on the junction technology
used and is in our case limited by the precision with which the design can be aligned
with the grain boundary. Test SQUIDs demonstrate that both lJJ = 3 µm and 1 µm
(instead of the 6 µm used earlier) were feasible. The general design of these SQUIDs
is shown in Fig. 4.9a and a micrograph of one SQUID can be seen in Fig. 4.9b. The
alignment was done with the help of alignment marks etched into the YBCO film
as described in §3.3.1. Gold crosses for alignment during electron beam lithography
were then fabricated using the laser writer and the coordinates established with AFM.
The grain boundary was found to be 150-250 nm away from its intended position,
thus indicating very good alignment. Decreasing lJJ reduces both the kinetic and
geometric inductance contribution to Lpar roughly linearly as plotted in Fig. 4.9c.
The impact of reducing lsq is even stronger for microbridges with smaller wJJ .

Third, the SQUID slit width wsl can be decreased to further reduce Lpar as
plotted in Fig. 4.9d. This also affects Lc, which decreases with decreasing wsl. To
reach the same Lc, a longer SQUID loop is thus necessary, which also comes with
a slightly larger Lpar. However, for equal Lc, the SQUID with the narrower slit
nonetheless has the lower Lpar. For both Lpar and Lc it is mainly the geometric
contribution that is affected. Using standard photolithography, a slit width below 1
µm could not be resolved. With electron beam lithography narrower slits are possible,
and using a focused helium ion beam a slit width of 10 nm has been achieved [162].
The chance of shunting the SQUID loop by a defect grows for narrower slits, which
is why wsl = 1 µm was chosen for the fabricated SQUIDs.

Fourth, decreasing the linewidth wsq of the SQUID loop and current injection
lines further reduces Lpar as plotted in Fig. 4.9e. However, in this case Lc is strongly
affected, with LKinc roughly doubling when halving wsq. While Lc can be adjusted
by reducing lsq, the kinetic inductance fraction remains high and makes the total
inductance more sensitive to changes in λ. Furthermore, narrower lines are more likely
to be ruined by defects. For these reasons the linewidth of 4 µm was maintained.

Fifth, small reductions in Lpar can be achieved with rounded corners as shown in
Fig. 4.9a&b, however, for the 1 µm long microbridges the roundings at the junctions
were left out as wJJ might be affected. Also, increasing the electrode width wel can
slightly decrease Lpar, but to avoid flux trapping, large film areas close to the SQUID
should be avoided. Holes were patterned into the electrode to reduce the film width
(see Fig. 4.9b).

Lastly, but nonetheless potentially very impactful, is the adjustment of the
junction width wJJ on Lpar. Since the junction width also affects the critical current
and the normal resistance, it can not be adjusted as freely as the other SQUID design
parameters. We will now study this trade-off between low Lpar but large Ic and low
Rn for wide junctions, and opposite for narrow.
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Figure 4.9: SQUID design and inductance simulation. a) SQUID design showing
the varied parameters. The microbridges forming the junctions each have a length
lJJ and a width wJJ . The SQUID loop has a linewidth wsq and a slit width wsl. The
length lsq of the green part of the SQUID loop is varied to adjust Lc. The electrode
has a width wel = 11 µm. Rounded corners are marked purple. b) Micrograph of a
fabricated SQUID with lJJ = 1 µm and wJJ = 0.5 µm. c) Simulated Lpar as a function
of lsq for the indicated parameters and no rounded corners. d) Simulated Lpar as a
function of wsl for the indicated parameters and no rounded corners. e) Simulated
Lpar (bottom) and Lc (top) as a function of wsq for the indicated parameters and
no rounded corners. f) Simulated Lpar as a function of wJJ for the fabricated test
SQUIDs on ShinP8. The SQUIDs have either lJJ = 3 µm (squares) or lJJ = 1 µm
(circles) and the slit length is varied depending on wJJ as indicated in the figure.
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Junction width optimization

To find the optimal junction width, SQUIDs with wJJ varying from 0.5 µm to 2.1 µm
in steps of 0.2 µm were fabricated in the center of a substrate3. The rest of the film
was protected with the intention to fabricate a full magnetometer once the optimal
SQUID design was established from these test SQUIDs. One set of 9 such SQUIDs
was made with lJJ = 3 µm and another set with lJJ = 1 µm. To counteract a larger
βL due to the larger Ic of wider junctions, the SQUID loop length was adjusted in
groups of three SQUIDs as indicated in Fig. 4.9f. In the same figure the simulated
Lpar values for these SQUIDs are plotted. A clear increase in Lpar for narrower
junctions is observed.

All SQUIDs were characterized in a dipstick at an operation temperature of
∼78 K. Except for one SQUID with lJJ = 3 µm and wJJ = 0.5 µm, all SQUIDs
were functional. The simulated values of Lpar and Lc were again combined with the
measured Lc values to determine λp and all SQUID inductance contributions. The
measurements showed that λp = 1.00± 0.04 µm, which means that the real kinetic
inductance contributions are 25% larger than the simulated values that use λp = 0.8
µm. Assuming a uniform film thickness of 225 nm, one obtains λ = 475 ± 10 nm.
For these SQUIDs, the London penetration depth is rather uniform and differences
in Lpar are mainly due to varying wJJ and lJJ .

In Fig. 4.10a the SQUID critical current Ic, the reduced critical current I∗c ,
and the excess current Iex are plotted as a function of wJJ . Excess currents are
close to zero and slightly negative, meaning that I∗c is typically slightly larger than
Ic. A linear fit for I∗c (wJJ) is given in the figure, however, several values deviate
considerably from this line. This illustrates one of the main problems with grain
boundary junctions: even on the same film, wJJ is not the only variable defining Ic
and I∗c , but local variations in the grain boundary properties also play a role. The fit
predicts that I∗c is zero for wJJ < 0.4 µm. This was already the case for the SQUID
with wJJ = 0.5 µm and lJJ = 3 µm.

The extracted SQUID normal resistance Rn is plotted as a function of wJJ in Fig.
4.10b. A drastic increase in Rn is found for narrow junctions approaching 0.3 µm.
Except for the three SQUIDs with Ic smaller than 15 µA, the resulting IcRn and
I∗cRn products are roughly constant with 93 ± 8 µV and 99 ± 10 µV, respectively.
The very narrow junctions are more prone to degradation. Fig. 4.10b also shows the
SQUID dynamic resistance Rd at the operation point normalized by Rn. We measure
Rd/Rn = 1.1± 0.2, which is lower than Rd/Rn =

√
2 as assumed in §2.4.5. The ratio

also seems to decrease for narrower junctions. The measured Rd is therefore used
when calculating the theoretical SQUID noise based on Eq. (2.25).

Fig. 4.10c compares the measured transfer function with the theoretical one based
on Eq. (2.23) using the measured I∗c , Rn, and L values. Except for two SQUIDs with
I∗c smaller than 15 µA, the measured VΦ reaches the predicted value or even slightly
exceeds it. Good agreement with theory is also found for the total flux noise, see

3AFM images show that the width at half height quoted here is 0.1 µm larger than the designed
value, which is achieved at the top of the film.
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Figure 4.10: Optimization of the junction width wJJ . Measured values of SQUIDs
with lJJ = 3 µm (1 µm) are indicated by squares (circles). a) Measured Ic (empty
markers), I∗c (filled markers), and Iex (grey markers) as a function of wJJ including
a linear fit for I∗c (wJJ). b) Left axis: measured Rn with a linear fit for 1/Rn(wJJ .
Right axis: measured Rd/Rn. c) Comparison of the measured and theoretical VΦ.
Equality is indicated with a line and I∗c is given by the color scale. d) Comparison of
the measured and theoretical flux noise, using the same color scale for I∗c . Equality is
indicated with the black line, while 10% and 20% higher measured noise values than
predicted are given by grey lines. e) S1/2

Φ /Lc as a function of wJJ for the measured
values (markers) as well as a theoretical prediction for lJJ = 3 µm (top curve) and
lJJ = 1 µm (bottom curve). The color bar indicates Lc. f) Optimization of S1/2

Φ /Lc
as a function of Lc for 4 different wJJ and lJJ = 1 µm. Minima are indicated with
diamonds, 10% higher values with triangles. 71
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Fig. 4.10d. For several SQUIDs the measured flux noise is as predicted. Only in two
cases with very low Ic the measured noise is more than 20% larger than predicted4.

The lowest magnetic field noise (when directly coupled to a pickup loop) is
reached with the SQUID with the lowest S1/2

Φ /Lc, which we will study now. Fig.
4.10e shows the measured S1/2

Φ /Lc with filled markers. The lowest value S1/2
Φ /Lc = 70

µΦ0/
√
Hz/nH is achieved with the SQUID with lJJ = 1 µm and wJJ = 0.7 µm.

Generally, the SQUIDs with lJJ = 1 µm show better performance than the SQUIDs
with lJJ = 3 µm and the same wJJ , which is expected as Lpar is smaller.

Since good agreement with theory was found in terms of noise, we can optimize
S

1/2
Φ /Lc as a function of Lc for the different junction widths and lengths using the

fitted dependencies of I∗c and Rn on wJJ , Rd = 1.1Rn, as well as an interpolation
for Lpar. For each of these S1/2

Φ /Lc(Lc) curves the minimum is determined together
with the associated Lc. These values are plotted in Fig. 4.10e as the two colorful
curves, the lower being the one for lJJ = 1 µm. From the lower curve it follows that
the optimal junction width is 0.64 µm giving S1/2

Φ /Lc = 65 µΦ0/
√
Hz/nH. The best

measured SQUID has a performance very close to this. Some measured S1/2
Φ /Lc are

below the theoretical curve because their measured I∗c is lower than the fitted I∗c
value that was assumed for the theoretical curve.

Looking at the individual S1/2
Φ /Lc(Lc) curves furthermore reveals that the min-

imum is very broad - see Fig. 4.10f showing 4 such curves for different junction
widths and lJJ = 1 µm. For wJJ = 0.64 µm, the minimum is achieved for Lc = 82
pH, yet Lc values from 50 pH to 126 pH yield a S1/2

Φ /Lc that is no more than 10%
higher than the minimal value. The optimal Lc furthermore decreases with increasing
junction width.

The minimum achieved for wJJ = 0.64 µm suggests that low I∗c values are best,
however, there is also a risk that these narrow junctions have too low I∗c and degraded
I∗cRn product. For the magnetometer made on the rest of the film on this substrate,
slightly more conservative junction widths were thus chosen: 0.9 µm for the lJJ = 1
µm SQUID called ShinP8L and 1.1 µm for the lJJ = 3 µm SQUID called ShinP8R.
While alignment to the grain boundary was again good for both SQUIDs, the I∗cRn

product was considerably reduced for ShinP8L with 55 µV (I∗c = 12.8 µA, Rn = 4.3
Ω), but also slightly for ShinP8R with 80 µV (I∗c = 29.6 µA, Rn = 2.7 Ω). The
noise performance was nonetheless good with S1/2

Φ /Lc = 141 µΦ0/
√
Hz/nH giving

57 fT/
√
Hz for ShinP8L and S

1/2
Φ /Lc = 118 µΦ0/

√
Hz/nH giving 48 fT/

√
Hz for

ShinP8R, but much higher than the 28 fT/
√
Hz predicted by the test SQUID with

S
1/2
Φ /Lc = 70 µΦ0/

√
Hz/nH.

The results highlight the importance of having a junction technology that allows
one to reproducibly fabricate SQUIDs with low I∗c , but still decent I∗cRn products. For
bicrystal Josephson junctions a solution may be to switch to a larger misorientation
angle such as 30°-33° because SQUIDs made on such substrates have lower Jc but
still achieve good IcRn products [195]. An alternative approach is to pattern wide
junctions and trim the junction with argon ion milling as described in §4.4.1.

4One of these SQUIDs is not shown and has I∗c = 3.7 µA, a measured S1/2
Φ = 24.7 µΦ0/

√
Hz,

and a theoretical S1/2
Φ = 12.2 µΦ0/

√
Hz
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4.4.4 Pickup loop optimization

Optimization of the pickup loop involves maximizing the pickup loop effective area
to inductance ratio Ap/Lp. For a square pickup loop, Ap = D · d, where D is the
outer loop diameter and d the inner hole diameter [19]. The inductance depends
on the pickup loop linewidth w = (D − d)/2 and decreases with increasing w, see
Appendix B. The largest Ap/Lp is achieved for a wide pickup loop with w > d, where
Lp ≈ 1.25µ0d [64]. In practice, a slit is required were the SQUIDs are placed, and
some space is occupied by contact pads and possibly a feedback coil and heater. The
real values for Ap/Lp are thus lower.

Different pickup loop designs as displayed in Fig. 4.11 have been tested. Their
Ap/Lp values have been obtained from measurements of Aeff and Lc using Ap/Lp ≈
Aeff/Lc and are summarized in Table 4.1. The Lc measurement is just an estimation
as part of the injected current goes around the pickup loop instead of through the
SQUID loop. The fraction of current going through the pickup loop depends on
where the current is injected and the inductances of the two paths. The uncertainty is
larger for wide pickup loops that have a lower inductance and thus a lower inductance
mismatch. The current should be injected as close to the SQUID as possible to make
a larger fraction of the current go through the SQUID loop.

Table 4.1: Pickup loop performance.

Design as shown in Fig. 4.11 Sensors Ap/Lp
Shin... [mm2/nH]

a) with both coils 1 2.8
a) with big coil 3 3.0
a) without coils 5, 9 3.6-3.7
a) without coils, damaged edge 6-8 3.3-3.5
a) without coils, Φ− and V− pads connected 16-19 3.9-4.2
b) P20, P21, 24 4.5-5.0
c) with and without slits 14 5.4-5.6
d) P8 5.1

The initial design with a 1 mm linewidth pickup loop as presented in §4.1 is not
optimal in terms of Ap/Lp. The narrow linewidth was previously chosen to limit flux
trapping during the cooldown. However, according to the calculation in Ref. [196],
the indirect noise generated by vortices in the pickup loop is negligible compared
to the intrinsic noise of the SQUID. This is due to the large inductance mismatch
between the pickup loop and the SQUID loop. As a precaution, the wide loop of
design b) was made in such a way that the initial design could be retrieved by etching
parts of the pickup loop if necessary. No clear indication of higher noise due to
flux trapping was found. A comparison of design c) before and after etching of slits
to limit the pickup loop linewidth also showed no noticeable change in the noise
properties, nor was Ap/Lp affected by more than the uncertainty from the slightly
varying direct injection bonding positions.

Comparing magnetometers with different versions of design a) shows that leaving
away the superconducting feedback coils increases Ap/Lp, which is due to a decrease
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Figure 4.11: The different pickup loop designs and side contact pad layouts of
the fabricated magnetometers. The YBCO pickup loop is shown in dark red, the
gold contact pads in yellow and the heaters in grey. a) Thin loop magnetometer.
The small superconducting feedback coil (blue) was removed and replaced with the
orange colored film for magnetometers fabricated after Shin1, the big superconducting
feedback coil (green) after Shin3. From Shin16 the side contact pads for Φ− and
V− were directly connected to the pickup loop (red). b) Wide loop magnetometer.
c) Wide loop magnetometer with rearranged side contact pad configuration and no
on-chip bonds. Etched slits are shown in light blue. d) Wide loop magnetometer
with no on-chip bonds and a side contact pad layout that is suitable for the 7-channel
system.

in Lp. Adding more film to the sides by connecting the Φ− and V− side contact
pads directly to the pickup loop leads to both a larger Ap and a lower Lp, and is thus
advantageous5. In contrast, magnetometers Shin6-8 showed a reduction in Ap/Lp
due to the damaged edges of the pickup loop decreasing the outer diameter D. The
YBCO film of these magnetometers was sputtered by Ceraco (Ceraco ceramic coating
GmbH, Ismaning, Germany) due to problems with our PLD system at that time,
and the film did not cover the sample everywhere at the edges. Higher values of
Ap/Lp can be obtained with the wide loop magnetometers, preferably by getting rid
of the unnecessary contact pads inside the pickup loop and decreasing the gap size as
was done in design c) and d). Simulations show that the positioning of the SQUIDs

5In earlier designs all edge contact pads were separated from the pickup loop by a 100 µm gap.
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along the gap does not affect Ap/Lp, so the original position was maintained as it is
a good compromise between higher film quality in the center and shorter contact pad
connections on the side. A test sample furthermore showed that the side contact pad
width could be reduced to 0.5 mm, which allowed the pickup loop to be increased in
design d). The pickup loop with design d) nonetheless had a lower Ap/Lp than the
one with design c). The reason for this is not understood, but may be related to the
film quality also having an affect on Ap/Lp, for example through differently strong
flux focusing. This may also be the reason for some of the differences in Ap/Lp for
magnetometers with the same pickup loop design – besides the variations due to the
direct injection bonding positions.

Additionally, the contact pad layout for operation in the 7-channel system was
adjusted as shown in Fig. 4.11. The side contact pads V+, V−, V 1+, and V 2+
are for biasing and reading out the SQUID, Φ+ and Φ− for applying the feedback
current, and H+ and H− for the heater. Designs a) and b) require on-chip bonds
to connect the small contact pads to the large side contact pads used to connect
the magnetometers to the cryostat wiring. By connecting Φ− and V− directly to
the pickup loop, two bonds could be avoided. Also, it turned out to be possible to
make heaters very close to the edge of the sample. Moving the heater from inside
the pickup loop to the edge removed two more bonds. The bond to Φ+ can also be
avoided by placing Φ+ on the lower side of the pickup loop as in designs c) and d).
This requires adjustments to the cryostat wiring, which were not done following the
principle "never change a running system" (we had experienced problems with the
wiring earlier). Lastly, the pad for V+ was split in two to choose one of the two
SQUIDs. Both designs c) and d) do not require any on-chip bonds, however, design
d) is more suitable for the 7-channel system because the sapphire wedges to which
the SQUIDs are glued also contain 6 gold lines with the same spacing.

4.4.5 Magnetometer noise levels

Sixteen single layer high-Tc SQUID magnetometers with bicrystal Josephson junctions
were fabricated. An overview of the measured white magnetic field noise levels in
the dipstick at ∼78 K using the superconducting shield is given in Fig. 4.12. Each
magnetometer contains 2 SQUIDs connected to the same pickup loop – the better
SQUID is marked in blue. The SQUIDs that are currently employed in the 7-channel
system are marked by stars. For each chip this is generally the SQUID with the
better noise, but in some cases with very similar noise, the SQUID with the lower
critical current was chosen instead. Fig. 4.12 furthermore shows that the achieved
noise levels were generally lower when using a CeO2 buffer layer.

The lowest white magnetic field noise level reached at ∼78 K in the dipstick
is 44 fT

√
Hz and was obtained for 3 magnetometers. The noise spectra of two of

the magnetometers are shown in Fig. 4.13. The noise spectra of Shin14L is not
shown because it contains several broad environmental noise peaks. The spectra
for Shin16R contains sharp power line noise peaks at 100 Hz and harmonics. The
noise peaks generally depend on the measurement day and are caused by nearby
experiments and construction in the building. The low frequency noise can vary
between magnetometers and mainly depends on how the sample is cooled down.
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Figure 4.12: Measured white magnetic field noise levels of all fabricated magne-
tometers in chronological order. The better SQUID on each chip is colored blue.
The SQUIDs currently operational in the 7-channel system are marked with a star.
Magnetometers left of the purple line were fabricated without a buffer layer and to
the right with.

Figure 4.13: Magnetic field noise spectra of Shin16R and PShin20L measured in
the dipstick at ∼78 K inside the superconducting shield.

The measured parameters for these three best magnetometers are summarized
in Table 4.2. The low magnetic field noise level of Shin14L is mainly thanks to the
good Ap/Lp = 5.4 mm2/nH of the pickup loop, while Shin16R exhibits very good
SQUID performance with S1/2

Φ /Lc = 82 µΦ0/
√
Hz/nH. The best SQUID fabricated

was a test SQUID with S1/2
Φ /Lc = 70 µΦ0/

√
Hz/nH. Combining this SQUID with

one of the better pickup loops fabricated suggests that a magnetic field noise level
of 26-28 fT/

√
Hz can be reached with this junction technology and substrate size.

Unfortunately, I have not yet managed to fabricate such a good SQUID coupled
to a wide pickup loop because of the difficulty of obtaining reproducible junction
parameters.
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Table 4.2: Measured parameters for the three best magnetometers with S1/2
B = 44

fT/
√
Hz at ∼78 K in the dipstick.

Name Ic I∗c Rn I∗cRn Ib ∆V Lc S
1/2
Φ S

1/2
Φ /Lc Aeff

Shin [µA] [µA] [Ω] [µV] [µA] [µV] [pH] [ µΦ0√
Hz

] [ µΦ0√
HznH

] [mm2]
14L 63.1 61.4 2.5 155 56.6 33 43.0 4.9 114 0.230
16R 31.0 30.4 3.7 114 28.4 25 75.0 6.1 82 0.292
P20L 25.0 28.1 3.4 95 21.2 25 53.4 5.7 106 0.264

4.5 Temperature dependence

Generally, the performance of a YBCO SQUID magnetometer can be improved by
operating it at a lower temperature than 77 K. The I∗cRn product, the modulation
depth, and the transfer function increase, leading to lower noise levels. However,
the magnetic field noise level does not decrease indefinitely. First, the effective area
decreases when lowering the temperature because the kinetic inductance contribution
to the coupling inductance decreases. This effect is significant and can not be ignored.
Second, I∗c increases with decreasing temperature and is often larger than the optimal
value at that temperature. SQUID optimization is therefore preferably performed at
the temperature the SQUID should later be operated at.

Here, I first present how we cool our high-Tc SQUID sensors placed inside an
on-scalp MEG cryostat to temperatures below 77 K, then I discuss how temperature-
independent sensor calibration can be achieved, and finally show the temperature
dependence of several SQUID parameters including the magnetic field noise for an
example SQUID.

4.5.1 Cooling on-scalp MEG sensors below 77 K

A very simple way to lower the operation temperature is to pump on the liquid
nitrogen bath, which reduces the nitrogen vapor pressure and thus decreases the
temperature of the nitrogen – see Fig. 4.14.

At 63 K the nitrogen undergoes a phase transition and becomes solid. Although
it is possible to cool the nitrogen below 63 K by continuing pumping, Hales et al.
found that while the temperature measured by a sensor immersed in the nitrogen
further decreases, the temperature of a sensor placed on the outside of a base plate
in direct thermal contact to the nitrogen remains at 63 K [199]. The reason is that
the frozen nitrogen is fluffy like snow (or like cotton wool), and this consistency leads
to a poor thermal contact with any surface. This also explains how a vacuum gap
can easily form resulting in a thermal barrier [199]. The thermal barrier disappears
as soon as the nitrogen melts.

To minimize the standoff distance, our high-Tc SQUID on-scalp MEG sensors are
mounted on a sapphire plate in direct contact with the nitrogen bath, and we can
therefore expect the lowest reachable operation temperature with pumping to be 63
K. In practise, we have measured a minimal temperature of 63 K on the sapphire
plate, but the temperature on the SQUID chip can be several kelvins higher due
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Figure 4.14: Relationship between nitrogen vapor pressure and the temperature of
the nitrogen. Purple diamonds refer to values measured in our test cryostat, orange
circles correspond to values from Ref. [197], and blue squares to values from Ref.
[198]. The phase transition between solid and liquid at 63 K is marked by a green
line.

to temperature gradients at the interfaces and the radiative heat load from room
temperature.

4.5.2 Sensor calibration

High-Tc SQUID magnetometers are usually calibrated by measuring the effective
area Aeff . However, Aeff is not a constant but varies with temperature because
of the kinetic inductance contribution to Lc [159, 200]. Fig. 4.15a&b shows how
Lc and Aeff measured for magnetometer Shin16R decrease when the temperature
in the 7-channel cryostat is lowered. In the limited temperature range from 79 K
to 72 K, Lc drops from 91 pH to 69 pH, which corresponds to a drop in λ from
490 nm to 380 nm, see Fig. 4.15c. The effective area of Shin16R follows Lc and
decreases from 0.361 mm2 to 0.284 mm2. This 21% decrease clearly demonstrates
that Aeff can not be measured at one temperature and used for sensor calibration
at another temperature. A change in Lc is even noticeable between measurements in
the dipstick with and without a superconducting shield. In principle, magnetometer
calibration would therefore have to be performed at every operation temperature.

Since this is inconvenient, an alternative calibration approach has been developed.
The approach is based on the operation of the magnetometer in a FLL with direct
readout and using (long) direct injection of current into the SQUID loop for feedback.
Note that this is how we normally operate the magnetometers during magnetic
field measurements. The transfer function of a SQUID operated in a FLL with
direct readout is according to Eq. (2.29) given by V FLL

Φ = Rf/Mf , where Rf is
the feedback resistance (30 kΩ for the Magnicon electronics) and Mf the mutual
inductance between the SQUID loop and the feedback coil. In the case of (long) direct
injection into the SQUID loop, Mf = Lc, see §4.2. For calibration of a magnetometer,
one is generally interested in the responsivity dV/dB (or its inverse). In our case the
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Figure 4.15: Temperature dependence of a) the coupling inductance, b) the
effective area, c) the London penetration depth, and d) the responsivity. The sample
is magnetometer Shin16R measured in the 7-channel cryostat.

responsivity can be calculated as:(
dV

dB

)FLL
=

(
dV

dΦ

)FLL
·
(
dΦ

dB

)
= V FLL

Φ · Aeff ≈
Rf

Mf

· Lc
Ap
Lp

= Rf ·
Ap
Lp
, (4.2)

which does not depend on Lc and thus temperature. The responsivity is measured
with the same procedure as we use for Aeff : we vary the amplitude of a magnetic field
applied with a calibrated Helmholtz coil and linearly fit the voltage response of the
SQUID. This measurement gives directly (dV/dB)FLL and V FLL

Φ does not need to be
known (as it does when measuring Aeff ). The responsivity of magnetometer Shin16R
measured at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 4.15d. The responsivity varies
less than 0.4% in the measured temperature range, thus making reliable one-time
magnetometer calibration possible. This approach is now being used to calibrate all
our single layer magnetometers. As a small part of the injected current again goes
around the pickup loop (see also §4.4.4), the calibration needs to be redone every
time the bonds on the chip or the sensor wiring is changed.

Totally unrelated to the calibration, I would like to point out that fitting the
temperature dependence of λ shown in Fig. 4.15c with Eq. (2.38) allows the
extraction of the low temperature London penetration depth λ0 and the critical
temperature Tc. In this case we find λ0 = 222 ± 3 nm and Tc = 88.3 ± 0.4 K.
Comparison of these parameters for different samples, or even SQUIDs on the same
sample, may give some hints on how to achieve low λ values more reproducibly. To
check the validity of Eq. (2.38), the temperature range needs to be extended and
good knowledge of the sensor temperature needs to be guaranteed. The temperature
stated here has been determined in a separate cooldown to avoid the introduction of
noise and is the main source of uncertainty.
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4.5.3 SQUID parameter temperature dependence

Lastly, we study how the performance of a SQUID depends on temperature T in
the temperature range available by pumping on the test cryostat used. The SQUID
presented here is a bare SQUID (no pickup loop) made on ShinP8 with a junction
width wJJ = 0.9 µm, a junction length lJJ = 1 µm, a film thickness t = 225 nm, and
a SQUID loop length lsq = 60 µm. This SQUID was also part of the junction width
optimization presented in §4.4.3.

Fig. 4.16a shows that Ic and I∗c grow linearly with decreasing T . The I∗c (T ) curve
has a slope of -5.5 µA/K. The excess current is again slightly negative and becomes
smaller with decreasing T .

The normal resistance is basically constant in this temperature range: Rn =
3.61 ± 0.07 Ω. The dynamic resistance at the operation point (with the highest
voltage modulation) Rd, on the other hand, increases when the SQUID is cooled.
A strong increase can be found below 74 K where the resonance due to the STO
substrate moves into the region with the highest voltage modulation. Contrarily, the
maximal dynamic resistance of the I-V curve corresponding to integer flux seems
unaffected by the resonance and grows continuously with decreasing T .

Both IcRn and I∗cRn grow linearly with decreasing T , see Fig. 4.16c. The maximal
voltage modulation depth first grows linearly too, but increases more rapidly below
73 K. This is probably again due to the resonance.

Fig. 4.16d shows how L, Lc, and Lpar decrease with decreasing T because of the
decreasing kinetic inductance contribution. The coupling inductance drops from 93
pH at 81 K to 55 pH at 68 K, while L drops from 111 pH to 65 pH. The parasitic
inductance roughly halves in this temperature range. Again, one can calculate λ
by combining the measured Lc and the simulated one. Fitting the temperature
dependence with Eq. (2.38) gives λ0 = 199± 2 nm and Tc = 86.4± 0.2 K.

The measured transfer function VΦ shown in Fig. 4.16e follows the behaviour of
the voltage modulation depth. The theoretical transfer function calculated using
Eq. (2.23) predicts the behaviour well for temperatures above 73 K, but largely
underestimates VΦ at lower temperatures. This is again due to the resonance. The
white flux noise level is shown in the same figure and decreases first rapidly when the
SQUID is cooled, but then levels out. The theoretical curve based on the formulas
in §2.4.5 and the measured I∗c , Rn, Rd, and L predicts a faster decrease in noise
at high temperatures than was measured, but approaches the measured values at
lower temperatures. The decrease in flux noise from 12.5 µΦ0/

√
Hz at 81 K to 3.7

µΦ0/
√
Hz at 70 K is significant.

Lastly, we look at S1/2
Φ /Lc for the SQUID, which is directly proportional to the

magnetic field noise level, see Fig. 4.16f. Cooling causes again a large drop: S1/2
Φ /Lc

decreases from 134 µΦ0/
√
Hz/nH at 81 K to 66 µΦ0/

√
Hz/nH at 70 K. The value

remains roughly constant for temperatures below 73 K. Using the responsivity of
the SQUID magnetometer made on the same substrate (dV/dB = 0.154 µV/fT), we
can estimate the magnetic field noise level the SQUID would have had if it had been
coupled to that pickup loop. The magnetic field noise level would in that case have
been 55 fT/

√
Hz at 81 K, 39 fT/

√
Hz at 78 K, and 27 fT/

√
Hz at 70 K. Cooling the

sensor can thus significantly improve the magnetic field noise level. Optimization
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Figure 4.16: Temperature dependence of different SQUID parameters. a) Critical
current (blue, empty), reduced critical current (blue, filled), and excess current
(grey). The black line is a linear fit for I∗c (T ). b) Left: Normal resistance (blue),
dynamic resistance at the operation point (orange), and maximal dynamical resistance
(purple). Right: Rd/Rn (grey, generally overlaps with the orange dots) c) IcRn (blue,
empty), I∗cRn (blue, filled), and voltage modulation depth (green). d) Left: SQUID
inductance (blue), coupling inductance (orange), and parasitic inductance (green).
Right: London penetration depth (purple) with fit using Eq. (2.38) (red). e) Left:
Measured (blue) and theoretical (black, empty) transfer function. Right: Measured
(orange) and theoretical (grey) flux noise. f) Measured S1/2

Φ /Lc (filled circles) and
optimized theoretical S1/2

Φ /Lc (empty circles). The color corresponds to the coupling
inductance.
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of the coupling inductance while keeping all other parameters constant may lead
to even lower noise levels – at least down to 74 K where a corresponding magnetic
field noise level of 21 fT/

√
Hz is predicted (see empty markers in Fig. 4.16f). The

optimal Lc values are slightly lower than the real ones, suggesting that the SQUID
loop length should be shortened.

4.6 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, the design, characterization, and optimization of our single layer
SQUID magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup loop and grain boundary
junctions for the 7-channel system was described. One of the first steps to make the
sensor suitable for densely-packed multi-channel on-scalp MEG was to find a suitable
feedback method. Direct injection of current into the SQUID loop was identified as
the best on-chip feedback method with feedback flux crosstalk below 0.5%.

Direct injection turned out to be more than just a feedback method as it also
allowed for inductance measurements. These measurements revealed that the ki-
netic inductance contributions in our SQUIDs vary strongly with film quality and
temperature. Determination of all SQUID parameters by combining measurements
and inductance simulations led to excellent agreement between experimental results
and theoretical predictions. This allowed us to perform an in-depth magnetometer
optimization. The SQUID and the pickup loop could thereby be optimized separately
by minimizing S1/2

Φ /Lc for the SQUID and maximizing Ap/Lp for the pickup loop.
While the minimum in S1/2

Φ /Lc as a function of Lc is rather broad, achieving low Lpar
and high quality junctions with fairly low critical currents is essential for reaching
the lowest possible magnetic field noise values. Furthermore, the introduction of a
CeO2 buffer layer turned out to be a key element for more reproducible fabrication
of low noise magnetometers. This is because the buffer layer decreased both Iex and
Jc, which made it easier to achieve the required low critical currents. Moving from
the narrow linewidth pickup loop to a wide pickup loop allowed us to increase Ap/Lp.
The optimized pickup loop design furthermore no longer requires any on-chip bonds,
which is an advantage in an on-scalp MEG system.

The three best fabricated magnetometers all achieve a magnetic field noise level
of 44 fT/

√
Hz at 78 K. Based on the best test SQUIDs fabricated and the optimized

pickup loop design, a magnetic field noise level just below 30 fT/
√
Hz at 78 K is

possible for this magnetometer type and junction technology. Future efforts should
focus on increasing the reproducibility with which high quality junction with low
critical currents can be fabricated. Fabricating test SQUIDs in the center of the
substrate and then picking the optimal junction width and SQUID loop length to
fabricate the final magnetometer did not allow us to obtain the same results for the
magnetometer as for the test SQUIDs. The film and grain boundary quality is thus
not uniform enough for this approach. Fabricating wide junctions and trimming
them with argon ion milling may be a suitable alternative as this process has been
found to be well controllable, although it takes time.

The effective area used to calibrate magnetometers was found to strongly vary with
temperature because of the kinetic inductance contribution to Lc. An alternative
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calibration method based on the responsivity and direct injection feedback was
therefore developed that allowed for reliable temperature-independent one-time
sensor calibration. Before we realized this, Aeff was considered a design dependent
constant. Such wrong calibration led to underestimation of the magnetometer noise
levels and to the conclusion that it is easy to reach noise levels below 50 fT/

√
Hz [201].

While these noise levels are now reality, reproducibly fabricating such magnetometers
is challenging.

The magnetic field noise level can be further decreased by pumping on the liquid
nitrogen bath to reduce the operation temperature. For the example SQUID shown
here, the corresponding magnetic field noise was 55 fT/

√
Hz at 81 K, 39 fT/

√
Hz at

78 K, and 27 fT/
√
Hz at 70 K, meaning that the effect is significant. Since we also

pump on the 7-channel cryostat, the sensor optimization should really be performed
at the temperature the magnetometers should later be operated at. However, a
SQUID could be characterized in the dipstick within an hour, while placing a SQUID
in the cryostat and pumping on the vacuum usually took a full day. With the new
test cryostat, the preparation time is reduced to around 4 hours. This enables more
in-depth studies of the temperature dependence – not just of the noise, but also of
the London penetration depth.
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5

On-scalp MEG system development

This chapter presents the 7-channel on-scalp MEG system made using the bicrystal
magnetometers detailed in the previous chapter. The system is described in Paper
C. Here I give a summary and more details on the cryostat, the sensors and wiring,
and the operation and performance of the system including crosstalk and noise.
Next, biomedical measurements done with the system are summarized. Finally,
the advantages and shortcomings of the 7-channel system are discussed, as well as
implications on the next system, which is being built at the moment.

5.1 7-channel on-scalp MEG system

The 7-channel on-scalp MEG system was designed with two main goals in mind:
small sensor-to-head standoff distance for improved signal levels and dense sensor
packing for high spatial sampling. This was mainly achieved by designing the cryostat
and the sensors including their wiring appropriately. The cryostat was designed
by Justin Schneiderman and Lars Jönsson. Lars also built the cryostat, which was
ready to be wired, filled with sensors, and characterized at the beginning of my PhD.
I mainly worked on the sensors and together with fellow PhD student Christoph
Pfeiffer on the 7-channel system characterization, troubleshooting, and operation
optimization.

5.1.1 7-channel cryostat

Photographs of the cryostat are shown in Fig. 5.1. The cryostat contains a 0.9
liter nitrogen tank inside a vacuum enclosure, both of which are made of glass-fiber
reinforced epoxy. Thermal insulation is provided by the vacuum space and several
layers of superinsulation surrounding the nitrogen tank. Two strips of activated
charcoal are attached to the sides of the nitrogen tank for additional cryopumping
on the vacuum volume when the system is cold (see Fig. 5.1b).

For good thermal contact to the nitrogen bath, the sensors are mounted on
sapphire wedges glued to a 44 mm diameter sapphire disk that is fixed into the
sidewall of the nitrogen tank (see Fig. 5.1b-d). Thanks to the side-mounting, a wide
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b) 

a) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

c) 

Figure 5.1: Photographs of the cryostat. a) The assembled cryostat with the
sensors behind the vacuum window on the left, the cryostat body in the center, and
inlets and breakout box to connect the SQUID electronics on the right. b) The
nitrogen tank without the vacuum enclosure. Attached to the side are two strips
of activated charcoal for cryopumping the vacuum enclosure. The sapphire disk
with the wedges seals the nitrogen tank. c) Illustration of the wedge layout. d) The
sapphire wedges glued to the sapphire disk. e) The magnetometers glued to the
sapphire wedges and connected to the wires. f) The sensors with the vacuum window
screwed in.

range of positions around the head can be covered without spilling the nitrogen.
The seven 11 mm × 11 mm wedges are arranged in a dense hexagonal pattern with
1 mm edge-to-edge distance. The wedges are tilted towards the center to align to
the surface of a sphere with 8 cm radius, which roughly corresponds to the average
curvature of the adult head. A 0.4 mm thin concave window matching the curvature
of the sensors seals the vacuum enclosure above the magnetometers. The distance
between the sensors and the subject’s head can be adjusted down to 1 mm with a
screw connection.
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5.1. 7-channel on-scalp MEG system

The base temperature of ∼80 K on the sapphire wedges can be reduced to 70.1 K
when pumping to ∼150 mbar on the liquid nitrogen bath through the nitrogen inlet.
With a single filling, the cryostat remains cold (<80 K) for 16 hours. The temperature
on the outside of the window at a distance 1-2 mm from the cold magnetometers is
6 ◦C in a 19 ◦C room temperature environment. When a person places his or her
head to the window, the window’s temperature rises within less than 30 s to match
that of the head and thereafter does not feel cold. Due to the weak thermal link,
the temperature of the sensors barely changes, however, it is advisable to fine-tune
the SQUIDs and lock them in a FLL after the cryostat has been positioned to the
subject’s head. In case of bad vacuum, water vapor condensates on the window,
which means that the cryostat needs to be warmed up and further pumping of the
vacuum volume is required.

5.1.2 Sensors and wiring

The 7-channel system was populated step wise with the characterized single layer
SQUID magnetometers described in the previous chapter. Several magnetometers
from earlier batches were replaced by better magnetometers made later, which is
why the system first only contained magnetometers with 1 mm wide pickup loop
(see Fig. 5.2a) and later also some with 3.1 mm wide pickup loops (see Fig. 5.2b).

To avoid having to bond between the magnetometer chip and the gold metal-
lization on the sapphire wedge, over-the-edge contacts as shown in Fig. 5.2c were
fabricated. These contacts allow us to make the electrical connection using droplets
of conducting silver glue. The over-the-edge contact pads are made by first manually
rounding the substrate edge with the side contact pads. Next, a mask consisting of
hand painted photoresist or appropriately cut kapton tape is made. Then a 15 nm
titanium layer is sputtered, followed by a 100 nm gold layer, and finally the mask is
removed.

4 5 

1 2 

3 

6 7 
a) 

c) 

d) b) 

Figure 5.2: Photographs of the high-Tc SQUID magnetometers in the 7-channel
cryostat. a) Earlier setup with only 1 mm wide pickup loop magnetometers. b)
Present setup as presented in Paper C. c) Rounded substrate edge with over-the-edge
gold contact pads. d) Numbering of the 7 magnetometer channels. The orange line
indicates the edge contact pads.
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b) a) c) 

Figure 5.3: Photographs of the 7-channel system operation. a) The system, with
the three SQUID electronics boxes connected to the breakout box, mounted on the
wooden support structure. b) Cryostat placement for MEG measurements on the
author. c) The Helmholtz coil used for calibration and magnetic field cancellation
during cooldown.

On each chip, the SQUID with the better performance is connected to the side
bond pads with very shallow bonds using a wedge bonder. Such bonds are also
made for the direct injection feedback and for the heaters placed inside the pickup
loop. The latest magnetometer design does not require any on-chip bonds, which
eliminates the chance of bonds disconnecting and minimizes the standoff distance.

The 7 magnetometers are controlled and read out by three 3-channel SEL-1
SQUID electronics units – the same electronics as used for characterization. The
electronics units are connected to a breakout box containing shunt resistors and
diodes at the top end of the cryostat as shown in Fig. 5.3a. Six wires – three twisted
pairs – lead to each chip: two for biasing and reading out the SQUID, two for the
direct injection feedback, and two for the heater. The wires are wound around the
nitrogen tank for thermal anchoring and lead to a printed circuit board (PCB) on
the sapphire disk. On the PCB, short copper traces lead to the outer wedges, while
the inner wedge is connected with three twisted pairs as visible in Fig. 5.2a&b. The
connection between the PCB and the metallization on the wedge is made with silver
wires and conducting silver glue.

The SEL-1 SQUID electronics has a gain of 4000, which is not enough for MEG
measurements. Christoph Pfeiffer therefore built a dedicated amplifier and filter
system that allows one to pick an additional gain of 4, 20 or 200, a high-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 0.1 Hz, 1 Hz or 10 Hz, and a low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 100 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz or 5 kHz [202]. The amplified and filtered MEG
signal is then recorded with a NI-USB6259 data acquisition system from National
Instruments (NI), Austin, USA.
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5.1.3 Operation and performance of the 7-channel system

For system characterization and measurements, the 7-channel cryostat is mounted on
a wooden articulated armature inside the MSR as shown in Fig. 5.3a&b. This allows
both for secure and low vibration positioning during the cooldown and measurements,
as well as freely adjustable cryostat placement to the subject’s head during MEG
recordings. The armature is made of wood to avoid magnetic disturbances and has
already been used with the single channel cryostats [40].

Nitrogen is transferred from a pressurized dewar to the cryostat through a transfer
tube. The filling is controlled by a person in the MSR. The cooldown procedure
is important for the noise and will be described in more detail later. Once the
cryostat is filled, the transfer is stopped, the transfer tube removed (once unfrozen),
and the nitrogen inlet connected to the pump to reduce the temperature of the
nitrogen bath as described in §4.5. The pumping pressure is typically chosen to be
around 350 mbar corresponding to an on-chip temperature of around 72 K. At this
temperature the voltage modulation depth of all SQUIDs is increased as compared
to higher temperatures, and the bias current with the highest modulation depth
does not exceed the electronics limit of 250 µA in any SQUID. The optimal bias
currents vary strongly between the SQUIDs: for example from 3 to 236 µA in a
typical measurement as presented in Paper C. The bias current giving the highest
modulation depth and the feedback current necessary to couple one flux quantum
into the SQUID loop are determined in every cooldown, however, the values are close
to the ones specified in Paper C. We will now focus on the characterization of the
system in terms of crosstalk, calibration, and noise.

Crosstalk

Feedback flux crosstalk was measured for all magnetometer pairs in the 7-channel
system. One flux quantum was applied to the feedback of an exciting magnetometer
in open loop configuration and the amount of flux coupled into the other sensors in
FLL mode was measured. The full feedback flux crosstalk matrix is given in Paper
C. Except for three magnetometer pairs, all pairwise feedback flux crosstalk values
are below 0.2%. We attribute the increased crosstalk in these three pairs to wire
crosstalk. This is especially clear for the wires carrying the feedback current to the
central sensor (Ch4) and passing in between channels 3 and 6 (see Fig. 5.2). We
considered this type of crosstalk low enough not to compensate for it.

Feedback flux crosstalk was not the only type of crosstalk encountered. A second
type of crosstalk was found to arise from the ac bias reversal. The bias currents
induce flux into neighboring magnetometers, which switches with the bias reversal
frequency. This problem was solved by using synchronized clocks and a single bias
reversal frequency (we pick 40 kHz). In this case the magnetic field from the bias
currents switches between two states and just causes an additional flux bias. The
flux bias Φb needs to be adjusted anyway, but in the case of a multi-channel system,
one first needs to set all bias currents and put all channels into AC-bias reversal
mode before adjusting Φb. Changing the bias current of one sensor may require
readjustment of Φb in all sensors.
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Lastly, crosstalk can arise from the mutual inductance between the pickup loops
[203]. An external field Bi at sensor i creates a circulating current Ii = BiA

i
p/L

i
p

in magnetometer i with a pickup loop effective area Aip and inductance Lip. This
circulating current can couple into another magnetometer j through the mutual
inductance Mji of the two pickup loops and appears there as a magnetic field
Bji = MjiIi/A

j
p. The magnetic field crosstalk due to the mutual inductance between

the pickup loops can thus be defined as:

CB
ji =

Bji

Bi

=
Mji

Lip

Aip

Ajp
= kji

√
Ljp

Lip

Aip

Ajp
, (5.1)

where the mutual inductance Mji = kji

√
LjpLip and kji is the coupling coefficient.

Simulated values for the magnetometers currently in the 7-channel system are given
in Table 5.1. The mutual inductance simulation takes the sensor design, position,
and orientation into account, but assumes a planar layout due to the reduced
dimensionality of the simulation. For a magnetometer pair with the same pickup loop
design one obtains CB

ji = CB
ij , otherwise the two values can differ. Magnetometers

with a wide pickup loop cause less crosstalk than their narrow linewidth counterparts.
As expected, the central sensor both experiences and causes the most crosstalk.
Knowledge of this crosstalk matrix allows one to calculate the real external magnetic
fields B = (B1 · · ·B7)

T from the measured values B′ = (B′1 · · ·B′7)T using B′ =
(C + I)B, where I is the identity matrix.

This third type of crosstalk can be eliminated by cancelling the circulating current
in the pickup loop with the feedback applied for operation in a FLL [203]. However,
this can not be achieved using direct injection of current as the directly injected
current can take two paths: either through the SQUID loop, where the circulating
current is cancelled as desired, or through the larger part of the pickup loop, where the
circulating current is instead increased. To cancel the circulating current everywhere
in the pickup loop, a feedback coil that is coupled to the pickup loop is needed. This
has been successfully implemented in low-Tc SQUID systems with flux transformers
[203–205]. In contrast, the feedback methods for multi-channel high-Tc SQUID

Table 5.1: Simulated magnetic field crosstalk CB
ji in a 7-channel system magne-

tometer j (rows) due to the circulating current in the pickup loop of magnetometer i
(columns) in percent. Wide loop magnetometers are marked bold, as are |CB

ji | values
larger than 1%.

j \i Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6 Ch7 Sum
Ch1 - -1.86 -0.61 -1.34 -0.12 -0.18 -0.06 -4.16
Ch2 -1.86 - -0.11 -1.34 -0.61 -0.12 -0.08 -4.13
Ch3 -1.17 -0.22 - -1.64 -0.08 -1.16 -0.11 -4.39
Ch4 -1.34 -1.34 -0.86 - -0.85 -1.18 -0.53 -6.09
Ch5 -0.23 -1.16 -0.08 -1.65 - -0.22 -0.53 -3.87
Ch6 -0.18 -0.12 -0.61 -1.18 -0.11 - -0.87 -3.07
Ch7 -0.11 -0.17 -0.11 -1.02 -0.53 -1.69 - -3.64
Sum -4.89 -4.87 -2.38 -8.17 -2.30 -4.55 -2.18 [%]
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systems presented in Ref. [189] and Paper A only aimed at minimizing feedback flux
crosstalk, but they do not eliminate crosstalk due to the mutual inductances of the
pickup loops.

Nonetheless, it is sensible to use direct injection feedback for single layer high-Tc
SQUID magnetometers since it allows for temperature-independent sensor calibration
as shown in Paper B. The mutual inductance crosstalk can instead be accounted for
using the crosstalk matrix as described above. The matrix entries do not depend on
temperature because the kinetic inductance contribution to the total pickup loop
inductance is below 2%. Since we were not aware of mutual inductance crosstalk
and its magnitude at the point Paper C was published, this type of crosstalk was not
accounted for in the measurements.

Calibration

The responsivity dV/dB is used to temperature-independently calibrate the sensors
as described in §4.5.2 and Paper B. The responsivity measurement was repeated
with the sensors placed inside the 7-channel system. Since the sensors are tilted
with respect to each other, the orientation of the Helmholtz coil was varied and
the maximal responsivity corresponding to alignment of the sensor normal with the
applied field was selected. The measured values are given in Table 5.2 and were
within 0.5% over multiple cooldowns and for different applied magnetic fields (0.2-10
nT peak-to-peak).

Comparing the responsivities measured in the cryostat to those in the dipstick
shows differences of up to 20.4%, see Table 5.2. Three reasons can explain these
differences. First, mutual inductance crosstalk decreases the measured responsivity.
This can be accounted for using the last (Sum) column in Table 5.1 because a
homogeneous magnetic field B is applied, resulting in the corrected responsivities
shown in Table 5.2. Second, flux focusing by neighboring YBCO films increases
the measured responsivity. This explains the largely increased responsivity of the
central sensor (channel 4) that has the most YBCO films around it. Third, the
exact position where the direct injection feedback current is applied changes the
responsivity. In the dipstick measurements the direct injection was applied as close
to the SQUID as possible to minimize the error in determining Lc. In the cryostat
the connections are made to the side contact pads with silver glue.

Noise

Lastly, we look at the noise performance of the magnetometers in the 7-channel
system. Fig. 5.4 shows the magnetic field noise spectra of all 7 magnetometers
measured in FLL mode with synchronized ac bias reversal. To avoid underestimation
of the noise, the measured responsivities without the mutual inductance corrections
are used. The white noise levels are between 50 and 130 fT/

√
Hz and the 1/f corner

frequency is around 8 Hz.
In the dipstick with the superconducting shield (and at a higher operation

temperature), the measured noise levels were between 44 and 80 fT/
√
Hz for these

7 magnetometers. For comparison, the dipstick noise trace from the 44 fT/
√
Hz

magnetometer (channel 2) is shown in black. Generally, the low frequency noise
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Table 5.2: Measured responsivities dV/dB of the magnetometers in the 7-channel
cryostat (first row) and in the dipstick (second row). The third row states the
percentual increase/decrease in the responsivities in the cryostat as compared to the
dipstick. The forth row gives the responsivities in the 7-channel cryostat corrected
for mutual inductance crosstalk.

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Shin 19L 16R P20R 9R P21L 17L 24R

dV/dB cryostat [µV/fT] 0.124 0.124 0.154 0.130 0.154 0.119 0.151
dV/dB dipstick [µV/fT] 0.126 0.117 0.152 0.108 0.144 0.124 0.141
Change cryostat-dipstick -1.6% 6.0% 1.3% 20.4% 6.9% -4.0% 7.1%
Corrected dV/dB [µV/fT] 0.129 0.129 0.161 0.138 0.160 0.123 0.156

Figure 5.4: Magnetic field noise spectra of the magnetometers in the 7-channel
system. For comparison the spectra of the channel 2 magnetometer measured in the
dipstick with superconducting shield is plotted in black (indicated as 2*).

and the 1/f corner frequency is higher when no superconducting shield is used, as is
necessarily the case for the 7-channel cryostat when in operation. The SQUIDs are
also more likely to trap flux when cooled without the superconducting shield. This
leads to increased noise levels that may decrease to lower values at higher frequency
like in the case of channel 7 in Fig. 5.4.

The risk of trapping flux while cooling can be decreased by reducing the back-
ground magnetic field to as close to zero as possible. This is what is done with the
superconducting shield, however, such a shield is not available for the 7-channel
cryostat. We instead use the Helmholtz coil to zero the remnant magnetic field in
the MSR as shown in Fig. 5.3c. The field is measured with a fluxgate and was found
to have an amplitude of up to 10 nT. Once the SQUIDs are cold, the compensation
field is slowly ramped down and the coil is removed. The noise traces in Fig. 5.4 were
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measured after cooling with background field compensation. Additionally, we have
found that cooling the magnetometers slowly (around one hour to fill the cryostat)
can lead to less flux trapping. The cryostat is thereby tilted slightly such that
the windows with the SQUIDs faces upwards and the sensors are first cooled with
nitrogen gas. Lastly, we minimize the number of times the MSR door is opened to
avoid trapping flux.

5.2 Applications

The 7-channel high-Tc SQUID-based on-scalp MEG system was used for three
different types of applications. First, proof-of-principle MEG recordings were made
at Chalmers to demonstrate the feasibility of our 7-channel system for on-scalp MEG.
These recordings are published in Paper C. Second, MEG measurements with both the
7-channel system and a commercial full-head low-Tc SQUID-based MEG system were
made and compared. These benchmarking recordings were performed at NatMEG,
the Swedish national facility for magnetoencephalography at Karolinska Institute in
Stockholm, and are described in Paper III, Paper IV, and Paper V. Lastly, the system
was also used at Chalmers for other biomagnetic measurements than MEG, which
shows that future projects involving the 7-channel system are not necessarily limited
to MEG.

5.2.1 Proof-of-principle MEG recordings

To show that we can measure brain activity with the 7-channel system, we recorded
induced alpha activity and auditory evoked fields, which are two simple and well
established paradigms. The recordings were performed in our 2-layer MSR on a
single subject each, with informed consent. The measurements were conducted in
compliance with national legislation and the code of ethical principles (Declaration
of Helsinki) and were approved by the regional ethical authority in Gothenburg,
Sweden (dnr 1143-16). Details on the measurements can be found in Paper C and in
Christoph Pfeiffer’s thesis [202] – he was the one who led these two measurements.

Induced alpha activity

Same as D. Cohen [17], we chose alpha activity for the first MEG measurements with
the 7-channel system because such activity can simply be induced by closing the
eyes and is of high signal amplitude. For each trial, the subject was asked to keep
his eyes closed for 30 s and then look at a picture of a forest for 30 s. Instructions
to switch between eyes closed and eyes open were given verbally, and a total of 30
1-min-trials were recorded. The cryostat was aimed at the back of the subject’s head
where the highest signal magnitude can be expected. Fig. 5.5a shows the averaged
time-frequency spectrum of the 30 trials recorded with channel 6. The alpha activity
with a spectral density of more than 400 fT/

√
Hz around 10 Hz is clearly suppressed

once the subject opens his eyes. The suppression is even visible on a single trial level
when applying a bandpass filter from 8 to 12 Hz, see Fig. 5.5b. The signal strength
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Figure 5.5: a) Time-frequency plot of induced alpha activity averaged over 30
trials and measured with channel 6. b) Single time trace of induced alpha activity
measured with channel 6. c) Averaged auditory evoked fields from all 7 channels.

of the recorded alpha activity is similar to what has been recorded earlier with a
single-channel high-Tc SQUID system [40].

Auditory evoked fields

As a second proof-of-principle measurement, another subject was presented with
1200 single tone stimulations to the right ear, while the cryostat was placed slightly
above the left ear. The tones had a frequency of 1 kHz, a duration of 400 ms, and
were presented every second with ±10 ms jitter. To avoid habituation, one in a set
of five stimulations was replaced by a 1.2 kHz odd-ball tone. The measured brain
activity from the 1 kHz tones was than processed and averaged as detailed in Paper C,
and is shown in Fig. 5.5c. A strong negative peak in the magnetic field signal called
N100m appears at roughly 100 ms after the start of the tone. The amplitude of this
peak is with around 700 fT strongest in channels 1 and 3. This is slightly higher, but
comparable to the ∼600 fT that have been measured with a single-channel high-Tc
SQUID system on another subject [167].

5.2.2 Benchmarking MEG recordings

The next step after the successful proof-of-principle measurements was to com-
pare MEG recordings from the 7-channel high-Tc SQUID system to those from a
conventional low-Tc SQUID system. These benchmarking recordings were done in
collaboration with neuroscientists at NatMEG in Stockholm. Their low-Tc MEG
system is an Elekta Neuromag TRIUX (Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland, now Megin Oy)
housed inside a 2-layer MSR. The system contains 306 sensors arranged in triplets
consisting of a magnetometer and two orthogonal planar gradiometers that are placed
at 102 different locations covering the full head. Typical white noise levels for the
magnetometers are 3.5 fT/

√
Hz and for the gradiometers 3.5 fT/(cm

√
Hz) [25]. The
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sensor triplets have an average spacing of 35 mm and are located on average 18 mm
from the room temperature surface [25].

In most cases our 7-channel high-Tc SQUID system cannot compete against this
commercial system with its superior sensor noise levels and full head coverage. The
main purpose was therefore to focus on the benefits of being one order of magnitude
closer to the head and having higher spacial sampling. Since the high-Tc SQUID
system covers only a small area, the chosen paradigm was first recorded with the
low-Tc SQUID system, the brain activity of interest was then localized, and the
expected field distribution on the scalp calculated to guide the placement of the
high-Tc SQUID system [61]. It is worth noting that the field patterns are more focal
closer to the sources and a radial projection to the scalp surface is normally not
enough to find the extrema in the magnetic field distribution [61].

Earlier measurements presented in Paper II with a single-channel high-Tc SQUID
system showed that sensor-level comparisons of recorded brain responses to electrical
median nerve stimulations typically exhibited the expected signal amplitude increase
when measuring closer to the brain. The measurements also reveled that a method
to accurately assess the locations and orientations of the on-scalp MEG sensors
is necessary. Such a method is implemented and evaluated in Paper III using the
7-channel system and will be described shortly. Subsequently, two studies that aim
at exploring the benefits of on-scalp MEG as compared to conventional MEG are
summarized. These studies are presented in Paper IV and Paper V, and indicate that
our on-scalp MEG system allows retrieval of information unavailable to conventional
MEG. Photographs from the MEG measurements with both the low-Tc and the
high-Tc SQUID-based systems are shown in Fig. 5.6.

On-scalp MEG sensor localization

Localization of the sources in the brain creating the magnetic fields sampled on the
subject’s scalp requires precise knowledge of the sensor positions with respect to
landmarks on the subject’s head. In conventional MEG, the head is localized relative
to the known sensor array layout using magnetic dipole-like coils attached to the
head. For on-scalp MEG, the sensor positions and orientations are adjusted to each
individual head and can thus vary. It therefore makes sense to instead localize the
sensors relative to the head by inverting the conventional head localization procedure
as suggested in Ref. [206]. We implemented the method using 10 magnetic dipole-like
coils (see Fig. 5.6c&d for a photograph) and achieve, with 1 s long field recordings,
a position accuracy better than 2 mm and an orientation accuracy better than 3°.
Since the 7-channel system is a rigid structure, the sensor localization procedure
can be improved using the known design to decrease the position and orientation
uncertainty to less than 1 mm and 1°, respectively. It is furthermore possible to also
extract the sensor responsivities, although this requires careful calibration of the
magnetic dipole-like coils and crosstalk needs to be taken into account as described
in §5.1.3 in the subsection on Calibration. Finally, the sensor localization method
is used to perform source localization of the brain response to stimulation of the
median nerve. The resulting equivalent current dipole fit based on high-Tc SQUID
recordings from four different positions with 6 sensors each (one sensor had trapped
flux) was within 4.2 mm of the one obtained with the Elekta system. As discussed
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Figure 5.6: Photographs from the MEG measurements at NatMEG in Stockholm.
a) The Elekta Neuromag TRIUX low-Tc SQUID-based full-head MEG system in the
background and our 7-channel high-Tc SQUID-based system on the wooden fixture.
b) Subject in the low-Tc SQUID system. c) EEG cap with EEG electrodes (with
red cables), magnetic dipole-like coils for sensor localization highlighted in green,
and red markings for cryostat positioning. d) Close-up photograph of the magnetic
dipole-like coils. e) Subject prepared for a high-Tc SQUID recording. f) Subject
during a high-Tc SQUID recording as seen through the MSR camera.

in Paper III, this lays well within the 3-11 mm variability found between different
low-Tc MEG systems and recordings.

Discrimination accuracy for stimulation of phalanges

In Paper IV we compare the discrimination accuracy for neural activity patterns
obtained from stimulating five different phalanges of the right hand. We hypothesized
that on-scalp MEG might be able to resolve the very close sources better than
conventional MEG thanks to the closer proximity and higher spatial sampling, thus
allowing for better classification. However, we found that the discrimination accuracy
was not better when focusing on activity in proximity of the P60m component, which
is a large characteristic peak appearing around 60 ms after the stimulation onset.
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Unexpectedly, we observed better classification performance for the on-scalp MEG
system than the conventional system when looking at the time interval 10 to 20 ms
after stimulation onset. This interval corresponds to the P16 peak in EEG that is
normally not observed in conventional MEG, thus suggesting that on-scalp MEG
may be sensitive to sources invisible to conventional MEG.

Detection of interictal epileptiform discharges

Detection of epileptic activity is an established clinical application of MEG [14].
MEG has been found to be better at detecting interictal epileptiform discharges
(IEDs) than EEG with IEDs detected in 72 % of a set of epilepsy patients using
MEG compared to 61 % for EEG [207]. In Paper V we present the first-ever on-scalp
MEG recordings on a epilepsy patient and evaluate the potential added value of
using on-scalp MEG. One hour measurements of resting state activity were recorded
with both the full-head low-Tc SQUID system and the 7-channel high-Tc SQUID
system centered at the positive IED peak-field position as determined from the
low-Tc SQUID recording. In both cases, EEG was recorded simultaneously. In the
low-Tc SQUID recording, 24 IEDs were detected, of which 8 were only seen by MEG
and not EEG. Using a novel machine learning-based IED detection algorithm, 47
IEDs could be identified in the noisier on-scalp MEG data, of which 31 were only
detected by MEG. Our on-scalp MEG system thus allowed identification of almost
twice as many IEDs as the conventional system, hence showing that on-scalp MEG
may improve non-invasive epilepsy evaluation.

5.2.3 Other biomagnetic measurements

SQUIDs can be used to measure magnetic signals originating from other organs
than the brain such as the heart (magnetocardiography), peripheral nerves (magne-
toneurography), liver (liver susceptometry), lungs (magnetopneumography), stomach
(magnetogastrography), and intestine (magnetoenterography) [208]. In principle, our
7-channel system could be used for these applications as well. We have performed
magnetocardiography (MCG) and fetal MCG measurements inside our magnetically
shielded room using the 7-channel on-scalp MEG system.

Magnetocardiography

MCG is used routinely in some hospitals to identify abnormalities in the heart’s
electrical potential waveform and diagnose heart diseases [209]. A 7-channel high-Tc
SQUID-based MCG system has furthermore been built more than 20 years ago
[210]. Using gradiometers, it was shortly after even possible to measure in unshielded
environments, which means that the system cost can be reduced immensely as no
MSR is required [211, 212].

We performed MCG measurements in student labs to demonstrate the SQUID’s
ability to sense magnetic fields. Compared to brain signals, the heart signal is much
easier to detect: we measured peak-to-peak signal amplitudes of up to 100 pT using
the 7-channel system. Results vary between individuals and depend on the system
placement.
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Fetal magnetocardiography

During my pregnancy with Felicia we also tested if it was possible to detect her
heartbeat signal with the 7-channel system. This was a pilot investigation that was
initiated out of my own curiosity and I was aware of the risks. Due to the passive
and non-invasive nature of the magnetic field measurement performed during fetal
MCG, the procedure can generally be regarded as safe, and the potential risk to the
mother and the fetus are understood to be minimal.

For the measurements I held the cryostat to my abdomen and tried not to breath
during the short measurement sequences as breathing causes a large drift in the
magnetic field signal. A measured heartbeat signal is shown in Fig. 5.7. Both the
fetal and maternal heartbeat are clearly visible. The fetal heartbeat signal is weaker
than the maternal one, and has a higher rate: here 130 bpm compared to 66 bpm.
This data was taken at a gestational age of 31 weeks and 2 days. Both heartbeat
signals were visible in the raw trace, however, to make the peaks more visible, the
drift was subtracted and a moving average was performed. Using more advanced
signal processing, it is possible to denoise the signal and even separate the fetal and
the maternal heart signal [208, 213].

Figure 5.7: Fetal MCG signal at a gestational age of 31 weeks and 2 days. The
vertical blue lines mark the heartbeat peaks for the mother and red lines for the
fetus.

Fetal MCG can help with the early detection of congenital heart anomalies and
allows one to study the progress of the disease intra-uterine [214]. Furthermore,
it can be used to classify fetal arrhythmias [209, 214]. The feasibility of a high-Tc
SQUID-based fetal MCG system that can be operated in unshielded environment and
using a cryocooler was investigate in Ref. [215], however, they concluded that the
SQUID sensitivity was not good enough when operated without shielding. Recently,
an OPM-based fetal MCG system using a person-sized, cylindrical shield instead
of an MSR was presented [216]. Such a shield could also be an option for high-Tc
SQUIDs.
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5.3 Future high-Tc SQUID-based MEG system

The biomedical applications described in the previous section proved that the 7-
channel on-scalp MEG system is a useful tool. Its main benefits are the excellent
standoff distance and the dense spacial sampling. As discussed in Paper C, the
standoff distance of 1-3 mm is much smaller than the 6 mm or more of other reported
multi-channel MEG systems [49, 50, 217], and the center-to-center distances between
adjacent sensors of 12.0 mm vertically and 13.4 mm diagonally are smaller than the
spacing of at least 13-15 mm in the said systems. Furthermore, the high-Tc SQUID
system can be operated in a standard MSR without the need for continuous active
field cancellation as is required for on-scalp MEG OPMs [49, 50], and the SQUIDs
boost an intrinsically high bandwidth of several kHz, which is only limited by the
readout electronics. Additionally, the system is portable and has a long enough hold
time for a long day of measurements.

Nonetheless, several improvements for the design of a next generation high-Tc
SQUID-based on-scalp MEG system emerged. First, more channels for a larger
coverage are desirable. This would allow reduction of the need to move the system
and perform multiple recordings to spatially sample the area of interest. A cryostat
that can house 21 high-Tc SQUID magnetometers is being built at the moment. The
idea is to use both the 7-channel system and the 21-channel system simultaneously,
and ultimately reach full-head coverage with several such modules. To facilitate
dense packing of the individual cryostats, the sensors of the 21-channel system are
placed at the bottom face of the cryostat and not on the side as for the 7-channel
system.

Second, while the sensor noise levels were sufficient for MEG recordings, lower
noise levels are in any case beneficial. Reaching noise levels of 10 fT/

√
Hz or less for

YBCO SQUID magnetometers requires either larger substrates (at least 20 mm × 20
mm [152]) or flux transformers. Since larger substrates go against the idea of dense
spacial sampling, we aim to use flux transformers in the next generation system.
The development of high-Tc SQUID magnetometers with inductively coupled flux
transformers for the on-scalp MEG system is described in the next chapter. The
design of these new magnetometers should include a feedback method that allows
cancellation of the mutual inductance crosstalk and appropriate sensor calibration
needs to be investigated.

Third, a more compact readout electronics with 10 channels was bought from
Cryoton Co. Ltd., Moscow, Russia. The electronics is a flux modulation readout
electronics and includes all necessary amplifiers and data acquisition for operation as
a MEG system. It furthermore allows direct compensation of crosstalk. The readout
electronics can furthermore be extended in a modular way, which is advantageous
for scaling up to full head coverage.

Fourth, replacing sensors should be made easier by making the disk to which
the sensors are glued removable. This also allows wire bonding of the glued sensors,
which was possible with the side-mounted 7-channel system, but very tedious. The
disk including the tilted wedges has now been made from one piece of Shapal, a
machinable aluminum nitride ceramic with good thermal conductivity.
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Fifth, an alternative approach for the operation of the heaters is needed. Using
heaters to warm SQUIDs above the transition temperature to release trapped flux is
very helpful as it does not require the full system to be warmed up. However, we
have found that using the heating mechanism of the Magnicon electronics can lead
to even more trapped flux. This is because the sensors are heated sequentially by
applying a voltage of 15 V to each heater with a resistance of 50-100 Ω, leading to
a large heater current of 0.3 A that couples flux into neighboring magnetometers.
The average power generated by the heater can be reduced by using pulse-width
modulation, meaning the heater is turned on every 0.55 ms for a specified duration
of less than 0.55 s. However, in our case a lower but continuous current would be
beneficial, including the option to heat several magnetometers at the same time.
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6

Next generation high-Tc SQUID
magnetometers

Two options for replacing the single layer YBCO SQUID magnetometers based on
bicrystal grain boundary junctions were investigated in parallel to the fabrication,
optimization, and implementation of the said magnetometers in the 7-channel system.

The first alternative is magnetometers based on Dayem bridge junctions instead
of bicrystal grain boundary junctions. These devices were fabricated and studied
in detail by my fellow PhD students Minshu Xie [167] and Edoardo Trabaldo [218],
while I helped with device characterization, design adjustments, and interpretation
of results. Here I summarize the main results obtained, which have been published
in Paper D and Paper E, and discuss the benefits and drawbacks of this junction type.
Several of the identified problems could be solved, and Dayem bridge junctions are
starting to become a viable option for single layer magnetometers as shown in Paper
E.

The second alternative is YBCO SQUID magnetometers with an inductively
coupled pickup loop. With multilayer flux transformers it is possible to reach lower
noise levels than for single layer devices with an equally large pickup loop, but
their fabrication is more challenging. The flux transformers used in this thesis were
fabricated by my colleague Maxim Chukharkin, while I fabricated and optimized
the associated bicrystal grain boundary junctions-based washer SQUIDs, as well as
prototype multilayer input coils. I here present the main results achieved for flux
transformer magnetometers, and describe some important findings from simulations
of these devices in more detail. The section ends with a conclusion and outlook.

6.1 Dayem bridge junction-based magnetometers

The investigation of the possibility of fabricating low-noise magnetometers based on
Dayem bridge junctions instead of bicrystal grain boundary junctions was triggered by
the low flux noise achieved with a YBCO Dayem bridge junction-based nanoSQUID
in our group [219]. The nanoSQUIDs described in the paper incorporate two parallel
nanowires with a cross section down to 50 nm × 50 nm and a length of 100 nm to
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200 nm separated by a distance of 100 nm to 1000 nm. The total flux noise of a
nanoSQUID with a geometrical area of 0.1 µm2 was measured to be 1.2 µΦ0/

√
Hz

above 10 kHz and at 8 K [219]. Removing the amplifier noise of 1 µΦ0/
√
Hz gives

an intrinsic SQUID noise of only 0.7 µΦ0/
√
Hz above 10 kHz. However, the noise

was measured without bias current reversal and large 1/f-like noise was found. In
retrospect it is clear that the low flux noise achieved in Ref. [219] is mainly due to
the low operation temperature of 8 K and the small inductance of the nanoSQUID,
and should not be assumed to be a general property of these Dayem bridge junctions.
Nonetheless, the flux noise is significantly lower than the 80 µΦ0/

√
Hz at 4.2 K

measured earlier for a YBCO Dayem bridge-based nanoSQUID [118], meaning that
the excess noise of the junctions could be considerably reduced.

6.1.1 Early YBCO Dayem bridge-based magnetometers

Due to their minuscule effective area, bare nanoSQUIDs have a poor magnetic field
sensitivity. To increase the effective area of the YBCO nanoSQUIDs without affecting
the flux noise, Arzeo et al. directly coupled the 200 nm × 1 µm nanoSQUID loop to
circular pickup loops with 40 µm to 400 µm diameter [220]. With the largest pickup
loop, an effective area of 63 µm2 could be obtained, which resulted in an intrinsic
white magnetic field noise of 66 pT/

√
Hz at 5 K [220].

In Paper D we study different Dayem bridge-based magnetometer designs to
further increase the effective area. The measurements are now performed at 77 K
and the SQUIDs are operated in a flux-locked loop with ac bias reversal to cancel
critical current fluctuations. The first type of magnetometer studied is again a
magnetometer with a directly coupled pickup loop, now with a square shape to
match the substrate, a side length of 300 µm to 7500 µm, and a linewidth of 50
µm. We find that Aeff increases with pickup loop side length as predicted by the
inductance and effective area simulation. Since the effective area can be improved
by also enlarging the coupling inductance Lc between SQUID and pickup loop, we
use the hairpin SQUID design shown in Fig. 6.1a&b, which allows us to increase
Lc by varying the SQUID slit length while keeping the parasitic inductance of the
nanowires and electrode low and roughly constant. One of the main problems is that
the nanowire junctions have a significant parasitic kinetic inductance contribution at
77 K, leading to a simulated total parasitic inductance Lpar = 106 pH using λ = 520
nm. Increasing the SQUID slit length from 2 µm to 32 µm results in the expected
linear increase in Aeff , however, the voltage modulation depth also drops from an
already low 5 µV to below 1 µV because of the large SQUID inductance L. As a
compromise, a SQUID slit length of 8 µm is used, resulting in Lc = 59 pH, L = 165
pH, a voltage modulation depth of 4 µV, and a flux noise of 55 µΦ0/

√
Hz at 77 K.

With the largest pickup loop (side length 7.5 mm), an effective area Aeff = 0.09
mm2 is achieved, leading to a total magnetic field noise level of 1.2 pT/

√
Hz at 77 K.

The noise spectrum is flat down to 10 Hz thanks to ac bias reversal.
The good agreement between simulated and measured values demonstrates that

the inductance and effective area simulation method is a useful tool. The results
presented in Paper D acted as a starting point for my optimization of YBCO SQUID
magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup loop but grain boundary Josephson
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Figure 6.1: a) SEM image of a Dayem bridge-based hairpin SQUID with the
junction area marked in orange. b) SEM image of the junction area using traditional
Dayem bridge junctions as in Paper D. c) SEM image of the junction area using
grooved Dayem bridge junctions as in Paper E. d) Left: Differential resistance ∂V/∂I
for the I-V curves corresponding to integer flux (blue) and half-integer flux (orange)
in the SQUID loop as a function of bias current I. Right: Voltage modulation depth
∆V as a function of bias current. The SQUID is operated at the bias current with
the largest voltage modulation ∆Vmax marked by a line. The differential resistance
of the orange and blue curve coincide at that bias current, and is used to define
δR. SEM images a) and b) are from Minshu Xie, and SEM image c) from Edoardo
Trabaldo.

junctions. Same as for those junctions, the optimal SQUID slit length could also
be determined by minimizing S1/2

Φ /Lc, although the minimum is expected to be
broad. Furthermore, the very narrow pickup loop used here (linewidth 50 µm) is not
optimal as discussed in §2.5. Using a wide pickup loop with Ap/Lp ≈ 5 mm2/nH in
combination with the 8-µm-SQUID described above should reduce the total magnetic
field noise level to below 400 fT/

√
Hz.

In Paper D we instead chose to study a second type of magnetometer: Dayem
bridge-based SQUIDs with an inductively coupled flux transformer. This allowed us
to increase Aeff to 0.46 mm2 and decrease the magnetic field noise to 240 fT/

√
Hz –

the lowest value for a YBCO Dayem bridge-based device at that time. This type of
device will be discussed in more detail in §6.2.2.

Besides the large Lpar due to the kinetic inductance of the Dayem bridge junctions,
the SQUID performance is limited by the large SQUID critical current Ic ≈ 100 µA
for two parallel nanowires with a cross section of 50 nm × 50 each. This leads to a
large βL > 5, far from the optimal βL ≈ 1. Furthermore, the gold capping layer used
to protect the nanowires during ion milling [219, 221] reduces the resistance of the
junctions and thus also the voltage modulation depth.

6.1.2 Grooved Dayem bridge-based magnetometers

These three problems are solved by the novel grooved Dayem bridge junctions
developed by Edoardo Trabaldo [222]. A groove in the middle of the Dayem bridge
reduces the critical current by a factor of 10 or more and also leads to a higher
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junction resistance – the latter also due to omission of the gold capping layer. This
allows one to increase the nanowire width (for example from 50 nm to 150 nm),
which reduces the parasitic kinetic inductance. The groove is fabricated in the same
lithography step as the Dayem bridge (and the rest of the magnetometer) by simply
leaving a 40-50 nm gap in the carbon mask where the groove should be, thus not
requiring any special alignment [222]. Redeposition of material in the very narrow
nanogap during the argon ion milling reduces the etching rate in the gap and thus
produces the groove in the nanowire. The junction critical current I0 can be adjusted
by varying the nanogap size: for a 200 nm long nanowire, a 50 nm gap results in
I0 ≈ 10 µA [222]. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the junction area
of a grooved Dayem bridge-based SQUID is shown in Fig. 6.1c.

In Paper E we study the properties of grooved Dayem bridge-based SQUIDs and
present magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup loop made from this type of
SQUID. The same SQUID design as for the traditional Dayem bridge-based SQUIDs
described before is used (see Fig. 6.1a), but now the slit length can be significantly
increased while still obtaining a large modulation depth and much lower noise. For
a SQUID with a slit length of 30 µm and a SQUID critical current Ic ≈ 30 µA,
we measure a coupling inductance Lc = 103 pH with direct injection, a voltage
modulation depth of 16.5 µV, and a flux noise of 10.6 µΦ0/

√
Hz at 77 K. This

SQUID was directly coupled to a 8.7 mm × 9.0 mm pickup loop with a linewidth of
2 mm and achieved an effective area Aeff = 0.35 mm2 leading to a total magnetic
field noise level of 63 fT/

√
Hz above 3 Hz and at 77 K. This is the lowest magnetic

field noise level achieved with a Dayem bridge-based magnetometer so far and is
comparable to what we achieve with bicrystal grain boundary-based magnetometers.

In contrast to grain boundary junctions, the SQUID resistance when using
Dayem bridge junctions is characterized by a bias-dependent differential (or dynamic)
resistance and not a single and well-defined RSJ-like resistance parameter Rn [120].
The differential resistance of the aforementioned SQUID is plotted as a function of
bias current in Fig. 6.1d. Instead of asymptotically decreasing towards Rn for high
bias currents, the differential resistance increases, which could indicate heating effects
or a flux-flow regime [218]. This aspect makes fitting of the I-V curve to extract Rn,
Ic, and Iex impossible. We instead estimate Ic with a voltage criterion and use the
differential resistance δR at the bias current with the largest voltage modulation
depth ∆Vmax (i.e. the operation point) for some limited theoretical description of the
voltage modulation depth. As for bicrystal grain boundary SQUIDs, the differential
resistance of the two I-V curves corresponding to integer and half-integer flux in the
SQUID loop coincide at the bias current where ∆Vmax is obtained, see Fig. 6.1d.

In Paper E the temperature dependence of Ic, δR, ∆Vmax, and the critical current
modulation depth ∆Ic is furthermore studied. Most relevant for the use as an
on-scalp MEG magnetometer is possibly that the voltage modulation depth first
increases when the temperature is decreased from 84 K (Tc of the junctions) to 65
K, then decreases when being further cooled to 55 K, after which ∆Vmax increases
again. The peak at 65 K can be understood from the temperature dependence of
δR and ∆Ic, which seem to describe Vmax ≈ ∆IcδR rather well. In §4.5 we found
that δR increases for grain boundary SQUIDs when the SQUID is cooled from 81 K
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to 68 K1. In contrast, δR decreases in this temperature range for grooved Dayem
bridge-based SQUIDs. More measurements are necessary to see how this affects the
magnetic field noise level.

6.1.3 Conclusion and outlook

The obtained results show that grooved Dayem bridge-based magnetometers are
starting to become a viable alternative to their bicrystal grain boundary-based
counterparts. The total magnetic field noise level of 63 fT/

√
Hz at 77 K is just

slightly higher than that of the best bicrystal grain boundary-based magnetometers
I have made for the 7-channel system. Further optimization of the pickup loop as
described in §4.4.4 should result in magnetic field noise levels around 40 fT/

√
Hz

– based on the best grooved Dayem bridge-based magnetometer presented with
S

1/2
Φ /Lc = 103 µΦ0/

√
Hz/nH. At the moment, 32 SQUIDs are coupled to the

same pickup loop, which increases the pickup loop inductance and thus restricts
its performance. A large number of SQUIDs is made to increase the chance of
obtaining a good SQUID, which is unfortunately not that simple. Mass fabrication
of grooved Dayem bridge-based magnetometers is nevertheless more reasonable
than that of bicrystal grain boundary-based magnetometers as the substrates are
much cheaper and no alignment to any structure on the substrate is necessary,
thus simplifying the fabrication procedure. However, compared to bicrystal grain
boundary junctions, the Dayem bridge junctions we tested are far more likely to
be destroyed by electrostatic discharge. Furthermore, the noise performance when
cooled without a superconducting shield still needs to be investigated. How suitable
the grooved Dayem bridge-based magnetometers are for practical operation in a
on-scalp MEG system is therefore still an open question.

6.2 SQUID magnetometers with flux transformers

We now switch to magnetometers with an inductively coupled flux transformer.
Devices based on both bicrystal grain boundary junctions and Dayem bridge junctions
have been studied. I will described the two in this order and then move on to
presenting the conclusions from inductance and coupling simulations.

6.2.1 Magnetometers with bicrystal grain boundary junctions

Our YBCO SQUID magnetometers with an inductively coupled flux transformer
are made using two substrates: one for the washer SQUID and one for the flux
transformer. The SQUID chip contains only a single layer YBCO film, while the flux
transformer chip contains two YBCO layers separated by an insulating STO layer as
described in §3.4. This allows selection of the best combination of SQUID and flux
transformer for assembly as a flip-chip magnetometer.

1Note that δR for grooved Dayem bridge-based SQUIDs is the same as the dynamic resistance
Rd used for grain boundary junction-based SQUIDs earlier.
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Figure 6.2: Design and images of our flip-chip bicrystal SQUID magnetometer
with an inductively coupled flux transformer. a) Design of the SQUID chip with the
YBCO in dark red, the gold contact pads in yellow, and the heater in grey. The
bicrystal grain boundary is indicated by the blue line. b) Micrograph of the SQUID
loop with a diameter of 60 µm. Holes are patterned into the YBCO film along the
grain boundary marked by a blue line. c) Design of the flux transformer chip with
the bottom YBCO layer in turquoise and the top YBCO in purple. d) Micrograph
of the flux transformer input coil with the bottom YBCO in light grey and the top
YBCO in dark grey. e) Photograph of the assembled magnetometer with the flux
transformer chip on top of the SQUID chip. The SQUID chip has not been cut yet,
so additional (unused) SQUIDs and bond pads are visible on the inside of the flux
transformer pickup loop.

Design

The design of our YBCO flip-chip flux transformers was developed by Maxim
Chukharkin and we adjusted it together to make it suitable for operation in an
on-scalp MEG system. We fabricate four 2.5 mm × 10 mm SQUID chips with the
design shown in Fig. 6.2a from a 10 mm × 10 mm STO bicrystal substrate. After
fabrication, the SQUID chips can be separated using a diamond wire saw. This
reduces the number of bicrystals needed by a factor of four compared to the single
layer bicrystal SQUID magnetometers.

The main component of every SQUID chip is the washer SQUID with 1 mm
outer diameter. The SQUID loop shown in more detail in Fig. 6.2b has a diameter
of 60 µm and the Josephson junctions are formed where the YBCO film crosses the
grain boundary at the edge of the SQUID loop. We pattern 6 µm × 6 µm holes
along the grain boundary to reduce the chance of trapping flux.

Gold contact pads on the edge of the SQUID chip are used for SQUID biasing
(V+ and V−), feedback (Φ+, Φl− or Φs−), and the heater (H+ and H−). The
feedback for operation in a flux-locked loop is currently implemented with direct
injection, either using the long path around the full SQUID loop (from Φ+ to Φl−)
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or the short path around half the SQUID loop (from Φ+ to Φs−). Both connection
schemes were found to be suitable for providing the feedback with the Magnicon
SQUID electronics, with the long path giving stronger feedback coupling.

The design of the flux transformer chip is shown in Fig. 6.2c. The square flux
transformer pickup loop has outer dimensions of 10 mm × 10 mm – just like the
STO substrate – and a linewidth of 1 mm. The spiral input coil shown in more detail
in Fig. 6.2d has an inner diameter of 60 µm matching the SQUID loop. The input
coil consists of 11.5 turns with a linewidth and spacing of 3 µm each. The linewidth
of the innermost turn is increased to 12 µm, which increases the mutual inductance
between SQUID loop and input coil [184]. Only the 40 µm wide structure connecting
the innermost turn of the input coil to the pickup loop is made from the bottom
YBCO layer, the rest of the input coil and the pickup loop are made from the top
YBCO layer. This allows fabrication of the input coil with tightly spaced turns.

An image of an assembled magnetometer is shown in Fig. 6.2e with the flux
transformer chip above the (not yet cut) SQUID chip. The alignment of the input
coil to the SQUID loop is done manually under a microscope with the help of a
micro-manipulation stage. The two substrates are separated by photoresist and
glued together at the edges with BF-6 glue. The flux transformer chip does not cover
the contact pads of the SQUID chip, thus allowing us to wire bond to the SQUID
chip from above. The bonds can be made shallow such that the flux transformer
substrate limits the standoff distance when using the magnetometer in an on-scalp
MEG system.

Performance

Several SQUID chips were fabricated and similar problems were encountered as for
the single layer SQUID magnetometers. The early SQUIDs made without a CeO2

buffer layer suffered from a large critical current, which resulted in a large βL, low
modulation, and a large flux noise. The CeO2 buffer layer could again solve this
problem. Furthermore, I found that washer SQUIDs made from around 200 nm thick
YBCO films exhibited less low frequency flux noise than those made from 150 nm
thin films, which is likely due to stronger flux pinning in thick YBCO films.

We will now have a closer look at the magnetometer with which we reached a white
noise level of below 11 fT/

√
Hz at 78 K. The washer SQUID of that magnetometer

was made from a 225 nm YBCO film with a CeO2 buffer layer and contains two
2.4 µm wide Josephson junctions. Measured in the dipstick at ∼ 78 K, we obtain
a SQUID critical current Ic = 106 µA, an excess current Iex = 17 µA, and a
normal resistance Rn = 1.5 Ω. The bare washer SQUID has a maximal voltage
modulation depth of 12 µV and a total white flux noise of 20 µΦ0/

√
Hz. Coupling

the washer SQUID to the flux transformer increases the modulation depth to 18
µV and decreases the total white flux noise to 8.8 µΦ0/

√
Hz. This is because the

flux transformer input coil screens part of the SQUID inductance [64]. The effective
area of the assembled magnetometer was measured to be 1.67 mm2 corresponding
to a flux-to-field transformation coefficient of 1.24 nT/Φ0. The equivalent total
magnetic field noise spectra of this magnetometer is shown in Fig. 6.3 in orange
and was measured inside a superconducting shield. The white noise level is below 11
fT/
√
Hz and the 1/f noise knee is around 250 Hz. The low frequency noise knee is
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generally at higher frequencies for these magnetometers, as compared to our single
layer ones. We attribute this to excess low frequency noise in the via [184] and the
much larger SQUID washer size (diameter 1 mm) in comparison with the ∼4 µm
linewidth SQUIDs used for single layer magnetometers. Nonetheless, comparing this
magnetometer with the best single layer magnetometer I have fabricated shows that
the flux transformer magnetometer outperforms the single layer magnetometer for
frequencies above 20 Hz. The performance of this magnetometer is comparable to the
8-10 fT/

√
Hz white magnetic field noise level reported for the best flux transformer

magnetometers made on 10 mm × 10 mm substrates [32, 142].

Figure 6.3: Magnetic field noise spectra of a YBCO SQUID magnetometer with an
inductively coupled pickup loop (orange) measured in the dipstick at ∼78 K inside a
superconducting shield. For comparison, the noise trace from the best single layer
YBCO SQUID magnetometer with a directly coupled pickup loop is given in blue.

6.2.2 Magnetometers with Dayem bridge junctions

We will now switch to flux transformer SQUID magnetometers based on Dayem
bridge junctions. Minshu Xie identified two main problems for the earlier Dayem
bridge junctions that lead to very weak coupling between the washer SQUID and the
flux transformer input coil [167]. First, the 50 nm thin YBCO film used to fabricate
these junctions provides very little flux focusing. Second, there is a large mismatch
between the SQUID hole size (diameter ∼ 5 µm) and the inner diameter of the flux
transformer input coil (∼ 60 µm). The earlier needs to be small to keep the SQUID
inductance low to achieve suitable flux noise, while the minimum size of the latter is
restricted by the minimum size of the interlayer via connection. Note that the first
problem is also relevant for the grooved Dayem bridge junctions, while the second
problem is less important as the SQUID hole can be made significantly larger.

The coupling could be significantly improved using a two-level coupling approach
presented in Paper D and shown in Fig. 6.4a. In this approach the flux transformer
input coil is coupled to a washer-type pickup loop that is directly coupled to the
SQUID loop. The effective area of such a magnetometer is a combination of that
of a directly coupled pickup loop (see Eq. (2.32)) and an inductively coupled flux
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Figure 6.4: a) Equivalent circuit for the two-level coupling approach used for
Dayem bridge-based magnetometers with an inductively coupled flux transformer.
The effective areas of the SQUID (red and purple for Lc), washer type pickup loop
(blue and purple for Lc), and the flux transformer pickup loop (green) are As, Ap,
and AFT , respectively. The SQUID with inductance L has a coupling inductance Lc
to the washer-type pickup loop. The inductances of the washer-type pickup loop, the
flux transformer input coil, and the flux transformer pickup loop are Lp, LFTi , and
LFTp , respectively. The mutual inductance M between the flux transformer input
coil and the washer-type pickup loop is given by M = k

√
LpLFTi , where k is the

coupling coefficient. b) Design of the square washer-type pickup loop with a central
hole diameter of 60 µm and side length lp between 300 µm and 2 mm. The SQUID
design is the same as that for a magnetometer with a directly coupled pickup loop
shown in Fig. 6.1a. c) Micrograph of the flux transformer input coil used. The rest
of the flux transformer has the same design as shown in Fig. 6.2c.

transformer (see Eq. (2.33)) [167]:

Aeff = −As +
Lc
Lp
Ap +

Lc
Lp

k
√
LpLFTi

LFTi + LFTp
· AFT , (6.1)

with the symbols defined in Fig. 6.4a. The first two terms can typically be neglected
due to the small effective areas of the SQUID and washer-type pickup loop in com-
parison to the flux transformer pickup loop. Assuming that the coupling coefficient
k does not depend on LFTi , the largest Aeff is achieved for LFTi = LFTp =: LFT :

Aeff ≈
k

2

Lc√
LpLFT

· AFT . (6.2)

In Paper D we study the effective area of Dayem bridge-based magnetometers
with such a two-level coupling approach. For the SQUID, the same design as for
single layer devices is used (see Fig. 6.1a) with a SQUID slit length of 8 µm. The
directly coupled washer-type pickup loop is shown in Fig. 6.4b and we vary the side
length lp between 300 µm and 2 mm. The flux transformer has the same pickup loop
design as for bicrystal junctions (Fig. 6.2c), but an earlier input coil design as shown
in Fig. 6.4b. In this design Maxim Chukharkin moved the via away from the SQUID
loop to reduce low frequency noise, which explains the varying linewidth. The inner
hole of the flux transformer and the washer-type pickup loop are both 60 µm.

The assembled magnetometers exhibited effective areas between 0.33 mm2 and
0.46 mm2. Since Lp is mainly dependent on the inner hole size, Lp and thus Aeff vary
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only slightly with lp as shown by the simulated values for Aeff . The variation in the
measured Aeff can mainly be explained by the coupling coefficient k varying between
magnetometers, which is a consequence of the manual alignment and the varying
distance between the two substrates. Comparing simulations with the measured
values gives an average k = 0.37.

The magnetometer with the largest effective area of 0.46 mm2 exhibited a total
white magnetic field noise level of 240 fT/

√
Hz, which was the best magnetic field

noise level for a Dayem bridge-based magnetometer at 77 K at that time. In the
meantime, Trabaldo et al. fabricated a magnetometer based on grooved Dayem
bridge junctions using the same 2-level coupling approach and flux transformer, and
achieved a total white magnetic field noise level of 60 fT/

√
Hz [223]. The sensor has

a comparable effective area with Aeff = 0.41 mm2, but performs better because of
the lower flux noise.

6.2.3 Flux transformer magnetometer simulation

The coupling between the flux transformer input coil and the washer SQUID can be
studied in more detail with the inductance simulation method, which allows us to
obtain several useful conclusions in terms of how to improve the magnetometer design
without having to fabricate a large set of samples. The good agreement between
simulated and measured effective areas found in Paper D makes the predictions from
the simulation trustworthy. I will here present the results from the simulation of
the traditional one-level coupling as used for bicrystal grain boundary junctions
and described in §2.5.2, and not the two-level used for Dayem bridge junctions.
Nonetheless, the conclusions are also relevant for grooved Dayem bridge junctions as
the goal is to use the one-level coupling for this junction type as well. Furthermore,
the effect of the film thickness on the coupling will be investigated.

First, I would like to point out that the pickup loop of our flux transformers
has already been optimized with the goal of achieving the largest magnetometer
effective area Aeff . As described in §2.5.2, the largest Aeff is obtained for matched
flux transformer input coil and pickup loop inductance (Li = Lp = LFT ) under
the assumption that the coupling coefficient k between the SQUID washer and the
input coil does not depend on Li. According to Eq. (2.34), Aeff is proportional
to Ap/

√
LFT . The pickup loop effective area Ap can be estimated by Ap = Dd [19,

187], where D is the outer diameter of the square loop and d the inner, while Lp can
be estimated using the formulas given in Appendix B. Maxim Chukharkin found
that it is possible to use the full substrate size without any noticeable increase in
the low frequency noise, hence the maximal D = 10 mm is chosen. Maximizing
Ap/
√
LFT as a function of pickup loop linewidth w gives an optimal w ≈ 1 mm. In

practice, the square loop needs to be cut open to place the input coil. For the design
shown in Fig. 6.2c, the simulation predicts Lp = 20.3 nH and Ap = 77.4 mm2. The
input coil should be designed to have the same inductance Li = 20.3 nH, which is
not trivial as the SQUID washer screens part of the input coil inductance as the
following simulations will show.

We start by studying the coupling using the current input coil and SQUID washer
design shown in Fig. 6.2. To simplify the simulation, only two superconducting
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layers are used: one for the top YBCO containing the spiral input coil (and not
the bottom YBCO return line2) and one for the SQUID washer without the holes
along the grain boundary or the connections to the contact pads. As default values,
the YBCO film thickness of the SQUID washer is set to tSQ = 200 nm, that of the
input coil to tFT = 200 nm, the London penetration depth to λ = 400 nm, and the
separation of the two superconducting layers to s = 3 µm. The latter is an estimation
of the separation we achieve for our flip-chip magnetometers. The simulation predicts
L = 123 pH, Li = 15.8 pH, and k = 0.57, which with Eq. (2.33) gives Aeff = 1.69
mm2 corresponding to a flux-to-field transformation coefficient of 1.22 nT/Φ0. This
is very close to the measured values.

Decreasing the outer diameter of the washer SQUID from 1 mm to 220 µm – the
outer diameter of the input coil – slightly improves the performance: k = 0.61 and
Aeff = 1.85 mm2. The smaller washer is not only preferable from a coupling point
of view, but may also lead to an improved low frequency noise performance because
smaller washers can be cooled in higher fields without trapping flux. The following
simulations are done using this smaller washer as it reduces simulation duration
significantly.

To illustrate the coupling and the induced current flows, the amplitude of the
sheet current density j in the SQUID washer with a circulating current of 10 µA in
the SQUID loop and a current of 10 µA in the input coil is shown in Fig. 6.5. The
current flowing clockwise in the input coil induces a counterclockwise current in the
SQUID washer just above. As this induced current is intercepted by the SQUID slit,
the current needs to find some way to close on itself. Most of this return current
flows around the perimeter of the SQUID loop as shown by the dark red color, while
some of the return current flows along the outer perimeter of the washer.

The effect of varying the distance s between the SQUID washer and the flux
transformer input coil is summarized in Table 6.1. Moving the SQUID washer and
the input coil closer together screens both the SQUID inductance L and the input
coil inductance Li. This is due to the geometric inductance contribution decreasing.
The effect is more significant for Li. For a separation of 3 µm, the simulation predicts
Li = 15.7 nH, which is less than Lp = 20.3 nH to which the input coil inductance
should be matched. The input coil size should therefore be increased by adding
more turns. As expected, the coupling and Aeff increase with decreasing separation,
which speaks for an integrated instead of a flip-chip magnetometer. For an integrated
magnetometer, the SQUID washer and the input coil are made on the same chip and
the separation is defined by the thickness of the thin insulating layer. Integrated
magnetometers will be discussed in more detail in §6.2.4.

For flip-chip devices, another important aspect is the effect of alignment errors
on k and Aeff . Offsetting the input coil by 10 µm towards the left, the right, up, or
down with respect to the SQUID washer as orientated in Fig. 6.5 was found to lead
to only small changes in k and Aeff . The coupling coefficient varies between 0.58
and 0.62, and Aeff between 1.76 mm2 and 1.86 mm2. Moving the flux transformer
downwards with respect to the SQUID washer even increases k and Aeff . Since 10
µm is a rather large offset, neither k nor Aeff should be significantly affected by the

2Simulations with 3 superconducting layers including the return line showed almost no change
in the coupling, but take a lot more time.
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Figure 6.5: Simulation of the amplitude of the sheet current density j in the SQUID
washer with a circulating current of 10 µA in the SQUID loop and a clockwise flowing
current of 10 µA in the input coil (below the SQUID washer) as boundary conditions.
The arrows show the direction of the current flow in the SQUID washer.

Table 6.1: Effect of varying the distance s between the SQUID washer and the flux
transformer input coil on the SQUID inductance L, the input coil inductance Li, the
coupling coefficient k, the magnetometer effective area Aeff , and the corresponding
flux-to-field transformation coefficient Aeff−1.

s LKin LGeo L LKini LGeoi Li k Aeff Aeff
−1

[µm] [pH] [pH] [pH] [nH] [nH] [nH] [mm2] [nT/Φ0]
0.1 30 93 124 2.6 12.0 14.6 0.69 2.07 1.00
0.3 30 94 124 2.5 12.2 14.7 0.69 2.05 1.01
1 29 97 126 2.5 12.5 15.0 0.66 1.99 1.04
3 28 99 128 2.4 13.3 15.7 0.61 1.85 1.12
10 28 100 128 2.2 15.2 17.4 0.49 1.51 1.37
30 28 100 128 1.9 17.7 19.7 0.30 0.92 2.25
100 28 100 129 1.8 19.2 21.0 0.07 0.23 8.99
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manual alignment – at least in the washer plane. Varying the pressure applied when
joining the two chips together can still lead to significant differences as described by
the dependence on s.

Next, we focus on the effect of varying the SQUID washer film thickness tSQ.
The results from the simulation are summarized in Table 6.2. The largest change
appears in the kinetic inductance contribution to the SQUID inductance for tSQ
below 200 nm. Also the coupling coefficient decreases considerably. However, because
of the much larger SQUID inductance, the effective area actually increases slightly
for thinner SQUID washers. Nonetheless, the magnetic field noise is expected to be
significantly larger for the SQUIDs with thin washers because the flux noise strongly
increases with SQUID inductance.

Table 6.2: Effect of varying the SQUID washer film thickness tSQ on the SQUID
inductance L, the input coil inductance Li, the coupling coefficient k, the magnetome-
ter effective area Aeff , and the corresponding flux-to-field transformation coefficient
Aeff

−1.

tSQ LKin LGeo L LKini LGeoi Li k Aeff Aeff
−1

[nm] [pH] [pH] [pH] [nH] [nH] [nH] [mm2] [nT/Φ0]
30 176 104 280 3.2 14.5 17.7 0.43 1.94 1.07
50 107 103 210 3.0 14.0 17.0 0.49 1.91 1.08
100 55 101 156 2.7 13.6 16.2 0.56 1.88 1.10
200 28 99 128 2.4 13.3 15.7 0.61 1.85 1.12
300 19 98 118 2.2 13.3 15.5 0.63 1.84 1.13
400 15 97 112 2.1 13.2 15.4 0.64 1.83 1.13

The SQUID loop inductance can be reduced by decreasing the SQUID loop
diameter. For a SQUID with tSQ = 200 nm, decreasing the SQUID loop diameter
from 60 µm to 40 µm decreases the SQUID inductance from 128 pH to 94 pH, but
also k from 0.61 to 0.48 and Aeff from 1.85 mm2 to 1.70 mm2. Adjusting the input
coil design may help improve the coupling. The optimal SQUID loop diameter and
inductance is at this point not clear and further simulations – and also measurements
– are required. Furthermore, the SQUID loop design can not only be adjusted by
varying the circular hole diameter. It is also an option to place the junctions on the
outside of the SQUID washer [187]. The SQUID slit then contributes to the total
SQUID inductance, however, the flux transformer also screens part of this inductance.
This SQUID design has been found to lead to a stronger coupling than with the
junctions placed inside [64, 187]. Placing the junctions outside of the washer has
the additional advantage that the grain boundary does not cross the entire washer
width.

6.2.4 Conclusion and outlook

Using an inductively coupled flux transformer, a white magnetic field noise level below
11 fT/

√
Hz at 78 K could be reached for a flip-chip high-Tc SQUID magnetometer

based on bicrystal grain boundary junctions. While low frequency noise is generally a
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larger problem in multilayer devices, this device outperformed the best magnetometer
made for the 7-channel system for frequencies above 20 Hz. Reducing the pickup loop
size may help improve the low frequency noise performance without reducing the
effective area. The simulation tool can furthermore be used to improve the SQUID
and input coil design without having to fabricate a large number of samples. Such
optimization is still ongoing.

The performance of Dayem bridge-based magnetometers could also be improved
using a flux transformer. However, the thin (50 nm) film used to fabricate these
junctions results in larger noise levels than for bicrystal grain boundary-based
magnetometers. The problem could be partly solved by employing a two-level
coupling approach. Future magnetometers should preferably rely on the traditional
one-level coupling and include thicker films – possibly by having different thicknesses
for the SQUID washer and the junction area as investigated by Minshu Xie [167].

The presented bicrystal grain boundary-based magnetometer design is suitable
for operation in an on-scalp MEG system. However, the contact pad layout and the
feedback method should be readjusted before the sensor is used in the new 21-channel
system. The new flux modulation electronics from Cryoton requires a four-point
scheme for SQUID biasing, meaning that 8 contact pads are required. As described
in §5.1.3, the direct injection feedback is not suitable for cancelling crosstalk arising
from the mutual inductance of neighboring flux transformer pickup coils and should
therefore be replaced by a feedback coil coupled to the pickup loop as in Refs. [204,
205]. This feedback coil can be made on the SQUID chip.

In principle, an integrated magnetometer would be preferable over a flip-chip
magnetometer in an on-scalp MEG system for several reasons. First, only one chip
would need to be cooled. For the flip-chip magnetometer we choose to have the
SQUID chip below the flux transformer chip as it is more important to reach lower
temperatures on the SQUID chip to improve the flux noise, while the flux transformer
just needs to be superconducting. Second, the sensor-to-room temperature standoff
distance can be made smaller for an integrated device. The thickness of the top
chip in a flip-chip device increases the minimal possible sensor-to-room temperature
standoff distance. Third, having just one chip is more convenient and no manual
alignment is required. Nonetheless, the simulation predicts that manual alignment
errors hardly affect the magnetometer performance. Fourth, the separation of the two
superconducting layers is much smaller, leading to better coupling as the simulation
shows.

In the first half of my PhD I made two prototype integrated magnetometers with
a very similar design as for the flip-chip devices. Micrographs of these devices have
been shown in Fig. 3.11a-c&f. The prototype integrated magnetometers were made
on single crystal STO substrates and therefore only contained the microbridges but no
Josephson junctions. The purpose of the devices was to test the fabrication procedure
and check the vias connecting the two superconducting layers. The fabrication worked
well and the vias showed critical currents above 10 mA, which means that the flux
transformer can sustain circulating currents from magnetic fields above 1 µT. The
washer SQUID was made in the bottom YBCO layer and the flux transformer input
coil in the top superconducting layer. The SQUID washer was used as the return
line for the input coil. The SQUID loop and the microbridges for the junctions
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were patterned in the very last step by etching through the insulating STO layer
and the bottom YBCO layer. This is done because the bottom layer is polished
by CMP to achieve shallow slopes, which are unwanted for the SQUID loop and
totally destroy the microbridges. The polishing makes the SQUID washer rather
thin (tSQ ≈ 100 nm), which means that the SQUID inductance of this integrated
device is higher and the coupling smaller than that of a flip-chip magnetometer with
equivalent design. The thin SQUID washer may also show more low frequency excess
noise. It is therefore not clear if an integrated device fabricated with CMP actually
outperforms a flip-chip device. Furthermore, integrated devices often suffer from
resonances caused by a parasitic capacitance between the input coil and the SQUID
washer [64]. As the SQUID performance varies a lot between devices, the flip-chip
approach is at this stage more promising.
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7

Kinetic inductance magnetometers

This chapter summarizes the results obtained for KIMs. The high-Tc KIM project
was done in collaboration with Visa Vesterinen and his group at VTT (Finland), who
presented the first KIM [60]. The high-Tc KIMs were fabricated at Chalmers according
to his designs. After preliminary dc transport measurements, the first KIMs were
sent to Finland for further characterization. In autumn 2017, Visa Vesterinen visited
Chalmers for two months, where we measured and characterized KIMs together using
a vector network analyzer (VNA) and his KIM readout electronics board. KIMs
fabricated after his visit could be checked with the VNA before being sent to VTT
for responsivity and noise measurements. The main results have been published
in Paper F. We demonstrate the first high-Tc KIMs, which reach a noise level of 4
pT/
√
Hz at 10 kHz. The chapter concludes with ways to improve the performance.

7.1 Design

The KIM chip contains a superconducting loop, a capacitor, a coupling capacitor,
and contact pads to connect the KIM to the transmission line. The general design is
shown in Fig. 7.1a.

For a low magnetic field noise and a high responsivity, a large area superconducting
loop with a narrow linewidth w and a thin film t is required. YBCO film deposition
in our PLD system limits the substrate size to 10 mm × 10 mm. Since the film on
the edge of the sample is typically of lower quality, and photolithography close to
the edges is difficult, we pick a loop size of 8 mm × 8 mm. The corners of the loop
are rounded to avoid current crowding, which can lead to lower critical currents.

Only a few devices featuring several centimeter long YBCO lines with linewidths
. 10 µm have been reported before – such structures are challenging to fabricate
due to the high risk of defects [224]. A prototype high-Tc KIM (called KIM0) was
therefore made with a linewidth w = 10 µm from a relatively thick YBCO film,
t = 225 nm, grown on a sapphire substrate with a YSZ and CeO2 buffer layer. Such
a 10 µm linewidth loop has an estimated geometric loop inductance Lg = 45.3 nH
based on Eq. (B.4) – independent of film thickness. Assuming λ = 400 nm, the
kinetic loop inductance can be estimated using Eq. (2.37) as Lk0 = 2.9 nH, leading to
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Figure 7.1: a) KIM design on a 10 mm × 10 mm substrate. The capacitor (green),
the coupling capacitor (blue), and the remaining YBCO (red) is fabricated from
a single YBCO layer on top of which the gold bond pads (yellow rectangles) are
fabricated. The inset shows a micrograph of the rounded corners. b) Micrograph of
the capacitor and coupling capacitor area. c) Micrograph of a coupling capacitor on
a MgO substrate. d) Micrograph of the capacitor on the STO substrate.

a kinetic inductance fraction αk = 0.06. Reaching a high kinetic inductance fraction
αk can be challenging, since λ is smaller in YBCO than in NbN, where λ ≈ 1100 nm
was estimated for the KIM in Ref. [60]. Lines with smaller cross sections are thus
necessary and KIMs with smaller t or w were fabricated after the prototype KIM.

Both the shunt capacitor and the coupling capacitor are formed from interdigitated
fingers of width 10 µm and gap 5 µm as shown in Fig. 7.1b-d. The line connecting
the shunt capacitor to the loop is 3 times as wide as the loop in order to reduce the
parasitic inductance Lpar while keeping the line narrow to avoid flux trapping. For
the resonance frequency we aimed at around 250 MHz, which is well above the signal
frequencies of interest, in the frequency band of the cold amplifier and the readout
board, and low enough to allow the resonator to be modelled as a lumped element
according to Eq. (2.53):

√
A = 8 mm � λc ≈ 0.5 m. The capacitor size is varied

with loop width to achieve fr ≈ 250 MHz: the shunt capacitor has C = 13.4− 16.8
pF, while the coupling capacitor has Cc = 0.5 − 0.9 pF. The resulting resonance
frequency, however, strongly depends on the actual kinetic inductance contribution.
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7.2 Fabricated devices

Half a year after the successful fabrication of the prototype KIM0, a new batch
of KIMs with thinner films was fabricated. Since the YBCO film growth was
continuously optimized on MgO substrates, while no films were grown on Al2O3,
KIMs were made on MgO instead, which has similar rf loss properties (see §3.1).

Fabrication of functioning KIMs with 30-50 nm thickness turned out to be more
challenging than anticipated, which is why several similar devices were fabricated
with slightly varying methods as summarized in Table 7.1. While the first 50-
nm-KIM showed promising resistance measurements, the first 30-nm-KIM was not
superconducting at 77 K. The next two 30-nm-KIMs were then made using an in-situ
gold layer for protection since this gold layer had been identified as crucial when
fabricating thin nanowires [221]. Due to concerns that the gold layer may affect
the rf properties of the KIM, the in-situ gold layer of KIM4 was etched away with
4 min argon ion milling. However, neither of the two devices functioned, and the
30-nm-KIM was discontinued.

The first 50-nm-KIM exhibited a fundamental resonance, however, the response to
flux was slow, which indicates a small residual resistance in the loop. Two additional
50-nm-KIMs were fabricated; KIM5 showed no response to flux because one of the

Table 7.1: Design parameters of the fabricated KIM devices. The mask used for
photolithography is either photoresist (PR) or carbon (C). We assume λ = 400 nm
for the designed Lk0, and αk is based on this value. The first tick in status describes
if resistance measurements indicate that the device should work at 77 K, the second
tick indicates if a fundamental resonance could be identified, and the third tick
describes if the resonance shifts when a dc magnetic field is applied at 77 K. The
snowflake indicates slow flux response at 77 K. In Paper F, KIM0 is called KIM A,
KIM6 is KIM B, and KIM9 is KIM C.

Name Sub- Mask In-situ Gold t w Lg Lk0 αk Status
strate gold pads [nm] [µm] [nH] [nH]

KIM0 Al2O3 PR No Yes 225 10 45.3 2.9 0.06 333

KIM1 MgO PR No Yes 50 10 45.3 12.9 0.22 33d

KIM2 MgO PR No Yes 30 10 45.3 21.4 0.32 7

KIM3 MgO PR Yes Yes 30 10 45.3 21.4 0.32 37

KIM4 MgO PR Etched Yes 30 10 45.3 21.4 0.32 37

KIM5 MgO PR No Yes 50 10 45.3 12.9 0.22 737

KIM6 MgO PR No Yes 50 10 45.3 12.9 0.22 33d

KIM7 STO PR No Yes 225 5 49.7 5.7 0.10 7

KIM8 MgO C No No 50 Test lines of different widths
KIM9 MgO C No No 75 10 45.3 8.6 0.16 333

KIM10 MgO C No No 50 10 45.3 12.9 0.22 7

KIM11 MgO C No No 50 5 49.7 25.7 0.34 3

KIM12 MgO C No No 50 10 45.3 12.9 0.22 7

KIM13 MgO C No No 50 3 53.0 42.9 0.45 3
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Chapter 7. Kinetic inductance magnetometers

loop arms was disconnected, while KIM6 showed the same slow flux response as
KIM1.

The next KIMs were to be fabricated during Visa Vesterinen’s visit, but unfortu-
nately the YBCO PLD system was down during that time. As YBCO films on STO
were available from earlier film optimization, a KIM was made on STO even though
STO has a large permittivity and high rf losses. The capacitors were made much
smaller as shown in Fig. 7.1d. However, this KIM did not work because the STO
turned semiconducting from the ion milling, and no resonance could be identified.

Next, a 50 nm thick sample was fabricated that contained test lines with different
linewidths placed at varying distances from the substrate edge. The idea was to
check if the film is better in the center and what the minimum linewidth was. The
lines were patterned using a carbon mask since good results were achieved with
this mask type for SQUIDs. This turned out to be a successful approach: even the
3-µm-wide line 1 mm from the edge (i.e. where the KIM loop usually is) showed
good dc transport properties, as will be described later.

Subsequently, two 10-µm-linewidth devices were made with 75 nm and 50 nm
thick films, respectively. The 75-nm-KIM worked well, while the 50-nm-KIM had a
defect in the loop that was clearly visible with optical microscopy.

Finally, three more 50-nm-KIMs were made, this time with varying linewidths:
3, 5 and 10 µm. The linewidth of the 3-µm-KIM varies from 2.6 - 6.0 µm and is on
average around 4.6 µm. Resistance measurements indicate that the 10-µm KIM had
a short, possibly in the capacitor, while the results from the other two KIMs look
promising. No resonance measurements have been made for these two KIMs so far,
but their αk should be much larger than that of the other KIMs.

7.3 DC transport characterization

Resistance measurements can be used to determine if the KIM is superconducting at
77 K, what the Tc is, and if any of the loop arms is disconnected. Except for KIM2,
all KIMs were superconducting at 77 K. The critical temperature of the film before
patterning and the final device can differ as shown in Fig. 7.2a. It is noteworthy
that Tc not always decreases, but in some cases increases as for KIM1 and for KIM4
after the gold was etched away.

The test lines on KIM8 confirmed that the film closer to the substrate edge has a
lower Tc than in the center, however, the difference was only roughly 1 K as plotted
in Fig. 7.2b. Making the loop size smaller is thus not necessary. Narrower lines have
slightly lower Tc, but the difference is also minimal. Comparing all KIMs shows that
thicker samples tend to have higher Tc, however, the biggest difference in Tc comes
from the generally higher film quality achieved in the second half of my PhD.

The test lines showed an average resistivity of ρ = 2.8 µΩm at 300 K, which can
be used to calculated the expected resistance of the two loop arms in parallel. If one
of the loop arms is disconnected, the total resistance nearly doubles. This forebodes
that the KIM will not respond to flux as there is no superconducting loop, which
is illustrated by KIM5 with R(300 K) = 170 kΩ as compared to KIM6 with R(300
K) = 110 kΩ. In Table 7.1 the first tick in status indicates the prediction from the
described resistance measurements. Lastly, the resistivity of KIM1, KIM5, and KIM6
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is with ρ = 4.5-5.4 µΩm at 300 K elevated, while the resistance of the other KIMs
can be well described using ρ = 2.8 µΩm. Higher resistivity may be an indication of
lower film quality and explain the slow flux response observed.

Figure 7.2: Normalized resistance as a function of temperature around Tc. a)
KIM1-4 measured before patterning the film (dashed lines) and the final device (solid
line). For KIM4 the thin solid line shows the transition before the gold was etched
away. b) Test lines on sample KIM8 with different linewidths w placed at different
distances from the edge as indicated in the legend.

7.4 Resonance characterization

For rf characterization at Chalmers, the KIM is glued onto the PCB shown in
Fig. 7.3a. The PCB contains an rf readout transmission line to which the KIM
is connected through bondwires, a 3-turn copper coil for applying a dc magnetic
field, and a single-turn copper coil for applying an rf magnetic field. The mutual
inductance between the KIM loop and the dc bias coil was calculated to be 20
nH, and 5.3 nH for the rf coil. The sample holder is placed inside a dipstick that
contains an rf input line with a 20 dB attenuator, a Russian amplifier for a frequency
range of 0.2 to 2 GHz and with a temperature-dependent gain of 25 to 33 dB, a
thermometer attached to the amplifier, and an rf output line. The sample holder
is placed in between the attenuator and the amplifier. To shield the sample from
external magnetic fields, a high-permeability magnetic shield is used. Transmission
measurements are performed with a vector network analyzer (VNA) ZNB20 from
Rohde & Schwarz, Hamburg, Germany. The sample is cooled by immersing the
dipstick into liquid nitrogen or helium.

Fig. 7.4 shows the fundamental KIM resonance of KIM6 measured at 77 K. The
complex S21 transmission data is fitted with Eq. (2.51) to extract the resonance
frequency fr, the internal quality factor Qi, the external quality factor Qe, and
the total quality factor Qt. For KIM6 we obtain fr = 253.716 MHz, Qi = 3332,
Qe = 3237, and Qt = 1642, meaning that the resonator is close to critically coupled
(Qi ≈ Qe). The fundamental resonance could be found for 5 devices at 77 K as
specified in Table 7.1 by the second tick.

Visa Vesterinen furthermore found that the bias coils on the PCB lead to stray
coupling and that the choice of coupling configuration affects Qi and Qe, and to
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a) b) 

Figure 7.3: a) Photograph of the PCB for rf characterization in the dipstick at
Chalmers. The rf transmission line is at the top of the PCB. The KIM is placed
inside the 3-turn dc bias coil. The rf coil is on the backside of the PCB. The four
blue wires are used to apply a signal to the coils. b) Close-up of the KIM surrounded
by the dc bias coil.

Figure 7.4: Fundamental KIM resonance for KIM6 measured at 77 K with a)
showing the absolute value of S21 and b) the phase as a function of frequency. The
red line is the best fit of Eq. (2.51) to the data (blue points).

a lower extent fr. We therefore tested four different coupling configurations as
described in detail in the supplement of Paper F. The traditional coupling where a
bondwire connects the rf feedline to the coupling capacitor and another bondwire
connects the resonator to the ground was found to give the lowest Qi and Qe (2500
and 350 for KIM0 at 77 K). Leaving away the ground bondwire – thus letting the rf
return current flow through the bias coils – leads to the highest Qi and Qe (4300 and
15700 for KIM0 at 77 K). The coupling can be increased by bypassing the coupling
capacitor (i.e. bonding between the feedline and directly after the coupling capacitor)
leading to similar Qi values and lower Qe (4200 and 3900 for KIM0 at 77 K). This
configuration was used for KIM6 in the measurement presented above.

7.4.1 Magnetic field response

Once the fundamental resonance is identified, a magnetic field can be applied using
the dc coil to determine whether the KIM works as a magnetometer. At 77 K, KIM0
and KIM9 reacted to magnetic field, while the thinner KIM1 and KIM6 only reacted
to an oscillating magnetic field of 1 kHz indicating a small residual resistance in the
loop. Since the magnetic field response of KIM0 and KIM9 at 77 K is presented in
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Paper F, I here show the magnetic field response of KIM6 at 4.8 K where the normal
KIM behavior is also observed for this KIM.

Fig. 7.5a-c shows how the resonance moves to lower frequencies when applying a
static magnetic field B0. The maximal frequency shift ∆fr = 0.587 MHz is reached at
a field of 44 µT and for larger fields the resonance no longer shifts to lower frequencies.
In contrast to the low-Tc KIMs presented in Refs. [60, 168, 169], our high-Tc KIMs
do not reset but instead trap flux. This is because the current in the KIM loop first
exceeds the threshold current for flux entry (see Eq. (2.28)) and not the critical
current. Flux trapping leads to a hysteretic behaviour – when the magnetic field
applied to the coil is again reduced, the maximal frequency is generally obtained at
another applied magnetic field than 0. This property can be used to select a dc bias
point with high responsivity without having to apply a current to the dc bias coil.

Applying a magnetic field not only decreases fr, but also Qi as shown in Fig.
7.5d. This decrease can be quite significant as in this case.

Figure 7.5: Magnetic field response of KIM6 at 4.8 K. a) Absolute value of the
transmission S21 as a function of frequency for different applied magnetic fields B0

given in color. Measured values are marked with dots and the best fit to each curve
is given as a line. b) The same for the phase of S21. c) Dependence of the fitted
resonance frequency on B0. d) Dependence of the quality factors Qi (blue), Qe

(orange), and Qt (green) on B0.

7.4.2 Temperature dependence

As the kinetic inductance depends quadratically on the London penetration depth,
the resonance frequency varies strongly with temperature. To study this in more
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detail, we measured the transmission at various temperatures for two samples (KIM0
and KIM6) while the sample slowly warmed up after taking it out of the liquid
helium or nitrogen bath. The data is again fitted to extract fr, Qi, Qe, and Qt. The
resonance frequency, but also the internal quality factor, are especially sensitive to
temperature close to Tc, see Paper F. For KIM0 the sensitivity of fr to T is -0.64
MHz/K at 77 K. In Paper F we estimate that a 1 mK change in temperature produces
the same voltage swing as a 57 nT change in magnetic field. A stable operation
temperature is thus essential for sensitive magnetic field measurements. According
to Visa Vesterinen, using temperature stabilization is common practice in their lab
to solve this problem for low-Tc kinetic inductance sensors. A similar solution is
required for high-Tc KIMs if they should be operated in an on-scalp MEG system.

From the temperature dependence data it is also possible to estimate the kinetic
inductance fraction αk using the resonance frequency at low temperature and 77 K.
At 77 K we obtain for KIM0 αk = 0.06, for KIM6 αk = 0.4, and for KIM9 αk = 0.16.
While the values for KIM0 and KIM9 are as estimated in Table 7.1 where λ = 400
nm is assumed, the αk for KIM6 is almost a factor 2 larger than predicted, thus
indicating a larger λ and worse film quality.

7.4.3 Duffing oscillator behaviour

Increasing the rf carrier power leads to a higher responsivity, but also to a distortion
of the resonance until it eventually bifurcates [173]. This Duffing oscillator type of
behaviour is due to the kinetic inductance nonlinearity which shifts the resonance
towards lower frequencies in a power-dependent manner. Fig 7.6 shows the Duffing
oscillator behaviour measured for KIM6 at 4.8 K with the cold amplifier turned
off to avoid its saturation. A clear decrease in resonance frequency can be seen for
increasing rf carrier power. The onset of bifurcation is at around -16 dBm and the
"jump" in |S21| increases for larger readout power. The change in the resonance
shape needs to be taken into account when increasing the rf carrier power to increase
the responsivity. Generally, the maximum input power is limited by the readout
electronics and not the bifurcation.
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Figure 7.6: Duffing oscillator behaviour for KIM6 measured at 4.8 K. Measured
values are marked with dots. The frequency is swept upwards.
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7.5 Magnetometer performance

Magnetometer characterization in terms of responsivity and noise was done with the
KIM readout circuit described in §2.7.4. Most relevant for on-scalp MEG are the
measurements at 77 K. Such measurements were performed by Visa Vesterinen at
VTT for the two KIMs that showed the proper magnetic field response, KIM1 and
KIM9, and have been published in Paper F, where also the detailed wiring diagrams
are shown. KIM1 is named sample A and KIM9 sample B in the paper. I here
present the main results.

7.5.1 Response to magnetic field

We begin by studying the resonance lineshape and its response to magnetic field by
applying a dc magnetic field B0 and sweeping the frequency of a weak rf readout
tone across the resonance. Fig. 7.7a&b shows how the resonance moves to lower
frequencies with increasing B0. For sample A the resonance shifts 140 kHz and for
sample C 50 kHz. Both samples trap flux and do not reset - sample A at 28 µT and
sample C at 9 µT. The best fits show that sample A is overcoupled with Qe = 350
and Qi ≤ 2500, while sample C is close to critically coupled with Qe = 3500 and
Qi ≤ 3750. Sample A was measured using the traditional coupling configuration,
while the ground connection was left away when measuring sample C.

The change in total inductance Ltot with applied magnetic field can be assessed
by the normalized inductance Ltot(B0)/Ltot(0) = f 2

r (0)/f 2
r (B0) and is shown in Fig.

Figure 7.7: a) & b) Normalized transmission S21 as a function of frequency for
different applied magnetic fields B0 for the two samples. c) Normalized inductance
Ltot(B0)/Ltot(0) as a function of B2

0 . d) & e) Normalized responsivity | ∂V
∂B0

/V | as
a function of frequency and applied magnetic field B0. For each B0 the maximal
normalized responsivities is marked with a black dot and plotted in f) as a function
of B0. Figure adapted from Paper F.
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7.7c). The normalized inductance is proportional to B2
0 and increases faster for

sample C mainly because of its higher αk – see Paper F for more details.
To measure the responsivity, a weak (140 nT or 30 nT) ac probe tone at a

frequency of 1 kHz is applied additionally to the dc magnetic field. For every
frequency of interest, the modulated output voltage is ensemble averaged and the
responsivity |∂V/∂B0| is extracted. Fig. 7.7d&e shows the normalized responsivity
| ∂V
∂B0

/V |, which is convenient to compare the two magnetometers. The normalized
responsivity as a function of frequency has a Lorentzian lineshape that peaks on
resonance. The responsivity vanishes for B0 = 0 µT as expected, and increases
with increasing B0. Since the circulating current Is is roughly proportional to B0

according to Eq. (2.47), the maximal normalized responsivity shown in Fig. 7.7f
grows linearly with B0 as predicted by Eq. (2.54).

7.5.2 Noise

Finally, we focus on the noise of our KIMs at 77 K. An operation point with high
responsivity is chosen and one-second-long time traces of the output voltage V are
recorded. The voltage noise spectrum is obtained by performing a FFT on each time
trace. Several such voltage noise spectra are averaged to reduce the uncertainty in
the noise estimate. The magnetic field noise spectrum is then obtained by dividing
the averaged voltage noise by the responsivity which is determined using a weak ac
probe tone at 1 kHz.

As described in §2.7.3, the responsivity grows linearly with the input voltage Vin.
To prevent saturation of the readout electronics, the rf carrier cancellation circuit is
activated – see §2.7.4. Fig. 7.8 shows the magnetic field noise spectra obtained for
the two KIMs at high readout power, where the white noise level is lowest. Both
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Figure 7.8: Magnetic field noise spectra for KIM0 (Sample A) and KIM9 (Sample
C) measured at 77 K with a high readout power (-19 dBm for sample A and -46 dBm
for sample C). Both KIMs reach a white noise level of 4 pT/

√
Hz. The low frequency

noise is proportional to f−p with a best-fit exponent p = 0.5, thus indicating 1/f
noise. Figure published in Paper F.
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KIMs reach a noise level of 4 pT/
√
Hz at 10 kHz. The low frequency noise, however,

grows with increasing readout power and dominates the spectrum at these high
readout powers. The origin of this noise is not fully understood, but it is not direct
magnetic field noise as operating points with vanishing responsivity show similar low
frequency voltage noise.

7.6 Conclusion and outlook

This chapter presented the first high-Tc KIMs operating at 77 K. The lowest white
magnetic field noise level reached is 4 pT/

√
Hz at 10 kHz, which is too high for

operation in a on-scalp MEG system, especially also because of the large low frequency
noise. Nonetheless, it is still unclear where the low frequency noise comes from
and further investigation of the noise sources may help lower the noise. Possible
candidates include critical current fluctuations or inductance fluctuations, hopping
of trapped flux vortices, and temperature fluctuations.

The kinetic inductance fraction αk is, with up to 0.16 for a device functioning
at 77 K, rather small, which also limits the responsivity. Achieving a higher αk
was attempted with thinner films and narrower linewidths. However, fabrication of
such long, thin, and narrow lines from YBCO proved to be challenging, although
the device fabrication could be improved using a carbon mask for patterning the
lines. An alternative approach to increase αk is to implement narrow constrictions
as is done for some low-Tc KIMs [168, 169]. This would also reduce Ic and allow for
periodical resets. KIMs that reset can furthermore be operated in higher background
fields. The KIMs demonstrated here were operated in background fields of up to
28 µT at 77 K (and 50 µT at 4.8 K), which is close to the Earth’s magnetic field.
To get the KIM to reset without constrictions requires very narrow linewidths: Eq.
(2.28) suggests that to reach Ic < IT requires linewidths of less than 5 µm for a film
with a current density of J = 107 A/cm2 at 77 K. Making just part of the KIM loop
very narrow facilitates the fabrication of a device with high αk that resets.

Lastly, one of the main advantages of KIMs is that they can be multiplexed. This
opportunity has yet to be investigated for high-Tc KIMs.
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Conclusion and outlook

The main objectives of my PhD project were to develop and optimize high-temperature
superconducting magnetometers suitable for operation in a multi-channel on-scalp
MEG system, and to verify their suitability in a 7-channel on-scalp MEG system.
For the magnetometers to be suitable, four central requirements need to be fulfilled.
First, they need to exhibit low magnetic field noise in the frequency range of interest.
Second, the sensors need to allow for a small standoff distance and dense spatial
sampling. Third, it needs to be possible to fabricate several such sensors and a
high reproducibility is therefore wanted. Fourth, accurate sensor calibration and low
crosstalk between sensors are needed for the measured signals to be trustworthy.

The first two requirements involve a trade-off between low noise, high spatial
sampling, and possibly low standoff distance. Both the standoff distance and the
spatial sampling density were already more or less defined when I started my PhD.
The 7-channel cryostat was designed to have a variable standoff distance that can be
reduced from a few mm down to around 1 mm. The sensor spacing was set by the
substrate size of 10 mm × 10 mm and a gap of 2 mm for wiring. As described in
§4.1, this is a reasonable choice as the sensor spacing should be roughly equal to the
distance to the sources [42, 43].

This reduces the question to what noise levels are required. State-of-the-art low-Tc
MEG magnetometers have magnetic field noise levels of a few fT/

√
Hz [25]. Although

it is possible to reach such low noise levels with high-Tc SQUID magnetometers, it
is a difficult task and requires larger substrates [99, 156]. Simulations show that
the reduced standoff distance of 1 mm allows for quite an increase in the sensor
noise level: a full-head on-scalp MEG system with a standoff distance of 1 mm
and a sensor noise of 50 fT/

√
Hz, for example, is predicted to be able to extract

more information than a state-of-the-art low-Tc MEG system [44, 47]. However, the
claim that full-head on-scalp MEG systems outperform state-of-the-art MEG systems
[43–47] still needs to be experimentally proven. Lower noise levels are undeniably
an advantage – as long as the spatial sampling and the standoff distance are not
affected much.

One of the main tasks was therefore to understand what limits the magnetic field
noise levels of our single layer high-Tc SQUID magnetometers with bicrystal grain
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boundary junctions. This task was, however, complicated by the large spread in
magnetometer performance found for almost the same sensor design. The realization
that the varying kinetic inductance contribution is partly responsible for the spread
was a key element for solving this problem. Determination of all SQUID parameters
by combining measurements and inductance simulations led to excellent agreement
between experimental results and theoretical predictions. This allowed us to perform
an in-depth magnetometer optimization, which showed that achieving high quality
junctions with fairly low critical currents (. 30 µA) in combination with the optimized
pickup loop design is crucial for reaching the lowest possible magnetic field noise for
this technology. High quality junctions with low critical currents could be more easily
obtained using a CeO2 buffer layer, which also reduced excess currents. The use
of a CeO2 buffer layer also crucially meant that magnetometers with low magnetic
field noise could be more reproducibly fabricated – an important step to fulfill the
third requirement. The best fabricated single layer high-Tc SQUID magnetometers
with bicrystal grain boundary junctions achieve a magnetic field noise level of 44
fT/
√
Hz at 78 K. Based on the performance of the best test SQUIDs fabricated and

the optimized pickup loop design, the lowest possible magnetic field noise for this
technology is just under 30 fT/

√
Hz at 78 K. Lowering the operation temperature

can lead to even lower noise levels. Preferably, optimization is performed at the
temperature the magnetometers should be operated at. Future efforts to further
improve this noise performance should mainly focus on increasing the reproducibility
of fabricating high quality junctions with fairly low critical currents.

Direct injection of current into the SQUID loop played a large role in fulfilling the
fourth requirement. It allowed us to realize that the coupling inductance has a large
kinetic inductance contribution that leads to a temperature-dependent effective area.
A temperature-independent magnetometer calibration method could be developed
using direct injection of current as a feedback method. This type of feedback
furthermore allowed for low sensor-to-sensor feedback flux crosstalk (below 0.5%).

Based on these sensors, a 7-channel on-scalp MEG system was constructed. With
a dense (2 mm edge-to-edge) hexagonal head-aligned array, the system achieves a
small sensor-to-head standoff distance of 1-3 mm and dense spatial sampling. The
magnetic field noise levels are typically 50-130 fT/

√
Hz and the sensor-to-sensor

feedback flux crosstalk is below 0.6%. While this was not the only type of crosstalk
encountered, the crosstalk from ac bias reversal could be relatively simply removed by
using synchronized clocks, and the crosstalk from the mutual inductance of the pickup
loops could be simulated and can be compensated. Verification of the simulated
mutual inductance crosstalk matrix is still a task for future work.

The suitability of the 7-channel on-scalp MEG system for recording brain activity
was demonstrated in several MEG measurements. Moreover, the 7-channel system
even allowed retrieval of information unavailable to conventional MEG as shown in
Paper IV and Paper V. The epilepsy study performed in Paper V is furthermore a
real application with clinical relevance. I hope this direction will be investigated in
more detail in the future as the results are very promising.

For future multi-channel on-scalp MEG systems, three alternative types of high-
temperature superconducting magnetometers were investigated. First, Dayem bridge
junction-based magnetometers with a directly coupled pickup loop were characterized.
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The best device based on the novel grooved Dayem bridge junctions achieved a
magnetic field noise level of 63 fT/

√
Hz. Single layer magnetometers with grooved

Dayem bridge junctions are thus starting to become a viable alternative to the
bicrystal grain boundary junction-based magnetometers of the same type. This
would allow us to get rid of the expensive bicrystal substrates. However, the sensors
still need to be adjusted such that they can be operated in an on-scalp MEG system,
reproducible fabrication of magnetometers with low noise needs to be achieved, and
the suitability of the sensors for operation in a MEG system (mainly in terms of
low frequency noise performance) needs to be evaluated. Most of the conclusions
obtained for bicrystal grain boundary junction-based devices can directly be applied
for this junction type as well.

Second, magnetometers with inductively coupled multilayer flux transformer
were made. The best device was based on bicrystal grain boundary junctions and
reached a white magnetic field noise level below 11 fT/

√
Hz. Although the low

frequency noise is higher, the device outperformed the best single layer device for
frequencies above 20 Hz. Also in this case, operation in the MSR without the use of
a superconducting shield needs to be tested. For use in an on-scalp MEG system,
the problem with crosstalk arising from the mutual inductance of the pickup loops
needs to be solved using a feedback coil coupled to the flux transformer pickup loop,
and accurate magnetometer calibration still needs to be guaranteed. Optimization
of the design using simulations is ongoing.

Third, the potential of kinetic inductance magnetometers (KIMs) was investigated.
We demonstrated the first high-Tc KIMs, which could be operated in fields of 9-28 µT
and achieved a noise level of 4 pT/

√
Hz at 10 kHz. This noise level – and especially

the low frequency noise – is too high for application in an on-scalp MEG system.
However, the field is still in its infancy and the origin of the noise requires further
investigation. The KIM is especially interesting for multi-channel systems because it
allows for multiplexed readout.

The future development of high-temperature superconducting magnetometers in
our group focuses on flux transformer magnetometers because lower noise levels can
be reached. Preferably, SQUIDs based on grooved Dayem bridge junctions can be
used. However, at this point it is not clear if such devices can reach the excellent noise
level of 11 fT/

√
Hz achieved with a bicrystal grain boundary junction-based device.

Optimization of the design using simulations and investigation of the possibility of
fabricating grooved Dayem bridge-based SQUIDs with thicker washers will give an
answer to this question. The development of a 21-channel on-scalp MEG cryostat is
ongoing. With both the 7-channel and the 21-channel system the benefits of on-scalp
MEG can be further explored, which will hopefully allow the retrieval of more new
information from brain activity and thus enable new neuroscience discoveries and
improved treatments for brain diseases.
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A

List of symbols

Symbols – Superconductivity

A Vector potential
B Magnetic field (magnetic flux density measured in tesla)
BT Threshold field for trapping vortices during cooling
δ Superconducting phase
e∗ Effective charge
E Electric field
εr Relative permittivity
f Frequency
Hc Critical field
Hc1 Lower critical field
Hc2 Upper critical field
IT Threshold current for massive flux entry
J Superconducting current density
Jm Current density of the mth superconducting layer
jm Sheet current density of the mth superconducting layer
λ London penetration depth
λp Pearl penetration depth
m∗ Effective mass
n Oxygen content in YBCO
ns Superfluid density
p Momentum
p Hole doping in YBCO
Φ Magnetic flux
Ψ Superconducting order parameter
Tc Critical temperature
um Stream function for the mth superconducting layer
vs Superconducting pair velocity
ξ Coherence length
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Appendix A. List of symbols

Symbols – Josephson junctions and SQUID magnetometers

Aeff Magnetometer effective area
Ap Pickup loop effective area
As SQUID effective area
αI SQUID critical current asymmetry parameter
αL SQUID inductance asymmetry parameter
αR SQUID normal resistance asymmetry parameter
βc Stewart-McCumber parameter
βL Screening parameter or inductance parameter
C Capacitance
Cji Feedback flux crosstalk
CB
ji Magnetic field crosstalk due to mutual inductance between pickup

loops
d Pickup loop inner hole diameter
D Pickup loop outer diameter
δ Superconducting phase difference across a junction
∆ic Normalized critical current modulation depth
∆Iinj Periodicity of the injected current
∆V (Maximal) SQUID voltage modulation
∆v Normalized (maximal) SQUID voltage modulation
∆τ Timestep for Runge-Kutta method
∂V/∂B Responsivity in FLL mode
EGeo Energy stored in the magnetic field defining the geometric inductance
EKin Kinetic energy of the charge carriers defining the kinetic inductance
Γ Noise parameter
I Current
i Normalized current
I0 Critical current of a Josephson junction
Ib Bias current
Ic SQUID critical current
I∗c Reduced SQUID critical current
ic Normalized SQUID critical current
Iex Excess current
If Feedback current
Iinj Current directly injected into the SQUID loop
IN Nyquist noise current
iN Normalized Nyquist noise current
Is Superconducting current (supercurrent)
J Circulating current in a SQUID
j Normalized circulating current in a SQUID
Jc Junction critical current density
k Coupling coefficient (for mutual inductance)
L SQUID inductance
Lc SQUID coupling inductance
LFT Matched flux transformer input coil and pickup loop inductance
LGeo Geometric inductance contribution
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Appendix A. List of symbols

lJJ Length of the microbridge forming the JJ
LKin Kinetic inductance contribution
Li Flux transformer input coil inductance
Lp Pickup loop inductance
Lpar SQUID parasitic inductance
lsq SQUID loop length
M Mutual inductance
Mf Mutual inductance between SQUID and feedback coil
Mm Magnetic moment
ωc Characteristic frequency
Φa Applied magnetic flux
φa Normalized applied magnetic flux
Φa Total flux threading the SQUID loop
Φb Flux bias for FLL operation with ac bias reversal
R Resistance, in case of JJs and SQUIDs: normal resistance of a JJ
Rd Dynamic resistance of a SQUID at the point of operation
Rf Feedback resistance
Rn Normal resistance of a SQUID
S

1/2
B Total equivalent magnetic field noise amplitude spectral density

("Magnetic field noise")
S

1/2
Φ Total equivalent flux noise amplitude spectral density ("Flux noise")
S

1/2
V Total voltage noise amplitude spectral density ("Voltage noise")
S

1/2
V,el Electronics contribution to voltage noise amplitude spectral density
S

1/2
V,sq Intrinsic SQUID voltage noise amplitude spectral density
S

1/2
V,FFL Voltage noise amplitude spectral density in FLL mode
SV Voltage noise power spectral density
sV Normalized voltage noise power spectral density
t Film thickness
τ Normalized time
θ Misorientation angle bicrystal substrate
V Voltage
v Normalized voltage
V̄ Average voltage across the JJ or SQUID
v̄ Normalized average voltage across the JJ or SQUID
Vb Voltage bias for FLL operation
V res
n Voltage of resonance due to standing wave along the SQUID slit
Vout Output voltage in FLL
VΦ Flux-to-voltage transfer function
V FLL

Φ Flux-to-voltage transfer function in FLL mode
wel Width of the electrode
wJJ Width of the microbridge forming the JJ
wsl Width of the SQUID slit
wsq Linewidth of the SQUID loop
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Appendix A. List of symbols

Symbols – KIMs
A Area of the superconducting loop
αk Kinetic inductance fraction
B0 Average orthogonal field to the superconducting loop
C Capacitance of the capacitor
Cc Capacitance of the coupling capacitor
∆f Resonance width (FWHM)
∆fr Maximal resonance frequency shift with applied magnetic field
∂V/∂B0 Responsivity
fr Resonance frequency
I∗ Current nonlinearity parameter
Irf RF current in the loop
Is Screening current
L Inductance of the superconducting loop
Lg Geometric inductance of the superconducting loop
Lk Kinetic inductance of the superconducting loop
Lk0 Kinetic inductance of the superconducting loop with Is = 0
Lpar Parasitic inductance of the central line
Ltot Total resonator inductance
λc Carrier wavelength
Φa Flux threading the superconducting loop
Qc Complex-valued coupling quality factor used for fitting S21(f)
Qe External or coupling quality factor
Qi Internal quality factor
Qt Total or loaded quality factor of the resonator
Ri Resistance describing the superconductor losses
ρ Resisitivity
S21 Transmission parameter
t Film thickness
V Output voltage
Vin Input voltage
w Linewidth of the superconducting loop
Z Impedance of the resonator
Z0 Characteristic impedance
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B

Inductance formulas

SQUID loop

The geometric inductance of a thin coplanar stripline of length l with spacing s
between the strips of width w is given by [225]:

LGeoc ≈ µ0
K(k)

K(k′)
l, (B.1)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind with a modulus k = s/(s+ 2w) and k′ =

√
1− k2.

SQUID magnetometer pickup loop

The geometric inductance of a thin-film square pickup loop with inner side length d
and linewidth w is [226]:

Lp ≈ 1.25µ0d for
d

w
< 1, (B.2a)

Lp ≈
2

π
µ0d

[
ln

(
5 +

d

w

)
+ 0.25

]
for 1 <

d

w
< 10, (B.2b)

Lp ≈
2

π
µ0 (d+ w)

[
ln

(
1 +

d

w

)
+ 0.5

]
for

d

w
> 10. (B.2c)

Flux transformer input coil

The geometric inductance of a spiral coil with n turns of width w and spacing s can
be approximated by the current sheet expression [227]:

Li ≈
µ0n

2davgc1

2

(
ln(c2/ρ) + c3ρ+ c4ρ

2
)
, (B.3)

where dout is the outer coil diameter, din is the inner coil diameter, davg = 0.5(dout+din)
is the average diameter, ρ = (dout − din)/(dout + din) is the fill ratio, and c1 to c4 are
coefficients found in Table B.1.
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Appendix B. Inductance formulas

Table B.1: Coefficients for the current sheet approximation.

Layout c1 c2 c3 c4

Square 1.27 2.07 0.18 0.13
Hexagonal 1.09 2.23 0.00 0.17
Octagonal 1.07 2.29 0.00 0.19
Circular 1.00 2.46 0.00 0.20

KIM

The geometric inductance of a thin square loop with outer side length D and very
narrow linewidth w is [228]:

Lg ≈
2µ0D

π

[
sinh−1

(
2D

w

)
− 1

]
. (B.4)
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